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Abstract 

This study seeks to investigate the representations of asylum seekers in the Norwegian print 
media by analysing the case of the “October children” in 2017. An exhaustive sample of the 
online coverage of the case has been gathered and examined through a critical discourse 
analysis, implementing the social actors approach by Van Leeuwen (2008). After reviewing 
the 24 news stories, this paper finds that the overall coverage tends to be negative portraying 
the October children as a political case where the asylum seekers are seen as passive, 
motionless, and figures that merely contributes to a political debate and rivalry between 
political parties. 

The study further concludes that the asylum seekers are portrayed with an emphasis on their 
rejection, where deportations is a major topic of debate. The findings suggest that the 
Norwegian press is responsible for creating and also maintaining certain stereotypes about 
asylum seekers.  
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INTRODUCTION 

During the European refugee crisis in 2015, over 5,000 single minor asylum seekers came to 
Norway. Most arrived during the fall. Given that many of the asylum seekers lacked a known 
identity and date of birth, the date of birth was calculated to the day after they registered as 
asylum seekers. The people that were about 16 years old and arrived in October, naturally 
turned 18 years old this October in 2017, meaning that they lost the protection they had as a 
minor. A total of 130 rejected asylum seekers, of which 128 were from Afghanistan reached 
the age of 18 during the autumn (Tjernshaugen, 2017). Immigration authorities in Norway 
decided that they will be sent back to Afghanistan. Due to this event, these asylum seekers 
were named the October children.  
 
This case caused a huge debate in the media, demonstrating different political agendas. One 
aspect of the debate was the individual cases of the asylum seekers portrayed in the media. 
An example was the case of Mustafa from Afghanistan who turned 18 this year, and was 
arrested one day before his birthday by the police immigration department in Norway. He was 
then deported back to Afghanistan and this resulted in a huge dispute against the new act in 
the Norwegian media where the public got involved and started campaigning against this new 
decision. During the October children case several individual cases like this one were 
portrayed in a variety of the newspapers, giving voice to individual asylum seekers. However, 
the case also portrayed the negative perceptions about asylum seekers emphasising the 
otherness which is often seen in the reporting of the topic (Eriksen, 2013). This is therefore a 
very interesting case to analyse due to the variety of coverage the case received. The 
discussion of the case led to a vote in the Norwegian parliament where it was decided by the 
majority to reassess the asylum cases with the emphasis on their vulnerability to cope with life 
back in Afghanistan, leading to a delay in the deportations of the October children and 
therefore also raising uncertainty among them (Thelocal.no, 2017). This uncertainty and the 
feeling of being unwanted in the country led to several of the waiting asylum seekers to flee 
from Norway to other European countries due to the fear of being deported back to 
Afghanistan (Eide, 2018). Furthermore, some of the asylum seekers were sent back to other 
cities than their homes in Afghanistan, due to these places being considered to be safe 
(Aftenposten.no, 2017). The capital Kabul for instance, was thought-out to be safe by the 
immigration authorities in Norway (Aftenposten.no, 2017). This was problematic as the asylum 
seekers knew nothing about the life there, and the war is still occurring in Kabul today.  
 
Media can play a crucial role in shaping the discourse about asylum seekers. This study will 
focus on analysing a variety of linguistic tools such as over-lexicalisation, naming and 
metaphors used by the most influential newspapers in Norway during the October children 
case to report about asylum seekers, arguing that language gives the media power to 
influence the public perception of asylum seekers, and in this case, influence the destiny of 
individual asylum seekers.  
 
Representations of asylum seekers have been reviewed to a large extent, however, due to 
the specific case of the October children being so recent, the existing literature is little to non-
existing. Knowing more about the representation of asylum seekers in this specific case could 
help understanding the power of discourse and the influence it may have on individuals. A 
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critical and socially committed study on the representations of the October children is thus 
necessary, and this study seeks to provide a contribution to this issue.  
 

The paper is divided into four chapters. The theoretical framework for the research will provide 
the most important concepts in the research. Firstly, otherness, national identify, immigration 
and Norwegian values will be discussed in order to give context to the research. The recent 
political situation in Norway will then be outlined as this is an important aspect of the case, 
being a political debate. The theoretical framework will also approach asylum seekers in 
Norway and the current state of neglecting a refugee crisis. Phenomena such as power, 
discourse and media will also be defined of its importance in relation to the topic, in addition 
to the concept of racial stereotypes and asylum seeker stereotypes in the media. Moreover, 
the literature review focuses on the representation of asylum seekers in the print media using 
a critical discourse analysis by outlining studies from Lien (2016), KhosraviNik (2010) and 
Gabrielatos & Baker (2008). Chapter two outlines the chosen methodology identifying the 
purpose of the research and the research questions, along with the sampling methods, 
analytical approach and data analysis procedures. Following the analysis in chapter two, 
chapter three will consist of the findings. The findings argue that the Norwegian press is 
responsible for creating and also maintaining certain stereotypes of asylum seekers where the 
coverage tends to be negative portraying the October children as a political case where the 
asylum seekers are seen as passive, motionless, and figures that merely contributes to a 
political debate and rivalry between political parties. Lastly, chapter four will provide a 
discussion and conclusion, and additionally attempt to suggest further recommendations for 
future research. 
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CHAPTER 1: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS 

This section will present the theories and ideas that inform the study. It aims to place the topic 
in the context of the Norwegian society, and political context. It gives explanations of concepts 
that are central to the research such as; Otherness, immigration, national identity and 
Norwegian values. Further concepts include the power of language and media representation 
of asylum seekers. Ultimately, it provides a review of existing academic literature on asylum 
seekers’ representations in the print media.  

 Otherness, National Identity and Immigration in Norway 

The terrorist attacks in 2011 in Norway revealed a side of the Norwegian society that was 
barely known outside of the country, and also poorly understood within the country (Eriksen, 
2012). The attacks revealed that there is an existence of an active aggressive anti-immigrant 
network connected through websites and social media (Eriksen, 2012). As a result of the rapid 
growth of ethnic minorities, debates about integration, immigration, policy, multiculturalism and 
national identity have grown in Norway (Eriksen, 2012). The country’s success in maintaining 
high levels of welfare, security and employment, may also contribute to the increased 
xenophobic views (Eriksen, 2012). However, throughout the country’s post-war history, and 
under the leadership of the Labour Party, inclusion and equality have been the main values 
(Eriksen, 2012). An example was to ensure a high level of participation in the labour market, 
where ethnic discrimination is illegal and companies are encouraged to employ people of 
ethnic minority backgrounds (Eriksen, 2012). However, even though the Norwegian 
government has succeeded in setting policies to promote equal opportunities for the 
increasingly diversified population, the policies are not necessarily the practise (Eriksen, 
2012). One example of this is that diversity is associated with national or ethnic groups – not 
individuals, meaning that people are treated as Somalis, Vietnamese etc., and not in 
accordance with their basic individual human needs and concerns (Eriksen, 2012). 
Furthermore, despite ethnic discrimination being illegal, it is still evident in several areas such 
as the labour market, the housing market and the media (Eriksen, 2012). 
 
The biggest argument against immigration is the perceived cultural “otherness” of immigrants 
(Eriksen, 2012). “The initial conception of other was a utilitarian one that deemed it necessary 
for the establishment of one’s subjective self by delineating what a person is through 
establishing what he or she is not” (Mullin-Jackson, 2009, p. 1). Moreover, to define the other 
is to label certain individuals as being different and not belonging to one’s group (Mullin-
Jackson, 2009). Norway as a multicultural society intensified in the 1990s, and the other was 
described to be among us, meaning that it was more ambiguous to define us as a homogenous 
group, rather then pointing towards the other on the outside (Østrem 2009, cited in; Erstad et 
al. 2016). However, immigrants are frequently perceived in a negative way by the larger 
society, which may lead to devaluation of their group (Liebkind, 1992 cited in; Phinney et al., 
2001). The media portrays a level of concern across the political spectrum that immigrants are 
contributing less to the welfare state and taking more than the majority (Eriksen, 2013; 
Kyllingstad, 2017). Moreover, issues concerning gender equality are essential in Norwegian 
debates on minorities and integration, and one example is how the headscarf often worn by 
Muslims is discussed (Eriksen, 2013). The headscarf is discussed as a question of women’s 
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rights and not in relation to secular values as seen in France, nor notions of “common” values 
as seen in the Netherlands (Eriksen, 2013). Moreover, concerns about migration used to be 
based on economic grounds, although this changed to cultural and religious concerns after 
the Cold War, and again worsen after the 9/11 attacks in the United States (Eriksen, 2013).  
 
“Like most national identities in the modern world, the Norwegian one claims an ancient 
ancestry” (Eriksen, 2013 p.3). The mainstream Norwegian self-understanding during the final 
decades of the 19th century consisted of a prominent Viking mythology element (Eriksen, 
2013). Emerging from the romantic movement at the time, Norwegian nationalism has 
historically been based on ethnicity, in addition to being influenced by enlightenment concepts 
of human rights as well as the failed 1848 democratic revolutions in continental Europe 
(Eriksen, 2013). As a result of its historical homogeneity and the small population*, institutions 
of the modern state such as the labour market, education system and mass media, have 
managed to build a credible image of the nation as a family (Eriksen, 2013). Before 1975 the 
majority of non-western immigrants came for jobs and were largely from Pakistan and Turkey 
(Eriksen, 2013). However, in 1975 the Norwegian government enforced a general ban on 
immigration meaning that there were only two ways in which third-country nationals could 
legally enter in Norway; through family reunion or as refugees, this ban excluded the 
neighbouring Nordic countries (Eriksen, 2013). However, this changed in 2004 with the 
European Union’s 2004 enlargement when migration from new member states of the union 
grew significantly (Eriksen, 2013). Despite Norway not being an EU member state, the country 
coordinates many of its policies with the EU such as labour migration due to being a part of 
the Schengen free movement (Eriksen, 2013).  
 
Statistics Norway measured attitudes towards immigrants and immigration in Norway from 
2008 to 2017 and the results are very interesting. Only 16 per cent think it should be easier 
for refugees and asylum seekers to obtain a residence permit in Norway (Ssb.no, 2017). 
However, the majority agreed that most immigrants make an important contribution to 
Norwegian working life and that most immigrants enrich the cultural life in Norway (Ssb.no, 
2017). Moreover, the majority disagreed with the statement that most immigrants are a cause 
of insecurity in the society, which was seen to be a growing result from 2008 until 2017 
(Ssb.no, 2017). Despite the relatively positive opinions about immigrants, the majority would 
still like to keep the steps that are currently required in order to obtain a residence permit in 
Norway (Ssb.no, 2017).  Additionally, it is evident that people who have the most contact with 
immigrants also have the most positive attitudes towards immigration (O’Leary, 2010).    
 

1.1.1 The Norwegian Values “Norske Verdier” 

 
The question about Norwegian values has long been a central topic in the discussion about 
immigration, and a central topic for the Norwegian general elections in 2017 (Vg.no, 2017). 
The value debate started after a statement from one of the Labour Party members suggesting 
that the minister for Integration and Immigration, Sylvi Listhaug acted against “Norwegian 
Christian values” (Vg.no, 2017). Since then, certain politicians have stated that Norwegian 
values are under threat, whereas others have stated that this builds on fear and nostalgia from 
the past (Vg.no, 2017). Nevertheless, Norwegians do 
not agree on what exactly Norwegian values are. A 

*	The population of Norway per January 2018 
was 5 295 619 people (Ssb.no, 2018) 
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survey that is conducted every two years by Ipsos MMI – a market research company, reports 
the values that are most prevalent in the society at the time, and the concepts that 
characterised 2017 was equality and non-religiousness (Hellevik, 2017 cited in; Vg.no, 2017). 
These results contradict the statement that “Norwegian Christian values” are under threat. 
Furthermore, research has shown that more and more people believe that immigration is an 
enrichment and fewer people consider immigration to be a threat to Norwegian values, proving 
that the increased immigration has contributed to a more positive perception and attitudes 
towards immigrants (Hellevik, 2017 cited in; Vg.no, 2017). However, the debate between 
politicians and commentators does not seem to match the overall perception of the population. 
The value debate is a central concept to the case of the October children as the discourse 
often linked the threat of Norwegian values to the case, which will be further discussed in the 
results section of this paper.  

 The Political Situation in Norway  

Apace with the rapid growth of the ethnic minority population in Norway, debates about 
immigration, integration, multiculturalism and national identity have blossomed in the country, 
developing into a central political topic (Eriksen, 2013). The 2017 government elections in 
Norway displayed a historically close election between the Conservative Party Høyre and the 
Labour Party Arbeiderpartiet (Thelocal.no, 2017). However, the Conservative Party led by 
Erna Solberg won the majority of seats in the end, marking her re-election for the first time in 
over 30 years that a conservative prime minister has won a second straight term in Norway 
(Thelocal.no, 2017). The Labour Party actually won the most seats in the 2013 elections, yet 
the party was unable to form a government as their coalition parties lost seats in the elections 
(Lifeinnorway.net, 2017). This political shift demonstrated a development from the centre left 
dominated coalition from 2005 to 2013, to the centre-right coalition that is in government today 
(Lifeinnorway.net, 2017). The government in Norway tends to be a centre-left or centre-right 
leaning government due to seven to eight different parties sharing the 169 parliamentary 
seats, resulting in coalitions being the norm – often led by main left or right parties 
(Lifeinnorway.net, 2017). This political shift is quite a remarkable one due to the Populist 
Progress Party being the biggest coalition partner in the current government, a party that is 
known for its anti-immigration and nativism rhetoric (Theatlantic.com, 2017).  
 
The Populist Progress Party entered the government for the first time in 2013, and the political 
shift demonstrates the most right-wing elected administration in Norway’s history, meaning 
that the country is following the general European tendency (Lexit-network, 2018). The political 
spectre across Europe seems to be moving to the right with developments such as Brexit, the 
new German right wing populist party Alternative fur Deutschland (AfD), Marine Le Pen with 
the Front National in France, Gert Wilders with the Freedom Party in the Netherlands, in 
addition to Hungary and Poland where authoritarian populists are running the government 
(Theguardian, 2017; Lexit-network, 2018).  
 
A topic broadly discussed during the elections was the Progress Party minister for integration 
and immigration Sylvi Listhaug, as she demonstrated attention seeking anti-immigrant 
misbehaviour during the campaigning leading up to the elections (Thelocal.no, 2017). The 
integration and immigration minister pulled a pre-election publicity stunt where she was visiting 
a suburb in Sweden in order to highlight problems of criminality and warning Norwegian voters 
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of the danger of uncontrolled immigration (Thelocal.no, 2017). However, although the 
Progress Party affirm itself as an anti-immigration party, it is a party that is less nationalistic 
and authoritarian than extreme European populist counterparts and can therefore not be 
compared to parties like the Front National in France, Danish People’s Party or German neo-
Nazi groups (Aarebrot, 2017 cited in: Thelocal.no, 2017). Yet, the party had an integration and 
immigration minister that effectively protested against those supporting to help asylum seekers 
in Norway by using the term “Godhetstyranni” (Goodness tyranny) which is a phenomenon 
where the liberals wanting more liberal asylum policies consider their own views to represent 
the “good side” and everyone who disagrees are considered as “horrible people” (Lien, 2016). 
Listhaug’s concerns regarding asylum seekers evolves around things related to the economy, 
and she has stated that “She is worried about the future of her children because of the burden 
the stream of people to Norway will be for the welfare state” (Tjernshaugen, 2016 cited in; 
Lien, 2016 p. 32). However, Listhaug resigned in March 2018 in order to avoid the collapse of 
the government, after her Facebook post accusing the Labour Party for putting terrorist’ rights 
before national security (Theguardian, 2018). Her rhetoric was especially problematic as this 
was a sensitive topic for the Labour Party – the victims of the terror in 2011 (Theguardian, 
2018).  
 
In 2015 migrants seeking to enter Norway by cycling across the Artic border crossing shared 
by Russia, started an intense debate on the topic of migrants (Thelocal.no, 2017). The 
Norwegian parliament rushed through legislation in order to allow the deportations of people 
attempting to enter the country (Thelocal.no, 2017). Furthermore, during the refugee crisis 
over 31, 000 people applied for asylum in Norway which led to various changes on family 
reunification regulations in Norway (Thelocal.no, 2017). The Progress Party ensured stricter 
reform proposals with new rules in terms of economic self-sufficiency and increasing waiting 
periods (Thelocal.no, 2017).  
 
Border control was another hot topic during the elections in 2017 and is still an ongoing public 
debate to date (Thelocal.no, 2017). Despite being a part of the Schengen zone, Norway 
requested for border controls to be extended (Thelocal.no, 2017). Schengen is regularly 
criticised for being an “open door to criminals” and societal issues related to the religion and 
culture of immigrants seem to be the most debated factors among parties, rather than the 
economic and work factors (Thelocal.no, 2017).  
 
So what does this political situation mean for the October children case?  
 
During the October children case the government coalition in Norway was still in process. 
Immigration was seen as the most important issue for one in four voters during the elections, 
which is more than twice as many as in previous parliamentary elections (Vg, 2017). This 
resulted in the case being a political discussion where the October children were seen as a 
debate in political rivalry between the different parties, emphasising that the individuals were 
used as numerical figures and passive agents. This concept will be further discussed in the 
result section of this paper.  
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 Asylum Seekers in Norway and Neglecting a Crisis 

On the website of Utlendingsdirektoratet (UDI) – the directorate of immigration in Norway it 
states that “You can apply for protection (asylum) if you are persecuted or if you fear 
persecution or inhumane treatment in your home country” (Udi.no, 2018). Afghanistan has 
suffered from instability and conflict during its recent history and the country’s infrastructure is 
in ruins, resulting in many of the population being refugees (Bbc.com, 2018). The Taliban 
imposed a strict Islamic rule after a devastating civil war in 2001, and have recently made a 
comeback (Bbc.com, 2018). The current situation is fragile and in January 2018 explosions 
that were attributed to the Taliban, killed more than 100 people in the capital Kabul, which is 
one of the suggested cities for the October children to be deported to (Aftenposten.no, 2017; 
Bbc.com, 2018). The UDI website further states that one must be in Norway or at the 
Norwegian border in order to apply for asylum, with the exception of the resettlement/quota 
refugees (Udi.no, 2018). Resettlement or quota refugees refers to the UN High Commissioner 
for Refugees (UNHCR) and the solution they offer by refugees being offered protection in 
another country to where they are currently based (Udi.no, 2018). Furthermore, if the asylum 
seeker is under the age of 18 without being accompanied by parents, the asylum seeker is 
entitled to a representative (guardian) and will also be appointed a lawyer (Udi.no, 2018). 
Unaccompanied minor asylum seekers are encouraged to undertake an age examination if 
the UDI is in doubt that the correct age has been stated, which is carried out by taking an X-
ray of one hand and the teeth of the person (Udi.no, 2018). The age tests were a central topic 
in the debate of the October children as several newspapers stated that the asylum seekers 
were lying about their age. Moreover, if the asylum seeker has been to another European 
country, the person will be sent back as stated in the Dublin procedure (Udi.no, 2018). The 
Dublin Regulation is an agreement between the European countries, Iceland, Switzerland, 
Liechtenstein and Norway and states that each asylum seeker should only have the 
application considered in one of the countries involved in the cooperation and that country 
would therefore be responsible for the registered asylum seeker (Udi.no, 2018). UDI further 
explains that unaccompanied minor asylum seekers will only be sent to another Dublin country 
if they have family there, or if the application has been processed there (Udi.no, 2018).  
 
In 2015 there were about 30, 000 people applying for asylum in Norway, which was a huge 
contrast to the 3000 people applying in 2016, resulting in a decline of 90% which is the lowest 
number of asylum seekers in 20 years (Forskning.no, 2016). Immigration researcher Lars 
Østby points out that the effect of a stricter immigration policy as a result of the right-leaning 
government with the integration and immigration minister from the Populist Progress Party, 
has had an effect on the numbers (Østby, 2016 cited in; Forskning.no, 2016). However, the 
researcher also emphasises that this alone cannot be the reason for such a decline and 
explains that after the EU-Turkey agreement to send back refugees travelling across the 
Aegean Sea, asylum seekers now tend to travel across the Mediterranean Sea from Libya to 
Italy (Forskning.no, 2016). With this route, few asylum seekers will be able to apply for asylum 
in Norway (Østby, 2016 cited in; Forskning.no, 2016). The crossing of boats from Turkey to 
Greece has declined, meaning that Turkey now stops asylum seekers from Syria, Afghanistan 
and Iraq that would normally be able to travel to Norway (Brekke, 2016 cited in; Forskning.no, 
2016). This drastic decline is problematic as the refugee crisis is in no way over with wars in 
the Middle East, the Mediterranean and Syria. So why do we suddenly think that the crisis is 
over?  
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A number of diplomats and officials at the European Union stated in 2016 that the refugee 
crisis was over, with the permanent representative of the Netherlands to the EU Pieter de 
Gooijer, further stating that “We have a grip on the flow” (de Gooijer, 2016 cited in; 
Foreignpolicy.com, 2016) Europe’s political leaders saw the crisis as a crisis of borders and 
thus of state sovereignty, emphasising that it was the refugees who posed the crisis 
(Foreignpolicy.com, 2016). However, a year earlier the crisis was seen as the dilemma of the 
refugees desperately fleeing from war and hoping for a shelter in Europe (Foreignpolicy.com, 
2016). It is clear that “what began as a moral drama turned into a political one as Europe 
seemed to lose control of its borders” (Foreignpolicy.com, 2016). The horrible images of the 
three-year-old boy Alan Kurdi who was washed ashore in Turkey, provoked public sympathy 
that quickly ended with the terrorist attacks in Paris in 2015, and the sexual assaults that 
occurred in Cologne during New Year’s Eve 2015/2016 (Foreignpolicy.com, 2016). “The 
refugee crisis demonstrated that in the face of an emergency that touched deeply on matters 
of national interest and national sovereignty, there was no such thing as Europe, only 
individual states” (Foreignpolicy.com, 2016). The choices made by the states were driven by 
political culture and geographical location (Foreignpolicy.com, 2016). While Sweden opened 
the doors, Denmark used ads in Arab newspapers in order to warn potential migrants that they 
were unwelcome in the country (Foreignpolicy.com, 2016). The politics and the morality of the 
crisis run in completely different directions (Foreignpolicy.com, 2016). Furthermore, the media 
stopped reporting about the refugee crisis with the focus on the victims, changing the spotlight 
to economics and security – especially during election season (aljazeera.com, 2016). Rami, a 
Syrian refugee in Athens expressed that “The world got bored with refugees in 2016” 
(aljazeera.com, 2016). He further stated that problems that happened “because” of the 
refugees was a new focal point for the media (aljazeera.com, 2016).  

 Power, Discourse and Media 

Cultural groups in a society are not equal in power and these differences have created terms 
such as mainstream, minority and ethnic groups within the society (Berry, 1997). The 
assumption that minorities should be a part of the mainstream culture in a society, does not 
always occur due to resistance from both the dominant and non-dominant cultural groups, 
which results in cultural diversity within the society (Kymlicka, 1995; UNESCO, 1985 cited in; 
Berry, 1997). In this paper racism is referred to as a system of racial power abuse of a 
dominant Norwegian white group against ethnic minorities in Norway (Van Dijk, 2012). “Social 
power abuse is the illegitimate exercise of power resulting in social inequality” (Van Dijk, 2008 
cited in; Van Dijk, 2012 p. 15). This type of power abuse involves privileged access to social 
assets such as status, income, housing, healthcare, employment, knowledge and respect 
(Van Dijk, 2012). Ethnic domination can be defined in two dimensions as social and cognitive 
dimensions (Van Dijk, 2012). The social dimension consists of discrimination through social 
practises such as exclusion and unequal distribution of social resources and human rights, 
whereas the cognitive dimension includes stereotypes, beliefs, prejudices and ideologies 
functioning as discriminatory practises (Van Dijk, 2012). The results chapter in this paper will 
further discuss the stereotypes and ideologies that formed a typical discourse in the case of 
the October children, demonstrating the power of discourse. In Critical Discourse Studies 
(CDA), one is interested in power abuse and domination such as the violation of human rights 
and in ethnic relations, such symbolic power resources may be skin colour, origin, nationality 
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or culture (Van Dijk, 2015). It is through language that we constitute the social world (Machin 
& Mayr, 2012). By selection, extent, frequency and nature of their reporting, newspapers have 
the power to determine issues consumers become involved with and attitudes and views 
towards them (Hart, 2010). There are two causal “powers” which can shape texts; social 
structures and social practises on one side, and social agents, which are the people involved 
in social events on the other side (Archer, 1995; Sayer, 2000 cited in: Fairclough, 2003, p.22). 
The distribution of power relating to the October children case was seen in the nature of the 
reporting of the case, which will be discussed in the results section. 
 
Discourse is defined as socially situated text and talk (Van Dijk, 2012). Discourse includes all 
forms of communication and suggest that we create the truths that we live by ourselves 
through our interactions (Schneider, 2013). Discourse theory is therefore interested in human 
expressions, very often in the form of language, highlighting the link between language and 
knowledge (Schneider, 2013). Critical discourse analysis (CDA) is a section within the 
discourse theory focusing on the linguistic aspects of discourse (Schneider, 2013). The 
analysis typically goes beyond the construction of text and talk, relating these to social 
structures (Van Dijk, 2016). The analysis takes a stand on the abuse of the power a media 
organisation may have on manipulating their readers through various text tools (Van Dijk, 
2016). Within racism, discourse may be used as limitations of human rights through 
problematize, exclude and marginalise ethnic out-groups (Van Dijk, 2012). The analysis can 
explain how the mass media with symbolic elites are able to control the publics’ attitudes and 
can contribute to certain ideologies within a society (Van Dijk, 2016). Journalists are referred 
to as symbolic elites due to them playing a special role in knowledge and ideologies in a 
society (Van Dijk, 2012).  

The word media comes from middle and explains how the media stands in the middle between 
us as consumers, and the world (Hibbert, 2006). The media therefore has the power to gather 
information, edit the information and then present the information in ways the media outlet will 
profit from the most (Hibbert, 2006). Moreover, the media is the main source of information 
and if the media would provide poor quality information during an election, voters are more 
likely to make bad decisions depending on this information (Hibbert, 2006). News and opinion 
articles in the press are essentially involved in the organisation of ethnic attitudes and 
ideologies (Van Dijk, 2012). It is evident that the dominated group in the news production in 
European societies are white males (Van Dijk, 2012). This can be explained due to news being 
created for the powerful elites in a society, where women and other minorities are 
discriminated and therefore less visible (Van Dijk, 2012). Interestingly, this phenomenon is 
even apparent when the news is about ethnic cases, such as immigration (Van Dijk, 2012). 
Given this social context of news production, it is therefore not a surprise that news reports on 
ethnic topics tend to be biased (Van Dijk, 2012).  

 Racial Stereotypes 

By manoeuvring the complex relationships and interactions that form everyday life, individuals 
make behavioural choices based on their subjective interpretations of the situations and the 
individuals they encounter (Macrae, Stangor & Hewstone, 1996). The action of presumed 
processes using detectable characteristics of social stimuli to conclude assumed 
characteristics that are not readily in the initial perceptual experience apparent, is one 
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important potential source of divergence between subjective impressions and objective 
“truths” (Macrae, Stangor & Hewstone, 1996). Stereotyping serves as a classic example of 
this process (Macrae, Stangor & Hewstone, 1996). Discovering group memberships such as 
race, age or sex tends to be fairly easy, however, detecting individual personality traits, 
attitudes, and interests requires a bigger investment in mental resources (Macrae, Stangor & 
Hewstone, 1996). Perceivers therefore approach social situations with assumptions about 
these traits in order to shape the impression of individual group members (Macrae, Stangor & 
Hewstone, 1996). The process of stereotyping makes it possible to create articulated 
representations of others efficiently and effortlessly, however, during recent decades there 
has been a realization about the negative effects of stereotyping for the targets of this process 
(Macrae, Stangor & Hewstone, 1996). Stereotypes about out-groups are often negative 
leading to individuals of such group to experience disadvantages (Macrae, Stangor & 
Hewstone, 1996).  
 
The link between migration and crime commonly made by certain politicians in the press, leads 
to racial stereotypes (Eriksen, 2013). According to the University Counseling Center of Notre 
Dame (2018), racial stereotypes are defined as automatic mental images that individuals hold 
regarding members of a particular racial group. Stereotyping based on race declines the 
individual differences and perceivers therefore tend to ignore or even reject information that is 
not consistent with the stereotype that is developed about that specific racial group (University 
Counseling Center of Notre Dame, 2018). In the daily life of our society racism and stereotypes 
of ethnic groups are revealed in various fields such as schools, work, sports and the mass 
media (Krutmeijer, 1998). The Norwegian state has never been a colonial power, and the 
country does not have a history of race based slavery or legal racial segregation (Kyllingstad, 
2017). However, the country still has a history of “race” as in the 20th century there was a belief 
of hierarchy amongst race with Norwegian academics, politicians and the public in general 
(Kyllingstad, 2017). The Norwegian minority policy was not outlined by measures to preserve 
the racial “purity” of Norwegians, but rather by an approach of assimilation in order to create 
a culturally homogenous nation (Kyllingstad, 2017). Debates about immigration and minorities 
in Norway tend to refer to social, cultural and religious issues rather than race, meaning that 
in order to deal with problems of racism, discrimination and ethnic conflicts one should not 
focus on the traditional racial ideas, but about stereotypical notions of cultures and religions 
(Kyllingstad, 2017). The latest survey of attitudes towards immigrants and immigration by 
Statistics Norway (2017) exhibit a level of uncertainty (Kyllingstad, 2017). It states that 67% of 
Norwegians believe that immigrants enrich the cultural life of the country and 74% of the 
participants would not mind if their daughter or son married an immigrant (Kyllingstad, 2017). 
However, the survey also revealed that about 30% felt that immigrants are misusing the social 
welfare system and further stating that immigrants should become as “Norwegian” as possible 
(Kyllingstad, 2017).  
 
The media’s role in creating and maintaining these stereotypes is tremendous. As active 
participants in the global information flow, media audiences are heavily exposed to messages 
from the mass media by consuming these messages directly and indirectly every day 
(Ibroscheva & Ramaprasad, 2008). The media is seen as large sources for easily accessible 
and widely available information, created and maintained by powerful information channels 
and image factories, managing the stereotypical beliefs about foreigners (Ibroscheva & 
Ramaprasad, 2008). The mass media is therefore seen as playing a vital role in shaping 
perceptions about the world (Ibroscheva & Ramaprasad, 2008).  
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1.5.1 The Asylum Seeker Stereotypes in the Media 

The asylum seeker stereotypes in the media will be briefly introduced here in order to have a 
general idea of the common stereotypes in the reporting of asylum seekers. These will be 
further discussed in the literature review by introducing common terms linked to the 
stereotypes. 
 
A number of stereotypes have been generated in the media about asylum seekers. There is 
the notion that asylum seekers come from well-to-do families with enough money to fund their 
journeys. One particular image the media often portray is the successful, rich man leaving 
behind his family. There is a stereotype that asylum seekers are “fortune-hunters” with fake 
tales of hardship – and no real need for protection (Greenslade, 2005). Moreover, the 
stereotype of unaccompanied minors, suggests that asylum seekers lie about their age in 
order to receive asylum (Bevelander & Petersson, 2014). The minors are portrayed as 
dishonest liars who are either not fleeing alone, or are fleeing alone to function as an “anchor” 
in order to bring the rest of the family once received a permanent residence permit (Bevelander 
& Petersson, 2014). Rejected asylum seekers are often referred to as criminals, creating a 
link between asylum seekers and crime in the media (Overland, Guribye & Lie, 2014). 
However, in some cases asylum seekers are also stereotyped as victims portraying asylum 
seekers as helpless and passive. Van Gorp (2005) examined how asylum seekers were 
framed as innocent victims, often emphasising asylum seekers as humans in fear of their lives, 
framing the problem as how to best welcome victims of persecution, appealing to compassion 
and justice (Devereux, 2007). However, the victimisation of asylum seekers results in the lack 
of agency where the asylum seekers are presented as passive figures. 
 
The Norwegian superior concept evolves around attitudes towards asylum seekers based on 
stereotypes. The image of asylum seekers is often that they are less educated and therefore 
also less intelligent than Norwegians, emphasising that there is a stereotype that asylum 
seekers are inferior to Norwegians (Friberg & Midtbøen, 2017). This concept is emphasising 
the Us versus Them division that will further be explored in the literature review and the result 
section of this paper. However, despite the perception of being superior, it is still evident that 
there is a stereotype that asylum seekers are a threat to the welfare state where asylum 
seekers are seen as competing with Norwegians for recourses (Friberg & Midtbøen, 2017).  

 Literature Review: The Media Representation of Asylum 

Seekers 

Not a lot of empirical research on the print media’s representation of asylum seekers in Norway 
using a critical discourse analysis has been carried out. However, Lien (2016) looked at the 
way refugees were portrayed in the comment sections of Norwegian online newspapers during 
the European refugee crisis in 2015 using a critical discourse analysis. His results are outlined 
below in order to give an idea of the commenters’ usage of words and to give some general 
ideas about themes relevant to this research. Furthermore, the empirical research below by 
KhosraviNik (2010) and Gabrielatos & Baker (2008) focuses on the representation of refugees, 
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asylum seekers and immigrants in various British newspapers from 1996 to 2006 and gives a 
general idea of the linguistic tools used by the newspapers by implementing a critical discourse 
analysis. The reasoning behind picking these two studies from the UK was due to both having 
obvious linguistic findings, in addition to many common discoveries providing a clear image of 
the representation of asylum seekers in the print media.  

Lien (2016) analysed the way refugees were portrayed in the comment sections of Norwegian 
online newspapers during the European refugee crisis in 2015 using a critical discourse 
analysis and found that commenters perceived refugees as threats because of both cultural 
and economic anxieties. The study further revealed that the fear of refugees was constituted 
through a well established Western discourse, portraying the migrants and refugees as others, 
with the influence of orientalism and islamophobia (Lien, 2016). Furthermore, asylum seekers’ 
potential need for protection was delegitimised by reducing them to migrants or fortune hunters 
and by deliberately choosing not to refer to asylum seekers as refugees, commenters referred 
to them as opportunists (Lien, 2016). Moreover, asylum seekers were perceived by 
commentators to be a threat to vulnerable groups in Norway such as the elderly, the ill and 
the unemployed (Lien, 2016). It was evident that the discourse used completely ignored the 
potential benefits of asylum seekers as future contributors to the society (Lien, 2016).  

KhosraviNik (2010) looked at the representation of refugees, asylum seekers, and immigrants 
(Referred to as RASIM) in various British newspapers during the years 1996 – 2006, using a 
critical discourse analysis. The author found that despite the difference in ideological 
viewpoints, the newspapers portrayed RASIM in a very similar way (KhosraviNik, 2010). 
Furthermore, it was found that during these ten years the “issue” of RASIM and the attention 
that was devoted to them increased within this period (KhosraviNik, 2010). After down-
sampling the available content, the author looked into a five-month period of which the highest 
number of articles on RASIM was found focusing on relevant world events (KhosraviNik, 
2010). The first period evolved around the NATO invasion in Kosovo in 1999, and revealed 
that the British press had a common sympathetic attitude towards the refugees and the need 
to help was the subject matter (KhosraviNik, 2010). The conflict was away from the UK which 
might have been the reason for this approach, however, the speculation of what the crisis 
meant for the UK in an alarming way was also present in this case (KhosraviNik, 2010). The 
second period of analysis evolved around the 9/11 attacks in 2001 where the press showed a 
special interest in asylum seekers in Britain as a result of the attacks, focusing on Muslim 
communities in the UK (KhosraviNik, 2010). The news coverage during this period showed 
interest in immigrants as potential terrorists and threats (KhosraviNik, 2010). Furthermore, the 
third period was in 2002, and emerged around the assassination of Pim Fortyun – the 
Netherlands’s far-right politician who led an aggressive anti-immigration and Islamophobic 
ideology, where the news coverage demonstrated a special interest in asylum seekers’ 
children schooling (KhosraviNik, 2010). Moreover, the fourth period in 2004, discussed the 
asylum bill, immigration checks, expansion of the EU and the Madrid bombing (KhosraviNik, 
2010). During this period the press demonstrated scare tactics and alarmist discourses 
contributing to an atmosphere of panic and urgency (KhosraviNik, 2010). Interestingly, as a 
result of the Madrid bombing where several victims were immigrants, the word used to 
describe them were migrant not immigrant and the media demonstrated a more sympathetic 
description of them (KhosraviNik, 2010). Lastly, the period evolving around the campaigning 
leading to the British general elections in 2005, was used as the fourth period (KhosraviNik, 
2010). Immigration was described as a major recurring issue, dehumanising asylum seekers 
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and immigrants in the newspapers (KhosraviNik, 2010).  

The results of the research revealed that the word immigrant was used in a negative way, 
emigrant was portrayed more neutral, whereas migrant was described somewhere in between 
but leaning more towards the word immigrant (KhosraviNik, 2010). The representation of 
RASIM were depersonalised, dehumanised, objectified as numbers, groups, things, us versus 
them, and words such as arrivals, newcomers, and entrants were often used (KhosraviNik, 
2010). Furthermore, the exaggerations such as huge, unlimited numbers and uncontrolled 
were used in the description of RASIM (KhosraviNik, 2010). One point made by KhosraviNik 
(2010) was that RASIM were hardly recognised with names and other human qualities unless 
they were linked to something negative or criminal. Another point made was the discussion of 
RASIM in the political context were extreme aggregation and numerisation was used 
portraying RASIM as passive, motionless and figures that merely contributed to the debate of 
the “issue” (KhosraviNik, 2010). Furthermore, the point of victimisation was especially 
demonstrated with refugees from the war in Kosovo through presenting a picture of their 
devastating situations (KhosraviNik, 2010). One strategy used for this was extensivisation, 
which entailed a very descriptive and detailed picture of the situation, rather than referring to 
“a horrible event” (KhosraviNik, 2010).  

Gabrielatos & Baker (2008) examined the discursive construction of refugees and asylum 
seekers (RAS) in the UK press media between 1996 – 2005, revealing mainly negative 
categories of representation and nonsensical terms such as illegal refugees. The results of 
the research concluded that the coverage of RAS was a seasonal interest in the media and 
events such as wars, natural disasters, and terror attacks resulted in an increase of interest in 
the topic (Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). Furthermore, it was evident that political events in the 
UK such as the asylum bill and the general elections used the coverage of RAS as political 
rivalry debating the “issue” between political parties (Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). The 
newspapers considered a small number of topics of which was mostly demonstrating a 
negative stance (Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). Water references were used when referring to 
refugees in terms of flooding, pouring, streaming, and economic problems were expressed in 
the words of financial burden due to receiving state benefits (Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). 
Furthermore, the economic problem also evolved around a financial threat of competing for 
jobs with existing citizens (Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). Moreover, words of returning and 
repatriation were expressed when covering refugees and asylum seekers in the media 
applying words as refused, in addition to the legal status using words such as bogus, illegal, 
genuine, caught, detained and smuggled (Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). Another interesting 
point from the research unveiled that one in five uses of asylum seekers and refugees were 
accompanied with some form of quantification (Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). Furthermore, it 
was evident that the newspapers referred to refugees as potential or imminent entrants where 
the newspapers felt the need to report on the “problem”, whereas asylum seekers were 
referred to as already being in the country (Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). The study also 
concluded that there was an overlap in the way that the newspapers referred to refugees, 
asylum seekers, immigrants and migrants demonstrating inaccurate and misleading terms, 
which can reveal ignorance and sometimes a negative agenda (Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008).  

The findings suggested that the British press are responsible for creating and also maintaining 
a panic evolving around the topic of RASIM, which is an increasingly dominant discourse in 
the UK press (Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). It would be very interesting to apply this research 
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in more recent times and see the comparison in the British press – especially during Brexit. 
Furthermore, it would be beneficial to look at the audience and how the findings are actually 
perceived by the audience.  

The above studies were chosen due to the relevance of the topic of research and the research 
questions. As described above it is evident that both studies had several similarities. The 
representation of refugees, asylum seekers, immigrants and migrants (RASIM) were seen as 
being negatively portrayed in both cases (KhosraviNik, 2010; Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). 
Numerisation and water references was a fundamental finding in both studies referring to 
RASIM in terms of huge, unlimited numbers, uncontrolled, flooding, pouring and streaming 
(KhosraviNik, 2010; Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). Furthermore, both studies revealed that the 
coverage of RASIM was a seasonal interest in the media, with a special focus on political 
events were political parties would use the “issue” as a debate and rivalry, where RASIM would 
be described as passive, motionless and figures that merely contributed to the debate 
(KhosraviNik, 2010; Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). Moreover, when describing asylum seekers 
in particular us versus them, arrivals, newcomers, entrants, and refused were descriptions 
used frequently, in addition to describing the legal status using words such as bogus, illegal, 
genuine, caught, detained and smuggled (KhosraviNik, 2010; Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). 
Another point made by the authors were the economic problems evolved around a financial 
threat of competing for jobs with existing citizens, and financial burden due to receiving state 
benefits (Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). However, another interesting element of the research 
was highlighting the point of victimisation by presenting a picture of devastating situations 
using such strategies as extensivisation, which entailed a very descriptive and detailed picture 
of the situation, which can lead to a more “positive” coverage due to playing on the audience 
emotions and sympathy (KhosraviNik, 2010).  
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CHAPTER 2: METHODOLOGY 

In order to clarify the steps of the research process and the thoughts behind them, this section 
discusses the methodological and analytical approach to the topic. The paper goes on to 
outline Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) as a methodology. It is suggested that by applying 
a CDA approach, the paper has a solid methodological base for explaining the role of 
discourse in the way the October children are represented. The following pages formulate the 
purpose of the study and describe how the sample was defined, collected and analysed.  

 Research Questions and Purpose 

As the literature review has shown, the research on the representation of asylum seekers in 
the media tends to be a seasonal interest with a special focus on political events were political 
parties would use the “issue” as a debate and rivalry between them (KhosraviNik, 2010; 
Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). Newspapers use a variety of linguistic tools to report about asylum 
seekers. The literature provided a range of examples that will work as a base for the analytical 
approach in this paper. How are the asylum seekers being portrayed in the Norwegian print 
media? will be a reoccurring question to consider.  

The media coverage is expected to be very controversial due to topics such as race and 
immigration. It is also expected to be varied due to the different cases portrayed in terms of 
individual cases and group cases of the October children. Furthermore, due to the case being 
very recent, little is known about the role of the media in shaping opinions about this case. 
The purpose of this study is to investigate how language was used in order to portray the 
asylum seekers involved in the October children case. Through a critical discourse analysis 
this paper aims to assess the different terms and metaphors used by the selected Norwegian 
newspapers in the reporting of the case, to conclude with certain themes and concepts.  

The study therefore aims to answer the following questions: 

RQ1: What type of language was used in the news coverage by the most influential Norwegian 
newspapers of the case?  

RQ2: Was this case portraying the asylum seekers in a positive or negative way? 

RQ3: Was the case portrayed differently in the different newspapers revealing the paper’s 
ideological views?  

The hypothesis of the research is that the language used to report about asylum seekers in 
the Norwegian print media used the linguistic tools as seen in the literature review, resulting 
in a negative portrayal of the asylum seekers. Furthermore, the ideological viewpoint of each 
newspaper is believed to be apparent in the reporting of the case.  
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 Defining the Sample 

By running a test analysis of the six largest newspapers by circulation in Norway, the papers 
with the highest amount of accessible articles were picked for the sample in order to achieve 
as much and balanced data as possible. These papers were Dagbladet, VG and 
Adresseavisen. In order to understand the ideological viewpoint of each paper, the papers are 
outlined with information below: 

2.2.1 Verdens Gang (VG) 

Verdens Gang (The course of the world) AS is a media company 
that publishes newspapers in Norway (Bloomberg.com, 2018). The 
company provides editorial services in several areas such as news 
reporting, consumer and research, international, social affairs, 
sports, entertainment, features, commentary and photography 
(Bloomberg.com, 2018). The company operates as a subsidiary of 
Schibsted ASA and is situated in Oslo (Bloomberg.com, 2018; 
Norwegian lexicon, 2017). The newspaper was founded in 1945 by 
members of the resistance movement shortly after the country was 
liberated from German occupation the same year, and in 1963 the 
newspaper adapted a tabloid format (Norwegian lexicon, 2017). 
The paper was the biggest newspaper in Norway by circulation in 
1981, which lasted until 2010 (Norwegian lexicon, 2017). However, 
the newspaper is still considered to be amongst the most popular 
nationwide, with the online version of the newspaper attracting 1, 
974 000 people every day in 2017, which is equivalent to 43,8 % of 
the Norwegian population (Media Norway, 2018). 
 
The newspaper does not have any agreements with any political parties and is therefore not 
affiliated with any ideological views (Journalisten.no, 2017). However, in 2017 the paper 
suggested to start with political content advertising, but this was voted against as several 
political parties stated that it would lead to more publicity to the parties with the biggest budgets 
(nrk.no, 2017).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
VG 30.05.2018 
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2.2.2 Dagbladet  

Dagbladet is a daily newspaper, also located in Oslo and was 
established in 1869 (Norwegian lexicon, 2017). The newspaper was 
owned by Berner Media Holding AS, a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Berner Gruppen AS, until June 2013 (Norwegian lexicon, 2017). The 
paper version along with the online version and a number of other 
news sites were sold in 2013 to the Danish media company Aller 
Media, which houses around 600 employees in Norway 
(Journalisten.no, 2018; Norwegian lexicon, 2017).  
 
Dagbladet was in the first decades of the Second World War the 
second largest newspaper in the country, and adapted a tabloid 
format in 1983 (Journalisten.no, 2018). The newspaper delivered the 
best results in its 149-year history in 2017 with a profit of 80 million 
nok which, was 298 per cent more than the 20, 1 million nok the year 
before (Journalisten.no, 2018).  
 
The paper has traditionally been at the centre of the Norwegian 
culture with literature and art, and worked as an agent for cultural radicals (Norwegian lexicon, 
2017). The newspaper is regarded to be left wing and has retained its position as a liberal 
newspaper with partly radical views in individual cases such as language affairs, church 
politics, women’s affairs and community issues (Norwegian lexicon, 2017). The newspaper’s 
employees include the biggest writers in Norway in addition to artists that gives the paper the 
characteristics it is known for (Norwegian lexicon, 2017). 
 
According to Media Norway (2018) 1,166 000 people read the online version of the paper per 
day in 2017, which is equivalent to 25,9 % of the Norwegian population. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Dagbladet 30.05.2018 
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2.2.3 Adresseavisen 

 
This newspaper was founded in 1767, which makes it the oldest 
newspaper in Norway. The paper is based in Trondheim in central 
Norway and is the second largest newspaper outside of Oslo 
(Norwegian lexicon, 2017). The paper is owned by Polaris Media 
ASA, and runs its own radio and TV channel (Norwegian lexicon, 
2017). The first editor was very radical in his journalism, while the 
following editors continued on a more conservative line, a line that 
the paper has followed; It is characterized as independent 
conservative (Norwegian lexicon, 2017). Furthermore, the paper 
has changed its name several times, and have had the present 
one since 1927 (Norwegian lexicon, 2017). During the last half of 
the 1920s the newspaper was very close to bankruptcy, however 
the editor in chief managed to lead the paper out of the crisis 
(Norwegian lexicon, 2017). In the early 1970s the paper was a 
pioneer with regards to the introduction of new technology, and 
the paper adapted a tabloid format in 2006 (Norwegian lexicon, 
2017). In 2015 Adresseavisen had an operating profit of 23.9 
million nok of a turnover of 607.5 million nok (Journalisten.no, 
2016). According to Media Norway (2018) 144, 000 people read the online version of the paper 
per day in 2017, which is equivalent to 3,2% of the Norwegian population.  

2.2.4 Sampling Parameters   

 
As demonstrated by each paper, there are three different ideological viewpoints with VG 
stating to be neutral, Dagbladet on the left side, and Adresseavisen on the right side of politics, 
allowing an interesting comparison to the research.  
 
It is important to mention that The Code of Ethics of the Norwegian Press (“Vær varsom 
plakaten) provides ethical norms for press and states that: “Fake identity should only be used 
in exceptional cases” and “When children are mentioned, it is ethical to take into account the 
consequences the media may have on the child” (Presse.no, 2018). This also applies when 
the guardian has given his consent to exposure (Presse.no, 2018). As a rule, children's identity 
is not disclosed in family disputes, cases under consideration by the childcare authorities or 
by the courts meaning that the minors in the October children case were protected under the 
Norwegian press law, however the identity could be shown in the articles (Presse.no, 2018). 
 
According to the Digital News Report (2017) almost nine in ten – 87% of Norwegians read 
news online, and the decision to look at the online versions of the newspapers was therefore 
made (digitalnewsreport.org, 2017; medier24.no, 2018). Furthermore, due to the wish of 
receiving data that directly dealt with the case, the word “Oktoberbarna” (The October children) 
was used as a search word.  
 
It was decided to use straight news articles, editorials and opinion pieces in order to get an 
overview of the coverage in total and to see if the ideological viewpoints of the newspapers 

 
Adresseavisen 30.05.2018 
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reflected the reporting. However, a decision was made to avoid being a subscriber to the 
newspapers as the intention was to receive the data that was accessible to the general public, 
and therefore avoid privilege. For a large amount of articles one would have to be a subscriber, 
and the data was therefore drastically reduced.  
 
As the case appeared in the media in October 2017, the time period was picked to be from 
October 2017 until present day (April 2017) due to the case being so recent. After looking at 
the online version of each paper and using the search engine on the newspaper by typing the 
search word “Oktoberbarna” (The October children), the articles were collected and given 
numerical values. The days that had more than one article published by the same newspaper, 
were given a numerical value depending on the time of day it was published. The data result 
was imported into a Qlik Sense application, which is a data visualisation tool. 
 
The first glimpse of the data display 96 articles in total from 2nd October 2017 until 5th April 
2018: 
 

 
Figure 1: Overall search result of Dagbladet, VG and Adresseavisen 
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Figure 2: Articles by newspaper 

 
As seen above, Dagbladet produced 53 % of the articles, Adresseavisen 26 % and VG 21 % 
of the articles in this time period. 
 

 
Figure 3: Trend line, articles by month 

 
The trend line above provided three interesting time periods within the time frame. November, 
December and January proved to have the highest amount of articles compared to the other 
months and was therefore picked for the sample as the aim was to include the highest amount 
of articles per newspaper per month, in order to receive as balanced data as possible.  
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 Collecting the Sample 

After deciding on the time frame, the selection of dates occurred using a random sampling 
technique. As Dagbladet had the most data with 53 % of the articles, Adresseavisen with 26 
% and VG with 21 % it meant that not every newspaper could have published on the same 
day. Due to the wish of having the highest number of articles published by each paper for each 
month, it was important to establish common dates across the three months. This was done 
by picking a date depending on the amount of articles published as seen below: 
	

 
Figure 4: Articles by date 

 
As seen here the dates 8th, 14th and 18th November seemed to be the most popular ones, and 
were therefore picked for the sample. For that reason, it was decided to use three articles per 
month in order to receive as balanced data as possible. Furthermore, for the dates that were 
infrequent, the closest consecutive date was picked. After using this method for all three 
months, the data resulted in 24 articles.  
 
The 24 articles demonstrate 25% of the overall data (n=96) collected from the papers, and 
gave an overall idea of the linguistic tools used by each paper. The articles were analysed 
using a CDA as described below.  
 

 Analytical Approach 

A qualitative approach was selected in order to receive rich and deeper data. By using a critical 
discourse analysis, the selected articles were analysed by using a linguistic approach named 
the social actors approach as described by Theo Van Leeuwen (2008). The CDA along with 
the social actors’ approach have been outlined below. 
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2.4.1 Critical Discourse Analysis & The Social Actors Approach 

Discourse is defined as socially situated text and talk (Van Dijk, 2012). Discourse includes all 
forms of communication and suggest that we create the truths that we live by ourselves 
through our interactions (Schneider, 2013). Discourse theory is therefore interested in human 
expressions, very often in the form of language, highlighting the link between language and 
knowledge (Schneider, 2013). The most famous theorist of the discourse theory is the French 
philosopher and sociologist Michel Foucault (1926 – 1984) (Schneider, 2013). Foucault 
believed that the world we live in is structured by the knowledge of certain social groups 
creating ideas about our world that turn into unquestioned truths (Schneider, 2013). His aim 
was to analyse these regimes of truths, which he did through their history on subjects like 
mental health, crime and sexuality (Schneider, 2013). Furthermore, Foucault explored the 
question of agency shifting from social interaction to the actual subjects (Schneider, 2013).  

Critical discourse analysis (CDA) is a section within the discourse theory focusing on the 
linguistic aspects of discourse (Schneider, 2013). The analysis typically goes beyond the 
construction of text and talk, relating these to social structures (Van Dijk, 2016). The analysis 
takes a stand on the abuse of the power a media organisation may have on manipulating their 
readers through various text tools (Van Dijk, 2016). Within racism, discourse may be used as 
limitations of human rights through problematize, exclude and marginalise ethnic out-groups 
(Van Dijk, 2012). The analysis can explain how the mass media with symbolic elites are able 
to control the publics’ attitudes and can contribute to certain ideologies within a society (Van 
Dijk, 2016). Journalists are referred to as symbolic elites due to playing a special role in 
knowledge and ideologies in a society (Van Dijk, 2012).  

Van Leeuwen suggested that texts should be studied as representations along with 
interactions (Van Leeuwen, 2008). The author is known for analysing text for the way it draws 
on and transform social practises (Van Leeuwen, 2008). Social practises are defined as 
socially regulated ways of doing things (Van Leeuwen, 2008). Furthermore, the author states 
that “As discourses are social cognitions, socially specific ways of knowing social practices, 
they can be, and are, used as resources for representing social practices in text” (Van 
Leeuwen, 2008 p.6). The theory entails seeing discourses as the resource of representing 
social practises in text and further implies that texts can be used to reconstruct discourses 
(Van Leeuwen, 2008). Moreover, the author built an analysis framework regarding the 
representations of social actors in a text. A collection of these categories are picked for the 
analysis for this paper and are explained further below.  

By using the social actors approach this paper aims to identify actions given within texts by 
analysing ways of performance and meanings in order to analyse the representation of social 
actors (Van Leeuwen, 2008). Moreover, utilising the results from the literature review, the 
below categories were created in order to reflect the previous findings and support the 
hypothesis that the suggested linguistic tools would be found in the articles.  
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The articles were analysed using the four main categories below: 

Category 1: Representation of asylum seekers. Various linguistic tools used to describe 
Asylum seekers in the October children case was applied such as: Over-lexicalisation, naming 
and reference, passivated verbs without agents, presupposition, modals, hedging and 
metaphors. These linguistics tools are briefly described below:  

Over-lexicalisation is explained as an abundance of particular words and their 
synonyms, creating over-description (Teo, 2000). This is normally a sign that 
something is problematic or ideologically contentious (Teo, 2000). An example of over-
lexicalisation is “Rejected Asylum Seeker” or sentences where one word is repeated. 

Naming and Reference refers to the way people are being named in a text which can 
have a significant impact on how they are viewed. This allows the writer to place people 
in the social world, highlighting certain aspect to draw attention to and silence others 
(Van Dijk, 1993). For example, by writing “Asylum seeker arrested for fraudulent 
claiming benefits” gives a different attention than “Father of two daughters arrested for 
fraudulent claiming benefits”.  

Passivated verbs without agents looks at who acts and who has responsibility in the 
text (Van Dijk, 1991). An example can be “The asylum seekers were killed during a 
bombing raid”. In this sentence it is evident that the asylum seekers were passive and 
without agency, being killed by someone. 

Presupposition refers to the presumed knowledge a reader needs to make full sense 
of the text (merriam-webster.com, 2018). This is often used in order to build a basis for 
what sounds like a logical argument (merriam-webster.com, 2018). “Norwegian values 
are under threat” assumes that one knows what is meant by Norwegian values.  

Modals are often used when attempting to convince people (Fairclough, 2003). It is a 
characteristic of language that tells us about people’s commitments to what they say, 
in addition to their own perceived status by expressing degrees of certainty 
(Fairclough, 2003). Verbs can for example be may, will and must, and adjectives such 
as possible, probable and certain (Fairclough, 2003).  

Hedging is often used in order to create a strategic ambiguity within claims (Wood & 
Kroger, 2000). It uses words to soften what is being said in order to distance oneself 
from the meaning of the word and avoid being specific (Wood & Kroger, 2000). An 
example can be “Some say there are too many immigrants” referring to some being 
the responsible agent for this statement. 

Metaphors are used by finding objects, people and events described by reference to 
other things (merriam-webster.com, 2018). “The situation in Afghanistan has 
overheated” is an example drawing a metaphor of cooking (merriam-webster.com, 
2018).  

Category 2: Representation of social actors: This category looked at the portrayal of asylum 
seekers as active or passive agents. Grammatical positioning of actions was therefore 
analysed considering prepositional phrases and subordinate clauses:  
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Prepositional or Subordinate phrases are analysing the way verbs are placed within 
a sentence or clause, which can either highlight or conceal the action (Van Dijk, 1991). 
One can for example strategically play down an event by referring to the event in a 
later and less prominent clause or on the contrary putting it in the first position to give 
the event extra prominence (Van Dijk, 1991). An example can be “Children killed in US 
assault” where the “Children killed” is the emphasis of the sentence and therefore the 
dominant clause, whereas “US assault” is de-emphasised in the prepositional phrase. 
The same information could have been written as “US kill children in assault” where 
the “US kill children” is the dominant clause and the children are passivated in the 
prepositional phrase that provides details and context.  

Category 3: Representation of division: This category explored the presentation of asylum 
seekers as us versus them, individualised or collectivised, and whether they were presented 
personalised or impersonalised.  

Personalised or impersonalised is used by giving voice to individuals versus giving 
more weight to a particular statement (Van Leeuwen, 2008). For example, “Prof John 
Smith requires academic staff to give notification of strike action” is personalised 
whereas “The University requires academic staff to give notification of strike action” is 
impersonalised suggesting that the whole institution requires something (Van 
Leeuwen, 2008). 

Individualised or Collectivised refers to giving voice to individuals in the reporting 
versus grouping together individuals to a generic group (Van Leeuwen, 2008). “Two 
soldiers, privates John Smith and Jim Jones, were killed today by a car bomb” 
recognises the individuals as humans, in contrast to “Militants were killed today by a 
car bomb” emphasise that the militants are just a generic group. 

Us versus Them are used to align us as readers alongside or against particular ideas 
(Van Leeuwen, 2008). Writers can evoke their ideas as being our ideas as readers and 
create a collective other that is in opposition to these shared ideas (Van Leeuwen, 
2008). “We live in a democracy” “They shall not be allowed to threaten our democracy” 
are examples of this concept.  

Category 4: Representation of political and numerical references: This category explored if 
asylum seekers were used in terms of figures to contribute to political debates and if numerical 
references were used: 

Political references refer to the asylum seekers to be portrayed as a political issue 
where political parties use the issue as a debate and rivalry, where asylum seekers 
would be described as passive, motionless and figures that merely contributes to the 
debate. 

Numerical references can be words such as huge, unlimited numbers, uncontrolled, 
flooding, pouring and streaming.  

As the sample provided a variety of form, a multimodal analysis of the content was 
implemented. A multimodal approach considers both text, images, video and sound, however 
the main focus was on the text and images, more precisely the lead images featured in the 
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articles (Van Leeuwen, 2008). 

 

 Data Analysis Procedures 

The analytical process started by gathering the articles and grouping them together by 
newspaper and date. The online versions were printed in order to go through each article by 
hand with a pen, along with filling out the coding sheet. Using the above categories, a coding 
sheet was created in order to easily categorise the different findings. The coding sheet 
(appendix 2) includes the number of article, the newspaper, format, date, author, source link, 
word count, title, lead image and the image description. It also includes the four categories 
outlined above with the linguistic tools in order to unveil different examples in the text. By using 
these linguistic tools, the coding was found to be tidy and clear, in addition to giving an 
overview of which tools that were present in order to further group these into themes and see 
if there were any reoccurring tendencies. The coding sheet also included a section for overall 
comments which was beneficial to gather any initial thoughts or ideas. This process is 
described as open coding and entails the researcher to allow emerging concepts that appears 
in the process (Glaser, 2016).  

The coding was carried out over the course of one month by coding one article per day in 
order to really investigate the text and analyse every finding. The findings outlined in the 
coding sheets were translated using Google translate in addition to the researcher’s own 
translation. The words or phrases that were “lost in translation” such as a typical saying in 
Norwegian was outlined in Norwegian in addition to the closest translation in English. The 
coding sheets includes the biggest and most interesting findings in each category, which will 
be further discussed in the findings section of this paper.    

After coding each article, a document was made in order to gather the biggest findings across 
the articles (appendix 1). This was made in order to compare the different findings in the 
articles and trace reoccurring themes and discrepancies, in addition to see the comparison 
between the three newspapers. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS 

This section will present the results from the sample, which is performed under a discursive 
analysis. Firstly, the term October children, visual content and the headlines of the articles are 
shortly summarised, before further discussing the findings more in depth, organised under 
recurrent themes. In order to manage references aptly, the examples will refer to the coding 
sheets (appendix 2) with their article number.  
 

 Discursive Analysis 

In terms of the newspapers and the different ideologies they represent it seems that all three 
papers presented articles that saw the October children as merely a political case contributing 
to a political debate. By looking at the overall representation of each newspaper, the articles 
were characterised as either negative or positive, depending on the coverage. Positive articles 
were the articles that portrayed the asylum seekers as victims or criticised the government 
and illustrated support to the asylum seekers. The negative articles included the articles that 
portrayed the asylum seekers as a political case, avoiding to give voice to the asylum seekers. 
By following these categories, one could establish if the coverage corresponded to the 
ideological viewpoint of the newspaper, and also measure if the coverage was generally 
positive or negative. 
 
The left wing newspaper Dagbladet had five out of nine articles that had a more positive point 
of view, often drawing on victimisation of the asylum seekers. The sample of Dagbladet 
featured three opinion pieces, and the remaining six articles were straight news articles. This 
finding correspond to the ideological views of the paper, and the paper was seen as having 
the most positive attitude towards asylum seekers. 
 
The neutral newspaper VG had two out of six articles that embodied a more positive point of 
view. The sample of the paper included two opinion pieces and one commentary piece by the 
newspaper itself, meaning that the remaining three articles were straight news articles. This 
finding does not correspond to the statement of being neutral, as the paper was leaning more 
towards the right side on the political spectrum, with negative reporting of the asylum seekers 
dominating the data. However, this finding was not a surprise as Keeble & Reeves (2014) 
states: “Considering the highly selective process of news gathering, the financial, political and 
legal pressures on newspapers, and the absence of any language, one can argue that 
objectivity is unattainable and a myth” (p. 168). It can therefore be debated if a newspaper can 
really be neutral in the reporting of cases.  
 
Lastly, the right wing newspaper Adresseavisen had no articles presenting the asylum seekers 
in a more positive way. This newspaper additionally had no opinion pieces and all nine articles 
were straight news articles. This was quite an interesting finding as the expectation was to 
find at least one or two examples of a more positive coverage from each paper. The finding 
really corresponds to the ideological views of the paper.  
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Knowing the background and ideological viewpoints of each paper allows the readers to 
understand why the reporting of one specific case is presented as it is. However, as the papers 
presented articles that saw the October children as merely a political case contributing to a 
political debate, the results are more negative than positive overall across the three papers. 
The introduction of this paper mentioned that there were several cases giving voice to the 
asylum seekers by portraying individual stories. However, the data proved that the majority of 
coverage did not in fact portray individual stories, and the overall coverage was seen to be 
negative. Essentially the papers had seven articles – 29 % that were portraying the asylum 
seekers in a more positive way against 17 articles – 70 % portraying them in a negative way. 
One can therefore conclude that the asylum seekers were portrayed in a negative way in the 
majority of the articles in this sample covering the case. Moreover, the articles that were 
recognised as positive represented the asylum seekers as victims, meaning that they were 
still presented as others. It can therefore be debated if a positive representation really is 
positive in this sense. 

3.1.1 The term October children 

The term October children is very interesting due to the different associations with these two 
words both separately and also together. October is a month that is used a lot in news 
reporting as it represents when the political year begins. Furthermore, the autumn season is 
seen as a season of actions and the term is therefore associated with taking actions and new 
beginnings. The October children might have arrived in different months during the fall, but 
the month of October was still used as a term, perhaps due to this fact. 
 
By using the term children, in October children one would assume that it could result in a more 
sympathetic view, however the results state differently. By using the term children alone, the 
general reporting seemed to be more sympathetic, however when accompanied by the month 
October it was seen to be a case and despite stating that the asylum seekers were children, 
it was seen as a general political term. This will be further discussed in the reoccurring themes 
below.  

3.1.2 Visual Content  

The majority of the articles only included one lead image and the decision to focus on the lead 
image for the analysis was therefore concluded in order to use a more balanced data. Out of 
the 24 articles, 13 articles used an image of a politician as the lead image. The immigration 
and integration minister Sylvi Listhaug from the Progress Party, was used as the lead image 
in seven of these articles. Interestingly, asylum seekers were only featured four times in the 
lead photo, and three of these articles did not show any identity by for example only showing 
the back of a person. This really backs up the finding that the asylum seekers were presented 
as a political case, and will be further discussed in the reoccurring themes below. Furthermore, 
one article featured the doctor who was quoted throughout that article and there were four 
articles without any image. Moreover, one article featured a video of politicians (of which the 
thumbnail photo is included in the coding sheet), and one article presented a caricature 
drawing of politicians. The noteworthy images will be further discussed under each theme.  
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3.1.3 Headlines 

The majority of the articles had headlines referring to political parties, people or events. 17 of 
the 24 articles had some form of political reference where eight of these referred to one or 
more specific political party, with eight articles that included a political person in the headlines. 
The October children appeared in six headlines of the articles. Noteworthy headlines will be 
discussed under the different themes below.  

3.1.4 The October Children as a Political Case 

As predicted from the literature review, the asylum seekers in the October children case were 
referred to as passive, motionless and figures that merely contributed to the ongoing political 
debate (KhosraviNik, 2010; Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). The different political parties used the 
October children as a foundation for rivalry between them when discussing the new 
immigration policies, and the immigration debate was a reoccurring theme in the articles. 
“Once again, Labour chooses to send an open invitation to Norway for rejected asylum 
seekers” (Article 12) was one example of a statement where the political parties would criticise 
each other by referring to the case. Over-lexicalisation was a linguistic tool that was commonly 
used throughout the articles in order to over-describe and use scare tactics. One example of 
this tactic was the Immigration and Integration minister Sylvi Listhaug’s rhetoric that was 
extensively quoted by the papers: “Immigration and integration minister Sylvi Listhaug (Frp) 
strongly warned Wednesday that a stop in the deportations could lead to far more Afghans 
than before coming to Norway” (Article 1). Reusing this rhetoric is problematic as it is so 
ideologically contentious with the aim of convincing readers that ending the deportations would 
be a bad idea due to far more Afghans coming to Norway. There is a clear Us versus Them 
division where Afghans are seen as something negative and are not like us, emphasising the 
concept of othering. The initial conception of other was a utilitarian one that deemed it 
necessary for the establishment of one’s subjective self by delineating what a person is 
through establishing what he or she is not” (Mullin-Jackson, 2009, p. 1). By stating that 
Afghans are not like us (and we have to avoid that far more of them will come) one is 
essentially establishing a segregation. Furthermore, Listhaug was seen as the lead image in 
seven of the articles suggesting that they evolved around her rhetoric. Article 10 includes an 
image from the pre-election publicity stunt where she was visiting a suburb in Sweden in order 
to highlight problems of criminality and warning Norwegian voters of the danger of uncontrolled 
immigration (Thelocal.no, 2017). As seen on the image she is placed in the front, with two men 
behind her and smiling confidently while making a statement into a mobile phone (Article 10). 
The name of the place “Rinkeby” is behind her, and she is wearing a blouse with a bow in 
front, that gives a resemblance to an old fashioned judge and gives the impression of someone 
that is moral and upright. The image of a strong woman with strong opinions is apparent. 
 
By stating that “Every fourth person in Norwegian asylum reception centres should have left 
the country” (article 6) the newspaper is communicating to readers that they should not be 
here, which is a strong ideological statement. Moreover, this particular statement is not only 
used in the text of the particular article, but it is also the headline of the article, emphasising 
that the article is about people that should have left already. Moreover, one term that appeared 
in several articles was the term unjustified refugees: “It's sad that we spend so much time on 
various proposals from the opposition that are about giving more unjustified refugees a stay 
in Norway, said Frps Jon Engen-Helgheim” (Article 23). By using the word unjustified, the 
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statement is suggesting that the asylum seekers are in the wrong and not deserved of our 
time. The word itself is strongly aggravated as it places the asylum seekers in the social world 
by naming them. In the very same article it is also stated that “We know that some of them are 
sitting with some kind of idea that they will have a stay later, without it being the case” 
suggesting that the asylum seekers are foolish for thinking that they might get to stay, framing 
them as unintelligent and naive. This is a problematic frame as it encourages a view of looking 
down at the asylum seekers as inferior.  
 
The legal status of the asylum seekers was described in the literature review by using words 
such as bogus, illegal, genuine, caught, detained and smuggled (KhosraviNik, 2010; 
Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). The legal status of asylum seekers was also a topic in the 
reporting of the October children and the term undocumented appeared in various articles 
suggesting to highlight certain aspects of the asylum seeker, and leave out others. Essentially 
the word is used to describe asylum seekers without the necessary paperwork needed to stay 
in the country. By drawing attention to this, one is creating a negative perception.  
 
By identifying the October children as a political case, the children involved lost their agency 
and was therefore passive in the debate. Statements such as “It is unclear what happens next 
to the follow-up of the October children” (article 7) is suggesting that it is an ongoing political 
case and the people in the case are not included in any discussion. The discussion of the case 
led to a vote in the Norwegian parliament where it was decided by the majority to reassess 
the asylum cases with the emphasis on their vulnerability to cope with life back in Afghanistan, 
leading to a delay in the deportation of the October children and therefore also raising 
uncertainty among them (Thelocal.no, 2017). This uncertainty and the feeling of being 
unwanted in the country led to several of the waiting asylum seekers to flee from Norway to 
other European countries due to the fear of being deported back to Afghanistan (Eide, 2018). 
However, the articles barely mentioned this problematic matter. Instead of staying in reception 
centres in Norway, several asylum seekers decided to flee and live a life on the streets in other 
cities due to the fear of being deported back to Afghanistan. This was apparent in article 11, 
where asylum seekers are seen in the streets of Paris in the lead image. The image shows 
Faisal & Ziaulhaq two 18-year-olds that are living on the streets. In front of them one can see 
a few small tents lined up along a river. The bricks along the street are used as a couch to 
lean against, and a place to hang blankets. This image is a clear example of victimisation, for 
readers to see the living situation of the asylum seekers. It seemed that anything would be 
better than being deported back to Afghanistan. However, the boys Faisal & Ziaulhaq are not 
quoted anywhere in the article, and only used in the lead image. One article recognised the 
problematic situation: “This means that 2017 has been a record year for disappearances of 
single asylum children from Norwegian reception centres” (Article 24). However, the article 
reported a record high number of disappearances but failed to mention the reasoning behind 
this, and admitting that the system needs changing.  
 
Emphasising that the asylum seekers were passive in the reporting of them was evident in 
statements like: “Now the three of them have to find a solution to the knot together” (Article 
14). Here, the three of them are the three politicians in the discussions, and the knot is the 
asylum seekers. The knot is used as a negative metaphor – something that needs to be 
solved. Moreover, once established as a case, it became apparent that several other labelling 
terms appeared in the articles such as the immigration question, the deportation stops, the 
urgent tightening and the age tests. These terms were all used in order to describe the asylum 
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seekers in the articles, simply referring to them as a part of a political case. Politicians were 
seen as the people of power dominating the lives of the October children: “But how do you 
feel loyal to this country when some people in positions of power decide how long you get to 
stay?” (Article 11).  
 

It is apparent that the October children was a popular case during the three months December, 
November and January before slowly disappearing in the newspapers, further concluding that 
the topic was a seasonal interest in the media (KhosraviNik, 2010; Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). 
As the term appeared in the autumn of 2017, the case never existed in the Norwegian media 
before and was therefore seen as a case that had a very high popularity, but for a very short 
time. Furthermore, due to the government coalition being discussed at the time, the 
immigration question was a central topic already, and with the October children case it became 
a crucial debate for the political parties. The October children as a political case was by far 
the biggest finding and was evident across all three newspapers.  
 

3.1.5 Rejected VS Children 

Throughout the articles there was a clear emphasis on the word rejected. This was used for 
readers to know that the asylum seekers in the discussions were rejected and not the “good 
ones”. The asylum seekers were portrayed as people that would take advantage of the 
immigration system in Norway in several of the articles. One statement suggested that: “If 
those who have been rejected will nevertheless get to stay as long as they stretch out the time 
long enough, the whole system breaks down” (Article 13). This comment is suggesting that 
the asylum seekers that are rejected are stretching out the time long enough to finally get the 
asylum application approved, drawing attention to asylum seekers as taking advantage of the 
system.  
 
Furthermore, a provocative aspect of the case appeared when analysing the articles: “The 
main rule is that asylum seekers who have been rejected will have limited offer of health care 
compared to other groups” (Article 4). This comment was made from a concerned doctor 
explaining that doctors who are part of the GP scheme are not obliged to treat asylum seekers 
with a final rejection of their application, and that the Norwegian health economics 
administration (HELFO) does not cover expenses for blood tests and medications on 
prescriptions for rejected asylum seekers. Essentially the doctors are “urged to look at a group 
of humans as inferior” (Article 4). By giving voice to this doctor in the article, the asylum 
seekers were seen as victims of a system. However, rejection was mostly seen in a negative 
presentation of the asylum seekers, such as: “As many as 1445 people are entitled to leave 
after rejection of their asylum applications” (Article 6). The emphasis was on numbers, in 
addition to the rejection – they were entitled to leave. A new word appeared in this sense – 
“Utreisepliktig” which can best be described as entitled to leave. By referring to the asylum 
seekers as entitled to leave, it added a negative image of them.  
 
However, in many cases the asylum seekers were referred to as children, adding a completely 
different perception of them. When using the word children alone (instead of October children) 
the whole connotation changed: “Adults and children are still fleeing on hazardous journeys, 
said rapporteur Kristin Ørmen Johnsen (H) in her introduction during the parliament debate” 
(Article 23). Here, the children are not the same as adults, and one can get a more sympathetic 
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view of the asylum seekers allowing a more humanistic understanding of the case. However, 
the question of age and when one can be categorised as a child was another component of 
the debate: “This means that people who received asylum or temporary residence as a child 
will have their cases considered as if they were still children” (Article 8) and “Listhaug states 
that the October children should have their cases reassessed based on the adult age they 
have today and not as children” (Article 8). When the decision to reassess the asylum 
applications of the October children appeared, there was a question as to whether they should 
be assessed as children or adults.  
 
There was a clear distinction between the October children, asylum children and children when 
reporting about the case. When using October children, it was clear that it was a political case 
that was being discussed, and the asylum seekers were passive, motionless and figures as 
stated above. Furthermore, when using the term asylum children, the same connotation was 
added as when using October children, focusing on the asylum. However, when using the 
form of victimisation and creating a more sympathetic view, the word children alone was used: 
“Single children who come to Norway with a need for protection still love the country they have 
fled from, but once they have managed to come here against all odds, yes, they belong to 
Norway” (Article 11). The emphasis on this sentence is on the children.  
 
Throughout the articles one could not see the terms rejected and children together – asylum 
seekers were either described as rejected asylum seekers or as asylum children/October 
children. The two terms have very different perceptions and one could get the overall 
representation of asylum seekers depending on how the author would refer to them and 
include statements from others about them.  

3.1.6 Asylum Seekers as Numerical Figures 

Several of the articles mentioned, or referred to asylum seekers as financial burdens. This 
was evident in many forms such as: “We have had significant arrival of people living on 
benefits and who cannot speak Norwegian” (Article 15). This sentence is suggesting that they 
who cannot even speak our language is living on our benefits, resulting in a very ideologically 
contentious phrase. It implies that asylum seekers who can’t speak the language should not 
receive benefits. Additionally, by adding significant arrival of people, the statement is using 
over-lexicalisation to exaggerate numbers and portray a picture for the readers.  The fact that 
asylum seekers are living on benefits is a common stereotype that was seen in the literature 
review. Economic problems were expressed in the words of financial burden due to receiving 
state benefits (Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). In the literature the economic problem also evolved 
around a financial threat of competing for jobs with existing citizens (Gabrielatos & Baker, 
2008). However, the financial threat that was portrayed in the articles evolved more around 
competing for state benefits with the elderly, the ill and the unemployed.  
 
There was a prominent focus on how much it would cost to house the asylum seekers: 
“Assuming initially the number at the end of November, it would provide an estimated annual 
cost of around 188 million nok” (Article 6) and “A good illustration here is the unaccompanied 
minor asylum seekers, mostly young boys, from Afghanistan, which last year cost Norway 
around 7 billion nok” (Article 13). By drawing focus on the financial figures, the asylum seekers 
are not recognised as humans, but dehumanised to numbers and figures seen as a burden to 
the Norwegian society. By emphasising how much the asylum seekers that are entitled to 
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leave will cost, the articles again drew attention to the statement that they should not be here: 
“The Ministry of Justice and Emergency Planning estimates that a reception centre will cost 
more than 130,000 nok a year for the entitled to leave” (Article 6).  
 
One statement actually suggested that the poverty is increasing due to the asylum seekers in 
Norway: “At the same time, we see that poverty is increasing and that we are in the process 
of getting a new subclass, which largely consists of families with immigrant backgrounds” 
(Article 13). The statement further suggest that a new subclass is emerging existing of families 
with immigrant backgrounds, drawing a picture of immigrants and asylum seekers as poor 
others. Furthermore, when presenting financial figures, the concept of urgency and need of 
control also appeared: “We have succeeded in gaining control of the influx, and it shows that 
we are able to control” (Article 15). By stating that they have gained control of the influx, the 
statement is referring to an urgent problem that needs to be controlled. Furthermore, influx is 
used to describe a large number, further giving readers a perception of a huge amount of 
people. 

3.1.7 Asylum Seekers as Victims 

The articles that were recognised as positive coverage of the asylum seekers, often portrayed 
them as victims: “I have stopped dreaming about the future, but hope Norway will eventually 
help us, says Rahimi” (Article 5). Here the asylum seeker is portrayed as a victim and his fate 
is in the hands of Norway. He is a young man with his whole life awaiting, but he has stopped 
dreaming about the future. Despite Rahimi being portrayed as a victim, he is given an identity 
and a voice resulting in a more positive perception of the asylum seeker. The article used an 
image of him as the lead image of the article. The image shows Rahimi with a serious or 
concerned face standing in front of a window with a lighted star. One can see that the image 
is complementing the text; a young man standing by the window with a star, hoping for a better 
future. He has stopped dreaming about the future outside the window, and is somehow 
trapped in between – “Here in Norway I have everything and I have nothing” (Article 5).  
 
The opinion pieces often used personal examples and experiences when reporting about the 
asylum seekers. One article read: “I visited Kabul one week in October and was taken care of 
by Afghan friends - for stay, safety and transportation” (Article 10). Here, the asylum seekers 
are referred to as helpful friends leading to eliminating the othering and differences, giving 
support to equality. This concept was evident in a few articles: "You should be a chef, says 
Rahim's Norwegian helper, and bonusmum, Gro Dregelid” (Article 5). The article is 
humanising Rahim in a positive way by putting emphasis on his talents. The Norwegian helper 
is named as not just a helper, but a bonus mother for him to highlight the relationship for 
readers to realise that he is integrated and have family in Norway.  
 
The positive coverage of asylum seekers was also seen in the articles that were mainly 
criticising the government, such as the headline: “What Erna does not say about the treatment 
of the October children” (Article 2). The focus is on the government, and the asylum seekers 
are seen as victims of poor decision making. “Ati, who was forced to return to Afghanistan, 
who disappeared after returning to Kabul, has now emerged as a refugee in Kandahar after 
the alleged safe return of the Kunduz family by the UNE proved to be based on incorrect 
information” (Article 3). This statement is criticising the decision to deport Ati, by explaining 
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what followed such a decision in order for the readers to feel guilty and to hold the government 
responsible for the actions in the case.   
 
The collective us was used a lot when victimising the asylum seekers, such as they need our 
help, and we as Norwegians and humans need to help them: “I feel unwell thinking about what 
image is now being drawn of Norway” (Article 10). The authors portrayed feelings of guilt and 
shame, suggesting that this is not us and we need to do something: “It is so totally different 
from the picture we have drawn of ourselves for decades” (Article 10) and “So for me, a person 
that is born and raised in Norway, who has seen how generous and inclusive people in this 
country really are, it's hurting to think that some of the children I have met will be thrown out 
of the country to which they belonged to” (Article 11). By drawing on these feelings, the asylum 
seekers are humanised and seen as people who deserve better by us – encouraging readers 
to engage in the debate. By eliminating the gap and suggesting that they are one of us, authors 
used simple daily life chores that readers could recognise: “He speaks Norwegian with a 
western dialect. Sharp rs and has a-endings. Serves Dagblad's reporter "Kabele", an Afghan 
rice dish with vegetables, raisins and chicken” (Article 5). Here, the asylum seeker is one of 
us – he speaks Norwegian with a dialect and he is cooking a traditional meal. By drawing on 
examples like these, the asylum seekers are not only placed in the social world, but in our 
social world as citizens of Norway. However, it is apparent that these normalised images would 
not make headlines, and they were therefore a minority in the overall research sample.  

3.1.8 The NIMBY Concept 

Not in My Back Yard (NIMBY) is a term used to describe opposition. The concept evolves 
around people acting in their own interest to oppose nearby developments (Cohen, Eimicke & 
Heikkila, 2013). However, if the problem is further away it can be tolerated (Cohen, Eimicke & 
Heikkila, 2013). This concept was evident in various of the articles as asylum seekers were 
often portrayed as an issue that does not concern us: “The Norwegian practice is based on 
the repeal of the so-called reasonableness of internal displacement” (Article 2) The term 
internal displacement was used several times and refers to if a person can receive protection 
in other parts of their home country, essentially fleeing in the home country instead of in 
Norway. The reasonableness criteria aimed to conclude if the person could be sent back on 
internal displacement, depending on their vulnerability to cope with life in Afghanistan. There 
seemed to be an understanding of the problem asylum seekers face in general, however the 
general tendency stated that it was not our problem: “When asked if Sp's rejection of the SV 
proposal may result in young Afghans being sent out of Norway while the Parliament is 
considering making changes to the regulations, she replies confirmedly” (Article 16). While the 
parliament changes and discussions occurred, the asylum seekers were completely 
neglected, not knowing what could happen to their situation. As mentioned previously, this 
resulted in many asylum seekers fleeing to other European countries: “According to recent 
figures from the Immigration Directorate (UDI) 206 single minor asylum seekers (EMA) 
disappeared from reception centres in Norway without saying where they were going” (Article 
24). However, the statement here suggests that the parliament was not responsible for this, 
but the asylum seekers that did not say where they were going. The image portrayed of the 
asylum seekers here is that that they were rude for leaving, and not why this occurred. This is 
evident in the lead image of article 8, where one can see an asylum seeker fleeing. In the 
image he is walking along the side of a road with a backpack. The image is slightly blurred 
and has dark edges around the asylum seeker, resulting in him being in focus. However, it is 
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only the back of him that is in focus giving readers the impression that he is walking away from 
us, further emphasising that it is his choice.  
 
Several articles demonstrated pushing away the problem, emphasising that it does not 
concern us here, such as the suggestion: “We do not force deport children alone today. But 
with such a centre we can do that with those who receive a rejection on the asylum application, 
those who stay temporarily or those to be deported from the country at the age of 18, she 
confirms” (Article 20). This suggestion entails establishing a care centre for Afghan minor 
asylum seekers in Kabul, essentially suggesting that rather than accepting them here in 
Norway, we can force deport them back. Forced deportations was a term that was seen 
throughout the whole sample. However, if the asylum seekers were seen to be integrated 
during the two years they were in Norway, the reporting had a different connotation such as 
the headline: “New government platform: People in jobs get shortcuts to becoming Norwegian” 
(Article 15). The announcement implies that the highest wish for the asylum seekers is to 
become Norwegian, further emphasising on the view of assimilation in Norway.  

3.1.9 Suggesting Afghanistan as a Safe Place 

As the majority of the articles had political parties presenting different statements, a lot of 
modals were used in the articles (such as we will do this and that) in order to convince readers 
of their views. Suggestions were usually stated with a high commitment to the statement and 
with a high degree of certainty. Ensuring readers that Afghanistan was safe to deport the 
children to was emphasised by using modals in various ways: “At the same time, she assured 
that Norwegian authorities are constantly assessing the security situation in the country and 
that the UDI recently concluded that it was ok to send people back there after rejecting their 
asylum applications” (Article 1). Ensuring readers that the security situation in Afghanistan 
was under control was used in order to justify that the October children could be deported 
without any problems. When the security question appeared in the media, the political parties 
would answer that they were assessing the situation with professionals: “For us it is important 
to be confident that the conditions of the deportations are acceptable. Therefore, we called in 
two ministers today and the answers from them are the basis for ours. We hold the government 
responsible that it is acceptable to return to Afghanistan, he says” (Article 16). The government 
was responsible to follow up on the safety in the country, and concluded that Kabul was a safe 
city to deport the children to. This was evident in the majority of the articles. However, the 
articles portraying the asylum seekers in a more positive way, also assessed the security 
situation differently: “The UN's overview of the first half of 2017 shows that the number of 
collateral losses is at the same level as for 2016 - and it is a record level. A total of 1662 
civilians died during this period and 3581 were injured in a large number of attacks. The 
overview also shows - naturally - that it is Kabul who is most vulnerable to about one-fifth of 
killed and injured. Then there are provinces in the south and - the "Norwegian" province of 
Faryab in the north” (Artilce 10). By using statistics, the authors backed up the statement that 
the country was definitely not safe for the children to return to. However, these examples were 
present in a small minority of the articles.  
 
If the country was considered to be safe, the asylum seekers would not have been so 
frightened to be deported that they fled to other countries living on the streets of big cities. 
“One important reason why the youth disappears is that they are afraid of returning to 
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Afghanistan” (Article 24). By assessing Afghanistan as safe, the asylum seekers were 
completely neglected and portrayed as fortune hunters looking for a better life.  

3.1.10 Concern Has Its Limits 

The coverage of the October children seemed to be aware of a problem, and expressed 
concern for the children. However, this was only evident to a certain extent and it was 
suggested by one article that “Perhaps it's not cutting deep enough on people?” (Article 10). 
Due to the case being so political, people could distance themselves from the debate as it was 
seen as merely political and the term children lost its meaning to a political case. The headline 
“Not even Ap supports SV's proposal for a deportation stop” (Article 16) demonstrates this. 
Not even the liberal political parties recognised the humanitarian aspect of the case. 
Furthermore, when the disappearances of frightened asylum seekers occurred, the emphasis 
was on the amount of disappearances and not why it was happening.  
 
The Norwegian government did not recognise the asylum seekers as refugees with one 
statement suggesting that: “They are refugees, but do not get the status of a refugee in 
Norway, as they would have received in other European countries that have reasonableness 
conditions” (Article 2). The reasonableness conditions were seen as a positive action in the 
right direction, however, as one article pointed out: “Refugees are entitled to refugee status, 
not an assessment of specific vulnerability criteria” (Article 2). The asylum seekers were 
somehow trapped in the middle – not given a refugee status, but given an assessment of their 
vulnerability after initially being rejected resulting in their lives being put on hold. One image 
that portrayed this was the lead image in article 24, where Farzad from Afghanistan is pictured 
in his room. He is pictured with his back to the camera, perhaps due to stating to the reporter 
why many of his friends chose to leave the reception centre, or perhaps because half a year 
later he decided to leave himself. The image shows a room with old furniture, and Farzad 
wearing a modern bomber jacket and a cap – he does not fit in there and looks somehow 
trapped. Farzad is not quoted or mentioned in the article, except for this lead image.  
 
One example from article four discusses the fact that rejected asylum seekers lost the right to 
a GP and medications on prescriptions, but remained in the country completely stripped for 
rights due to not being deported and not being accepted. One asylum seeker had extreme 
toothache, but the dentist could only withdraw his teeth due to the limited healthcare options 
for rejected asylum seekers (Article 4). The receptionist at the asylum centre explained that 
the asylum seeker already withdrew eight teeth and did not dare to go to the dentist again as 
this was the only service he got covered. 
 
The value debate that started after a statement from one of the Labour Party members 
suggesting that the minister for Integration and Immigration, Sylvi Listhaug acted against 
“Norwegian Christian values”, was a central topic to the case of the October children. Certain 
politicians stated that Norwegian values were under threat, whereas others stated that threat 
builds on fear and nostalgia from the past (Vg.no, 2017). Nevertheless, politicians did not 
agree on what exactly Norwegian values are, and the debate between politicians and 
commentators did not seem to match the overall perception of the population. The articles that 
portrayed a more positive perception about asylum seekers emphasised that Norwegian 
values were inclusiveness and belonging (Article 11). One article used the headline “What 
does it mean to be from Norway?” (Article 11) to debate about the Norwegian values, 
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emphasising that “regardless of where our parents come from and how long we have stayed 
in the country, we all come to a point where us who stay here for a certain period become a 
part of Norway” (Article 11).  
 
However, the majority of the articles suggested that the values were under threat and political 
parties accused each other: “She believes the Labour Party has been overrun by activists and 
interest groups and has left the responsible line in the immigration policy” (Article 12). 
Furthermore, the stereotype that was portrayed of asylum seekers included arranged 
marriages and family reunifications: “It was also decided that if a Norwegian citizen married a 
foreigner, both had to be over 21 years old for the couple to settle in Norway. This was to 
prevent young Norwegians from immigrant backgrounds from being forced to marry against 
their will. So-called arranged marriages often occur because the big family wants more 
relatives to stay in Norway” (Article 13). By stating that arranged marriages often occur in order 
to recruit family members to Norway, the articles created an image that is against what readers 
considers as Norwegian values, and a stereotype that is unfair towards asylum seekers. The 
emphasise on big family gives readers a picture of a huge family using arranged marriages to 
move to Norway.  
 
November 14th was a noteworthy date in the case as the majority of the parliament voted to 
reassess the October children’s applications for asylum. It was seen as a hasty decision that 
needed to be executed immediately. However, the decision was never followed up and some 
articles expressed concern: “We are writing 2018, but two months after the parliament made 
its hasty decision on the October children, it is still in the blue how the parliamentary resolution 
of 14 November will be interpreted in concrete terms” (Article 7). It was apparent that new 
decisions like the reassessments, the vulnerability criteria along with the reasonableness 
conditions were introduced, but not followed up. These were major discussions in various 
articles where the political parties were debating decisions entailing the asylum seekers, 
without mentioning them with any agency or identity.  
 
The concern for the October children only lasted until a certain extent. One article stated that 
“Human rights must not depend on coincidences in Norway” (Article 3). However, it seems like 
in this case it really did.  
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS 

This modest study of asylum seekers in the Norwegian print media has attempted to identify 
different themes and discourses that emerged in the coverage of the October children case. 
In order to conclude, the research questions have been stated once again:  
 

• RQ1: What type of language was used in the news coverage by the most influential 
Norwegian newspapers of the case?  

• RQ2: Was this case portraying the asylum seekers in a positive or negative way? 

• RQ3: Was the case portrayed differently in the different newspapers revealing the 
paper’s ideological views?  

 
As seen in the results section the type of language used to describe asylum seekers were 
mainly negative, with an emphasis on the asylum seekers as passive, motionless, and figures 
that merely contributed to the political debate. The October children were a synonym with the 
political case and the children involved therefore lost their agency and identity. The coverage 
presented the asylum seekers in a negative way with 70% of the data pointing towards this 
direction. These results were anticipated, however not to this extent. The author expected to 
receive a more balanced result between news stories giving voice to individual asylum seekers 
in addition to these political stories.   
 
It was quite interesting to see that the newspapers had such a different way of reporting the 
same case as the prediction that the ideological views of the papers would overlap and not be 
so apparent was present. However, this was proved to be wrong as the newspapers clearly 
corresponded to the ideological viewpoint, with the exception of VG due to the statement of 
being neutral. Knowing the background and viewpoints of the newspaper, allow the readers 
to understand why the reporting of one specific case is presented as it is. The aim is for readers 
to be aware of this and therefore make decisions about what to read accordingly. This study 
can help to understand one small aspect of news reporting in Norway, specifically the 
coverage of asylum seekers in this particular case. Studies analysing news reporting is so 
important due to the power that lies in this industry. By challenging this power, one can raise 
awareness and attempt to change it. 
 
As the term October children appeared in the autumn of 2017, the case never existed in the 
Norwegian media before and was therefore seen as a case that had a very high popularity, 
but for a very short time due to slowly disappearing in the newspapers, further concluding that 
the topic was a seasonal interest in the media. This is an aspect that is very typical in news 
reporting. In order to keep cases like this in the light, one has to continue talking about it and 
not neglect it – as seen with the European refugee crisis.  
 
In terms of visual content, the asylum seekers were displayed without identity three times, with 
only one article showing the face of one asylum seeker. This was quite an outstanding finding 
as the prediction was to find more stories that followed one individual asylum seeker in order 
to get an insiders perspective on the case. This did not happen, and the politicians completely 
dominated the visual content emphasising that the distribution of power was seen as power 
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abuse of a dominant Norwegian white group against ethnic minorities in Norway (Van Dijk, 
2012).  
 
The majority – 70% of the headlines referred to political parties or events. This further reflected 
in the overall coverage where asylum seekers as a political case was the most dominate 
discourse, using linguistic tools such as over-lexicalisation in order to over-describe and use 
scare tactics. The Us versus Them discourse was evident in the majority of the articles 
creating a segregation where asylum seekers were essentially looked at as inferior. 
Highlighting the legal status of the asylum seekers was another tactic used by the papers, 
drawing attention to undocumented asylum seekers. Furthermore, one of the most provocative 
aspects of the case was that the uncertainty of status and the feeling of being unwanted in the 
country led to several of the waiting asylum seekers to flee from Norway to other European 
countries due to the fear of being deported back to Afghanistan. The fact that asylum seekers 
would rather flee to other cities and live a life on the streets than potentially being deported 
back to Afghanistan is something that is so problematic and declare that something was 
horribly wrong in the handling of this case.  
 
The coverage of the asylum seekers included the emphasis on rejected – further stating that 
rejected asylum seekers were taking advantage of the system in Norway. The language used 
to describe the asylum seekers also included numerical figures in terms of financial burdens 
and financial threat. Portraying these images of the asylum seekers is especially problematic 
as one is forced to take sides with either the elderly, ill, or unemployed against asylum seekers 
in an imaginary fight for recourses. Furthermore, by emphasising how much asylum seekers 
would cost the country, the papers attempted to reach out to individuals suggesting that their 
personal economy is effected by the asylum seekers. This demonstrates a dangerous scare 
tactic that results in an overall perception of asylum seekers that is nowhere near a just 
portrayal, further resulting in an ideology that is created and maintained by the media. 
 
When reading about the more positive portrayal of asylum seekers, a small hope of a more 
humanistic coverage appeared. By drawing attention to the individual asylum seeker and 
describing individual characteristics and talents one can really get a different perception of the 
case. However, this coverage was unfortunately seen to be very rare and did not make the 
big headlines. Furthermore, when victimising the asylum seekers, they were still seen as 
others, and one can therefore question if it was actually that positive to give the asylum 
seekers the role of a victim.  
 
The NIMBY concept was very evident in the reporting of the case and perhaps this is due to 
a mix of Norway’s location and culture. Due to the location, war and disasters that happens in 
Kabul seems to be so far away, and therefore not concerning the public that much. However, 
once faced with the effects of these disasters the media seemed to respond that the issue did 
not really concern us, and deportations was therefore seen as the best solution. By suggesting 
Afghanistan as a safe place, the media was pushing away the problem. The comment 
“Perhaps it's not cutting deep enough on people?” (Article 10) is something that really 
resonates with this case. Why this case did not cut deep enough could be the biased reporting 
of the case. When creating political terms and cases it is easy to distance oneself from what 
the case actual entails – humans, and their destiny.  
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 Future Research Opportunities 

This study was representative in terms of the newspapers that were selected and therefore 
demonstrated one partial aspect of reality. For future research opportunities the sample could 
be improved by looking at more newspapers in order to receive a bigger sample. The analysis 
in this paper initially focused on the six largest newspapers in Norway by circulation, however 
as the sample appeared to be so imbalanced, the decision to downsize the sample was made. 
For future studies however, adding more papers could also reveal other interesting ideologies. 
Furthermore, the papers used in the sample had a considerable difference in the number of 
readers, and to add more newspapers could erase this gap allowing a more balanced number 
of readers. 
 
Moreover, by adding additional search words such as “Asylum seeker” when using online 
newspapers one could receive more articles discussing the case. The decision to only focus 
on the search word “October children” in this paper was due to receiving data that directly 
dealt with the case. However, in future studies, adding other search words could be interesting 
in order to see if there were several articles discussing the case without mentioning the 
October children. According to the Digital News Report (2017) almost nine in ten – 87% of 
Norwegians read news online, and the decision to look at the online versions of the 
newspapers was therefore made (digitalnewsreport.org, 2017; medier24.no, 2018). However, 
it would be interesting to see if there could be any dissimilarities to printed newspapers in the 
reporting of the case. Future studies on the topic could perhaps compare the online coverage 
to the printed coverage for an interesting analysis. Furthermore, adding more lexical tools 
could further expand the analysis to reveal other representations that were excluded in this 
paper. This paper specifically looked at the representation of the October children as social 
actors by using several linguistic tools, however future research might broaden the analysis to 
look at other aspects of the reporting.  
 
In terms of comparative research possibilities, it would be really interesting to compare these 
findings to how asylum seekers themselves perceive the coverage. A goal of the research 
would be to raise consciousness of the language used in the Norwegian print media evolving 
asylum seekers, as it could lead to consumer awareness and therefore also alertness of 
certain ideologies portrayed. This research can work as a base for future studies evolving this 
exact case and also asylum seekers in the Norwegian print media in order to expand or revise 
on existing concepts. Furthermore, it could be interesting to evaluate if the language used to 
describe asylum seekers in the Norwegian newspapers changes over time. A goal would be 
to reach a more objective coverage of asylum seekers in the media, and this research could 
be a start to raise awareness. Furthermore, debates about immigration and minorities in 
Norway tend to refer to social, cultural and religious issues rather than race, meaning that in 
order to deal with problems of racism, discrimination and ethnic conflicts one should not focus 
on the traditional racial ideas, but about stereotypical notions of cultures and religions 
(Kyllingstad, 2017). By challenging stereotypes, one can attempt to fight the discrimination.  
 
The case of the October children is a small drop in a big ocean of research on the topic of 
asylum seekers. However, it is an important one. By continuing to challenge the media we can 
work against prejudice and inequality, and improve with every drop.   
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APPENDIX 1: OVERALL FINDINGS  

Overall Themes 
 

 
1. Title comments: The majority of the articles had titles referring to political parties, people or 

events. 17 of the articles had some form of political references where 8 of these referred to 
one or more specific political party, and 8 articles that had a political person in the title. The 
October children appeared in 6 article titles.  

 
Noteworthy titles: 
 

• Article 2: “What Erna does not say about the treatment of the October children” 
 

• Article 4: “Alarming about health care for asylum seekers: We are urged to look at a 
group of humans as inferior”  

 
• Article 5: “The October children: Rahim wanted to flee again, but got another chance” 

 
• Article 6: “Every fourth person in Norwegian asylum reception centres should have 

left from the country” 
 

• Article 9: “Something is rotten in the state of Norway” 
 

• Article 10: “Visit Kabul to learn, Listhaug!” 
 

• Article 15: “New government platform: People in jobs get shortcuts to becoming 
Norwegian” 

 
 

 
2. Image comments: The majority of the articles only included one lead image and the decision 

to focus on the lead image was therefore concluded in order to use a more balanced data. 
Out of the 24 articles, 13 articles used an image of a politician as the lead image. Sylvi 
Listhaug was used in seven of the articles as the lead image. Asylum seekers were featured 
four times in the lead photo, three of which did not show identity. Furthermore, one article 
featured the doctor who was quoted throughout that article and there were four articles 
without any image. There was one article featuring a video of politicians (of which the 
thumbnail photo is included in the coding sheet), and one article that presented a caricature 
drawing of politicians.  
 
Noteworthy images to refer to in text: 
- Article 3 for Sylvi Listhaug in action (at a reception centre?) 
- Article 5 for personalisation of asylum seeker 
- Article 8 for asylum seeker impersonalised (fleeing) 
- Article 10 for Sylvi Listhaug in Rinkeby 
- Article 11 for asylum seekers impersonalised (on the street in Paris) 
- Article 24 for asylum seekers impersonalised (in his room at the reception centre) 

 
 

 
3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 
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Over lexicalisation 
 

 
“Immigration and integration minister Sylvi Listhaug (Populist Progress 
Party) strongly warned Wednesday that a stop in the deportations could 
lead to far more Afghans than before coming to Norway” 
 
“Ati, who was forced to return to Afghanistan, who disappeared after 
returning to Kabul, has now emerged as a refugee in Kandahar after the 
alleged safe return of the Kunduz family by the UNE proved to be based 
on incorrect information” 
 
Throughout the text the asylum reception centres had an emphasis on 
Norwegian to state that this is occurring in our centres 
 
There is an emphasis on the word rejected asylum seekers throughout the 
articles 
 
Money is frequently used throughout the articles in terms of what it costs 
to house these rejected asylum seekers 
 
“At the same time, we see that poverty is increasing and that we are in the 
process of getting a new subclass, which largely consists of families with 
immigrant backgrounds” 
 
“We have succeeded in gaining control of the influx, and it shows that we 
are able to control” à Influx used to over describe people arriving in 
Norway, in addition to gaining control – used to refer to an urgent problem 
that needed to be controlled 
 
“We have had significant arrival of people living on benefits and who 
cannot speak Norwegian” à Significant arrival of people, and that they 
are all living on benefits is used to create a negative perception about 
immigrants to further emphasise an ideology 
 
“It was the Labour Party that in November received a majority of the votes 
for the urgent proposal to stop the deportations of some of the single 
minor asylum seekers who were supposed to be sent out of the country 
when they turned 18 years old” à Who were supposed to be sent out of 
the country when they turned 18 years old – over description makes this 
sentence problematic and ideologically contentious 
 
“Liberalisation will cause more people to stay and contribute to a "pull 
effect" to Europe” 
 
“It's sad that we spend so much time on various proposals from the 
opposition that are about giving more unjustified refugees a stay in 
Norway, said Frps Jon Engen-Helgheim” 
 

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“Rejected asylum seekers” à Used throughout the articles so we know as 
readers that the case evolves the rejected asylum seekers – not the “good 
ones”  
 
"You should be a chef, says Rahimi's Norwegian helper, and bonusmum, 
Gro Dregelid” à Humanising Rahim in a positive way by putting an 
emphasis on his talents. The Norwegian helper is named as not just a 
helper, but a bonus mother for him to highlight the relationship for readers 
to realise that he is integrated and have family in Norway 
 
A new word appeared: Utreisepliktig translated to entitled to leave  
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“Preferably, I would want my Afghan friends to take care of transport and 
safety” 
 
“If those who have been rejected will nevertheless get to stay as long as 
they stretch out the time long enough, the whole system breaks down” à 
Arguing that not deporting the October children will break the whole 
system – highlighting a system as problematic and drawing attention to 
asylum seekers as taking advantage of the system 
 
Asylum seekers are referred to as influx, family reunification, people living 
on benefits and quota refugees in the article 
 
“We do not force deport children alone today. But with such a centre we 
can do that with those who receive a rejection on the asylum application, 
those who stay temporarily or those to be deported from the country at the 
age of 18, she confirms” à Not our problem 
 
“It's sad that we spend so much time on various proposals from the 
opposition that are about giving more unjustified refugees a stay in 
Norway, said Frps Jon Engen-Helgheim” 
 

 
Passivated verbs 
without agents 
 

 
There is a knowledge of the “problem” in general, however there seems to 
be a tendency that it is not our “problem” 
 
“Meanwhile, all refugees were sitting in various receptions centres for 
almost a year without application processing” à Who acts and who has 
responsibility? They were sitting there. Passive, no agency 
 

 
Presupposition 
 

 
It is clear that one would have to follow the case in order to know the 
different aspects of it, and the evolvement of the case in general 
 
“The Norwegian practice is based on the repeal of the so-called 
reasonableness of internal displacement” à “Internflukt” translates to 
internal displacement and refers to if a person can receive protection in 
other parts of their home country 

 
Modals 
 

 
As the majority of the articles had political parties presenting different 
statements, there were a lot of modals in the articles (such as we will do 
this and that) in order to convince readers of their views. Things were 
usually stated with a high commitment to statement and with a high 
degree of certainty 
 
Ensuring readers that Afghanistan was safe to deport the children to was 
emphasised by using modals 
 
“We will never agree on everything. But let's at least agree that we who 
grow up in Norway have all the prerequisites for becoming all that the 
October children will not be if they are thrown back to their former country” 
 

 
Hedging 
 
 

 
Hedging was used in order to avoid being specific to create strategic 
ambiguity within claims – especially by politicians. One author however 
used hedging such as: 
 
“It is so totally different from the picture we have drawn of ourselves for 
decades” à Rather than writing some say and some people believe – the 
author is writing very personal in I and us form – we have to change this – 
this is not us. (Us as in humans, Norwegians, our values and beliefs).  
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Metaphors 
 

 
Several metaphors were used amongst the political parties to describe 
each other and each other policies. However, I wanted to focus on the 
metaphors that was used to describe the October children and have 
therefore only included these here. There were not a lot of metaphors 
describing the October children as they were mostly described as asylum 
seekers, rejected asylum seekers, minors, single minor asylum seekers, 
children, youth etc. 
 
“Afghan Rahim Ullah Rahimi always walks with the A4 sheet in his pocket” 
à Metaphor to reference the fact that he is always “on probation” 
 
“Here in Norway I have everything and I have nothing” à A reference that 
everything he now has might be taken from in – all and nothing all at the 
same time 
 
“We have succeeded in gaining control of the influx, and it shows that we 
are able to control” à The influx – referring to the arrival of asylum 
seekers and suggesting it to be a large number – it is a water metaphor in 
Norwegian (strømmen) and could also be translated to a stream of people 
 

 

4. Representation of social actors 

 
 

 
Prepositional or 
Subordinate phrases 
 
 

 
“As many as 1445 people are entitled to leave after rejection of their 
asylum applications” à The dominant clause is the number of people and 
emphasis on the people that are supposed to leave. The less dominant 
clause is the fact that they got their applications rejected for some reason 
not mentioned or discussed. Sentences like this one is evident throughout 
the articles 
 
“It is regular Afghans who are hit hardest by the uncertainty and the 
constant attacks. They have no chance to hide” à This sentence is 
highlighting the regular Afghans – it is about them. The focus is on 
Afghans as victims because they are hit hardest 
 
“The opposition at the Parliament will not respond to integration and 
immigration minister Sylvi Listhaugs (Frp) 26 questions about the stop of 
deportations of single minor asylum seekers” à The emphasis is on the 
opposition at the parliament and the single minor asylum seekers are 
strategically played down by referring to them in a lower and less 
prominent way 
 
“It's sad that we spend so much time on various proposals from the 
opposition that are about giving more unjustified refugees a stay in 
Norway, said Frps Jon Engen-Helgheim” à The emphasis is on we (us) 
spending time on (unimportant things) and unjustified refugees are 
strategically played down in order to refer to them as less important and 
provide context for the dominant clause which is that we are spending too 
much time 
 
“This means that 2017 has been a record year for disappearances of 
single asylum children from Norwegian reception centres” à Emphasis on 
the amount of disappearances – not why it is happening. Highlighting 
numerical figures, rather than the single asylum children 
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5. Representation of division 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

 
Throughout the articles the opinions are often represented by the whole 
party and therefore impersonalised, however, some statements are made 
by individuals – especially politicians such as Sylvi Listhaug. Sylvi 
Listhaug is not only personalised due to her being the immigration and 
integration minister throughout the case, but because she is using a very 
strong anti immigration rhetoric 
 
 
 
Opinion pieces demonstrates personalised texts giving less weight to a 
statement as readers know it is only coming from one person. However, 
the way the authors writes let readers assume it is an expert on the matter 
and can therefore agree with the statements 
 
The October children are impersonalised as a case contributing to the 
statements 
 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
The politicians tend to be individualised while the October children tends 
to be collectivised into a generic group 
 
“Mentally disabled Ati, who was forced to Afghanistan, who disappeared 
after returning to Kabul” à Personal details to humanise the asylum 
seeker receiving sympathy from the reader 
 
In one article readers can associate with Rahim as a real person – he is 
given an identity, whereas when referring to others in the same situation 
they are mentioned as a generic group 
 
“It was also decided that if a Norwegian citizen married a foreigner, both 
had to be over 21 years old for the couple to settle in Norway. This was to 
prevent young Norwegians from immigrant background from being forced 
to marry against their will. So-called arranged marriages often occur 
because the big family wants more relatives to stay in Norway” à 
Emphasising that Norwegians from immigrant backgrounds to be in one 
generic group and creating a stereotype that arranged marriages often 
occur because the big family wants more relatives to stay in Norway 
 
When referring to the decisions that were made, the people effected by 
these are referred to as those who are at work, people who do not work, 
the influx, people who live on benefits, the so called October children, the 
children, quota refugees and therefore put in a generic group without any 
agency or identity 
 

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“Immigration and integration minister Sylvi Listhaug strongly warned 
Wednesday that a stop in the deportations to Afghanistan could lead to far 
more Afghans than before coming to Norway” 
 
“At the same time, she assured that Norwegian authorities are constantly 
assessing the security situation in the country and that the UDI recently 
concluded that it was ok to send people back there after rejecting their 
asylum applications” 
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“The main rule is that asylum seekers who have been rejected should 
have limited offer of health care services compared to other groups” 
 
“Every fourth person in Norwegian asylum reception centres should have 
left the country” 
 
“We know that some of them are sitting with some kind of idea that they 
will have a stay later, without it being the case”  
 
“Once again, Ap chooses to send an open invitation to Norway for 
rejected asylum seekers” 
 
“At the same time, we see that poverty is increasing and that we are in the 
process of getting a new subclass, which largely consists of families with 
immigrant backgrounds” 
 
“We have had a significant arrival of people living on benefits and who 
cannot speak Norwegian. Several of them must develop the ability to 
support themselves, says the Frp leader” 
 
“It's sad that we spend so much time on various proposals from the 
opposition that are about giving more unjustified refugees a stay in 
Norway, said Frps Jon Engen-Helgheim” 
 
“According to recent figures from the Immigration Directorate (UDI) 206 
single minor asylum seekers (EMA) disappeared from reception centres in 
Norway without saying where they were going” 
 

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

 
The October children tends to be referred to as a political debate without 
any agency or identity  
 
"Despite the fact that the Labor Party invited 10,000 refugees to Norway in 
2015 and there were more than 31,000 asylum seekers that year, we 
have reduced the number of immigrants without legal residence in 
reception centres by 75 percent, she wrote in an email to Dagbladet” à 
The issue that is discussed is simply political 
 
The October children are passive motionless figures that merely 
contributes to the discussion and political rivalry between parties 
 
“One important reason why the youth disappears is that they are afraid of 
returning to Afghanistan. Strong tightening in immigration policies has 
meant that we now reject children who would previously receive 
protection. This has led to a very desperate situation for the youngsters, 
said Scharffscher Engeset” à The October children are explained to be 
disappearing as a result of the new immigration policies (statement from 
Save the Children) 
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Numerical references 
 

 
Numerical references include the age question, how much money it costs 
Norway to house these asylum seekers, the length of stay or waiting 
period, and how many of the children that disappeared before being 
deported 
 
“Far more Afghans” 
 
For opinion pieces including numerical references it seems to be statistics 
backing up the importance of the opinion and giving voice to the author as 
a professional in the field 
 
“She says many places in the country are characterised by high immigrant 
density, which she believes affects the integration” 
 

 
 
          Themes:  

 
A) The October Children as a Political Case 

(How the articles portrayed the October children as passive, motionless, and 
figures that merely contributed to the political debate. Usage of the word “urgent 
tightening”) 

 
B) Rejected VS Children 

(How the October children were presented either as rejected asylum seekers or 
as children – assess this difference) 

 
C) Money, Money, Money 

(How the articles presented the October children as numerical figures – how 
much it costs to host them and taking advantage of benefits) 

 
D) My Afghan Friends 

(Assess the positive coverage of the October children – refer to the opinion 
pieces and the descriptions found there. Assess the words “vulnerability criteria”, 
“reasonableness criteria” and “deportation stop”)  

 
E) Not our Problem 

(The not our problem theme – refer to the articles that pushed away the problem. 
Assess the word “forced deportations” and “entitled to leave”) 

 
F) Trust me – Its Safe 

(How the articles suggested that Afghanistan is safe without assessing it 
properly) 

 
G) We Care, But Just Not That Much 

(How the articles expressed concern – especially with the children, however only 
till a certain extent) 

 
New/ central terms: 
 

• Deportation-stop (returstans) 
• Urgent-tightening (hasteinnstramminger) 
• Undocumented (papirløse) 
• Forced deportations (tvangsreturnering) 
• Age test 
• Vulnerability criteria 
• Reasonableness criteria 
• Entitled to leave (utreisepliktig) 
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7. Overall comments: In terms of the newspapers and the different ideologies it seems that 
all three papers presented articles that saw the October children as merely a political case 
contributing to a political debate.  

 
Dagbladet: Five out of nine articles had a positive or victimisation point of view. Opinion 
pieces: Three out of nine articles. 

 
VG: Two out of six articles had a positive or victimisation point of view. Opinion pieces: 
Two, with one commentary by VG.  

 
Adresseavisen: Zero out of nine articles had a positive or victimisation point of view. 
Opinion pieces: Zero.  
 
As suggested by the political viewpoint of the newspapers, it seems that the articles really 
correspond to the ideological standpoint of the newspaper, with the exception of VG due to 
stating to be neutral. 
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APPENDIX 2: CODING SHEETS 

 

Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 1 
 
Newspaper: Dagbladet 
 
Format: Straight News Article 
 
Date of article: 08.11.2017 
 
Author: Torun Støbakk, Dagbladet 
 
Source link: https://www.dagbladet.no/nyheter/krf-ber-ap-og-sp-stotte-oppmykinger-i-
asylpolitikken-i-ar/68860237 
 
Word count: 714 words 
 
Title of article: “KrF ber Ap og Sp støtte oppmykninger I asylpolitikken I år” 
 
Translated to: “Christian democratic party asks Labour party and the Centre party for support to 
soften the asylum politics this year” 
 

 
 

1. Lead image: 

 
             Photo by: Christian Roth Christensen / Dagbladet 

 
 

 
 

2. Image description: “Jonas Gahr Støre intervju. Her på Kulturhuset i Oslo”	
 
Translated to: “Jonas Gahr Støre interview. Here at Kulturhuset in Oslo”	

 

 
 

3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 
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Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“Immigration and integration 
minister Sylvi Listhaug 
(Populist Progress Party) 
strongly warned Wednesday 
that a stop in the deportations 
could lead to far more Afghans 
than before coming to Norway” 
 
“Returstans” appeared 5 times 
in the text. 
 

Notes: 
 
Strongly warned – over 
description. 
 
New terms that appeared:  
 
“Returstans” translated to 
“Deportation-stop”  
 
“Hasteinnstramminger” 
translated to “Urgent-
tightening” 
 

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“Afghans”, “People”, “Persons” 

 
The October children are not 
mentioned by name or term, 
but referred to as “Afghans”, 
“People”, “Persons” 

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“The opposition in the 
government is not reassured 
by the statements both 
Listhaug and Foreign Minister 
Ine Eriksen Søreide (H) 
brought to the government” 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
the statements.  

 
Modals 
 

 
“(…) and that the UDI recently 
ensured that it was ok to send 
people back there after 
rejecting their asylum 
applications” 
 
"We will still have a strict and 
fair immigration policy, but we 
will have one that is more 
aimed at improving children's 
conditions, says Bransdal in 
KrF” 

 
Attempt to convince the 
readers that it is ensured to be 
safe to deport people back to 
Afghanistan. 
 
 
Attempt to convince readers 
that although they would like to 
temporarily stop the 
deportations, they will still 
provide a strict and fair 
immigration policy. 

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“Oppmykning” translated to 
“soften-up”  
 
 
 
 
“The key is not at KrF, but at 
Ap and Sp, both in one and the 
other area, Bransdal says” 
 
“Grasrota” translated to the 
“grass root” 
 
 
 
 
“Snuser” translated to “sniffing” 

 
Used to describe the new 
suggestions to give readers a 
picture of “softer politics”  
 
The key used to refer to the 
responsibility that the parties 
have to support the new 
decision.  
 
The grass root used to 
describe the political party Ap 
and their history in terms of 
immigration policies.  
 
Sniffing is used to describe that 
the Liberals are sniffing the 
government power this fall. 
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4. Representation of social actors 

 
 

 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
 

Notes: 
 
Throughout the article the 
different political parties are 
named as the responsibility for 
the different actions that are 
mentioned in the text.  
 

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“(…) The same was signalled 
by SV, MDG and Red from the 
parliamentary chair on 
Wednesday” 
 
“Immigration and integration 
minister Sylvi Listhaug (Frp) 
warned…” 

Notes: 
 
Throughout the article the 
opinions are represented by 
the whole party and therefore 
impersonalised.  
 
 
However, some statements are 
made by individuals such as 
Sylvi Listhaug.  

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“UDI recently concluded 
that…” 

 
The Norwegian Directorate of 
Immigration (UDI). 
The article portrays mostly 
collectivised terms such as the 
different parties, which is 
grouping them all to political 
parties and not individual 
actions or statements.  

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“Immigration and integration 
minister Sylvi Listhaug strongly 
warned Wednesday that a stop 
in the deportations to 
Afghanistan could lead to far 
more Afghans than before 
coming to Norway” 
 
“At the same time, she assured 
that Norwegian authorities are 
constantly assessing the 
security situation in the country 
and that the UDI recently 
concluded that it was ok to 
send people back there after 
rejecting their asylum 
applications” 

 
Attempting to scare the other 
politicians and readers that the 
new decision could lead to far 
more of them coming to our 
Norway. 
 
 
 
 
Assuring readers that it is ok to 
send them back after we have 
rejected their asylum 
application. 

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
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Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“Innvandringssaken” translated 
to “the immigration case” 
 
“Innvandringsspørsmålet” 
translated to “the immigration 
question”  
 
 

Notes: 
 
The October children are 
referred to as a political debate 
in the article, where the people 
involved have no identity.   

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“Far more Afghans” 
 

 
Numerical scare tactic. 

 
 

7. Themes: Political debate and rivalry between political parties, Us vs Them, scare tactics, 
collectivised, impersonal, metaphors, Afghans, people and persons. 

 
 

 
8. Overall comments of article: Interesting new terms: “Returstans” translated to 

“Deportation-stop”, “Hasteinnstramminger” translated to “Urgent-tightening”, “Oppmykning” 
translated to “soften-up” “Grasrota” translated to the “grass root” 
 

 
 

Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 2 
 
Newspaper: Dagbladet 
 
Format: Opinion piece 
 
Date of article: 14.11.2017 
 
Author: Andrè	Møkkelgjerd, legal senior adviser in Norwegian Organisation for Asylum Seekers 
(NOAS) and author of "Asyl Code, 99 questions and answers from the Norwegian asylum debate"	
 
Source link: https://www.dagbladet.no/kultur/det-erna-ikke-sier-om-behandlingen-av-
oktoberbarna/68879269 
 
Word count: 906 words 
 
Title of article: “Det Erna ikke sier om behandlingen av oktoberbarna”  
 
Translated to: “What Erna does not say about the treatment of the October children”  
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1. Lead image:  

 
Photo by: Lise Åserud / NTB Scanpix	

 
 

 
2. Image description: “VIL IKKE STANSE: Statsminister Erna Solberg mener det vil være 

uklokt å stanse uttransportering av personer over 18 år til Afghanistan. Kronikkforfatteren 
er uenig”  
 
Translated to: DO NOT WANT TO STOP: Prime Minister Erna Solberg believes it would 
be unwise to stop the deportations of persons over the age of 18 to Afghanistan. The 
author of the feature story disagrees. 

 
 

 
3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 

 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“Rimelighetsvilkårene” 
translated to “Reasonableness 
conditions” 
 

Notes: 
 
Rimelighetsvilkårene 
(Reasonableness conditions) 
was repeated 11 times 
throughout the article. 

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“(…) children fleeing alone” 
 
 
“They are refugees, but do not 
get the status of a refugee in 
Norway, as they would have 
received in other European 
countries that have 
reasonableness conditions” 
 
“Refugees are entitled to 
refugee status, not an 
assessment of specific 
vulnerability criteria” 
 

 
The October children are 
referred to as children 
throughout the article.  
 
Writer expresses that the 
asylum seekers are refugees 
and criticising the Norwegian 
government for not recognising 
the reasonableness conditions. 
 

 
Passivated verbs without 
agents 
 
 

 
“In practice, the government 
was led behind the light” 
 
 

 
Author suggesting that 
someone without agency led 
the government behind the 
light. 
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Presupposition 
 

 
 
“The Norwegian practice is 
based on the repeal of the so-
called reasonableness of 
internal displacement”  
 
 
 
“The Prime Minister avoids 
mentioning the reasonableness 
criteria of her report” 
 
“Erna’s rhetorical approach to 
distinguish between refugees 
and migrants therefore 
deceives the voters”  
 
“UNE, may as known since 
2015, be instructed by the 
government in terms of general 
legal interpretation”  
 

 
 
“Internflukt” translates to 
internal displacement and 
refers to if a person can 
receive protection in other 
parts of their home country. 
 
One would have to know what 
these criteria are. 
 
 
 
One would have to know about 
her approaches to make sense 
of the text.  
 
 
 
Author suggesting common 
knowledge. 

 
Modals 
 

 
“The parties to the government 
should be sceptical about the 
government's statements in 
this case”  
 
“It will be unwise” 
“(…) will make Norwegian 
asylum policies…” 
“Yes, we must” 
“In that case, the applicant will 
be entitled to refugee status if 
the internal flight is unfair. 
Other types of residence 
permits will not be sufficient” 
  

 
“Should be” was counted 4 
times throughout the text. 
 
 
 
 
Several examples of modals in 
order to convince.  

 
Hedging 
 
 

 
“Unlike the government, UNE 
applies the Vienna Convention 
on the binding rules of the 
treaty on how a treaty, such as 
the Refugee Convention, must 
be interpreted” 

 
By writing unlike the 
government the author 
suggests that the government 
is not employing the correct 
rules.  

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“In practice, the government 
was led behind the light” 
 
 
 
"Weigh heavily by Norwegian 
authorities' interpretation of the 
Refugee Convention" 

 
Led behind the light is used to 
express that the government 
was fooled and are therefore in 
the dark.  
 
The recommendations should 
weigh heavily meaning that 
they should put in a lot of 
emphasis on these.  
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4. Representation of social actors 

 
 

 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
 

Notes: 
 
Throughout the article the 
October children are 
represented as the victims for 
poorly planned political actions 
and are referred to as children.  
The author places 
responsibility on the 
government. 

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“What Erna does not say about 
the treatment of the October 
children”  
“She means it is…” 
“The prime minister avoids…” 
“Erna claims…” 
 
“The Norwegian practise…” 
“The supreme court…” 
“The government…” 
“Norwegian immigration 
appeals board…” 
 

Notes: 
 
Personalised. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Impersonalised. 
 
 
 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“The prime minister Erna 
Solberg…” 
 
“Children fleeing alone…” 
 

 
Individualised. 
 
 
Collectivised. 

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
 
 

Notes: 
 
The article discusses that the 
political parties should be 
sceptical to the governments’ 
treatment of the October 
children. It is discussed as a 
political case where the 
October children are children 
and victims of unfair decision-
making by the government. 
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7. Themes: Vulnerability criteria, reasonableness criteria, the deportations, rules, claims, 

refugees, victims, children, internal fleeing.  
 

 
Coding Sheet 

 
Number of article: 3 
 
Newspaper: Dagbladet 
 
Format: Opinion piece 
 
Date of article: 18.11.2017 
 
Author: Svein Mork Dahl, former permanent professional guardian and representative and legal 
adviser 
 
Source link: https://www.dagbladet.no/kultur/hvor-er-rettssikkerheten-blitt-av/68892183 
 
Word count: 1136 words 
 
 
Title of article: “Hvor er rettssikkerheten blitt av?” 
 
Translated to: “Where did the legal safety go?” 
 

 
 

1. Lead image: 

 
Photo: Heiko Junge / NTB Scanpix 

 
 

 
2. Image description: “«FOR IVRIG»: Kronikkforfatteren mener innvandrings- og 

integreringsminister Sylvi Listhaug går veldig mye lenger enn hva asylforliket, norsk lov og 
egne forskrifter åpner for” 

 
Translated to: "TOO EAGER: The author of the text believes immigration and integration 
minister Sylvi Listhaug goes a lot further than what the asylum settlement, Norwegian law 
and its own regulations are open for” 
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3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 

 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“Necessary”  
 
 
 
 
 
“Vulnerability”  
 
 
“Ati, who was forced to return 
to Afghanistan, who 
disappeared after returning to 
Kabul, has now emerged as a 
refugee in Kandahar after the 
alleged safe return of the 
Kunduz family by the UNE 
proved to be based on 
incorrect information” 

Notes: 
 
Necessary was used 4 times 
throughout the article 
emphasising the necessary 
follow up actions required in 
this case.  
 
Vulnerability was written 5 
times.  
 
Introducing Ati for the first time. 
Over lexicalisation used to 
emphasise his situation.  
 

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“The Government's treatment 
of this case and similar 
matters, and especially Ap's 
opposition to verify the 
management, and their blind 
faith in the government's 
assessments, have resulted to 
the fact that I will no longer be 
the guardian of single minors”  
 

 
Referencing to this particular 
case, but also the overall 
process in other cases and 
using the personal experience.  

 
Passivated verbs without 
agents 
 

 
“Where has the legal certainty 
gone, and do the conciliation 
partners really know how the 
asylum settlement is being 
managed?” 
 
 
“Instead of making sure he 
received the initiated 
investigation of functional 
ability, he was given Remeron, 
Cipralex and Melatonin at the 
reception centre” 
 
 

 
Using a question to emphasise 
verbs that has no agents – 
who’s fault is it? Who has the 
responsibility? The author 
clearly knows by describing the 
actions but not the agents.  
 
Who acted and who has the 
responsibility? 

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“Even after Tuesday's decision 
to suspend the deportations for 
the so-called "Oktoberbarnna", 
there is a need to look at the 
Norwegian immigration 
administration's case 

 
Referring to a decision on 
Tuesday and the October 
children case. Presumed 
knowledge needed. 
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processing in asylum 
applications” 
 
“My assertion is that the policy 
that is practiced by Sylvi 
Listhaug through the UDI and 
UNE goes much further than 
what the asylum settlement, 
Norwegian law and its own 
regulations allow for” 
 

 
 
 
 
Referring to a policy, the 
asylum settlement and the 
Norwegian law. Presumed 
knowledge about these. 

 
Modals 
 

 
“In the case of Ati there is no 
doubt that there is a clear 
breach of the Government's 
own regulation on the right to 
health care for foreigners with 
legal residence in Norway” 
 
“People with mental retardation 
will be entitled to protection 
from being returned due to the 
high risk of inhumane 
treatment / abuse / degrading 
treatment in the country of 
origin. For this group of people, 
it will therefore be 
unreasonable to refer to 
protection in their own country 
of origin. This must be taken 
into account when arriving by 
asylum seekers where it is 
possible that the person has a 
mental disability.” 
 

 
The authors commitment to 
what he writes. A high degree 
of certainty. 
 
 
 
 
 
High degree of certainty in 
order to convince the readers.  

 
Hedging 
 
 

 
“Among other examples…” 
 
 
“Regardless of the outcome of 
Atis's case, this is a gap in 
legislation that needs to be 
closed, and it is in the interests 
of everyone that weaknesses 
in the law are being resolved 
and rectified” 

 
Distance oneself and not being 
specific about the other 
examples.  
 
In the interest of everyone – 
but who is everyone? 
Distance.  

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“(…) and give him happy 
pills…” 
 
 
“(…) a hole in the legislation 
that must be closed” 
 
 

 
Happy pills used as a 
metaphor for the medicine he 
was given.  
 
A hole to be closed used to 
express that there is a violation 
of the law.   

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
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Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
The state has the overall 
responsibility for providing the 
population with the necessary 
specialist health services. The 
municipality is responsible for 
ensuring that those in the 
municipality receive health 
care. Asylum seekers have full 
rights to health care from the 
municipality” 
 
“The problem arose 
because…” 
 
 
 
 
“Human rights must not 
depend on coincidences in 
Norway” 

Notes: 
 
Author uses the agent first, 
then the verb to highlight the 
action and put an emphasis on 
the responsibility by 
strategically using agency and 
action as a dominant context.  
 
 
 
 
 
The author is putting the 
emphasis on the problem as 
the beginner of a sentence to 
highlight the problem. 
 
Emphasis on human rights as 
this is the overall objective of 
the article.  
 

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“Among other examples, we 
have seen that UDI does not 
respond to child welfare 
inquiries in cases where they 
investigate concerns received 
from asylum reception centres 
on single minor asylum 
seekers” 
 
“(…) Deputy Minister of the 
Interior, Per Sandberg (…) 
spoke of mental illness as a 
basis for asylum” 
 
“That both UNE and I 
believed…” 
 

Notes: 
 
Impersonalised.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Personalised. He spoke on 
behalf of the party, but the 
party is not mentioned, he was 
the one who spoke.  
 
Both personalised (I) and 
impersonalised (UNE). 
 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“My assertion is that the policy 
that is practiced by Sylvi 
Listhaug…” 
 
“Mentally disabled Ati, who 
was forced to Afghanistan, 
who disappeared after 
returning to Kabul” 
 
“There are also two judicial 
judges from Norwegian courts 

 
Individualised and personal. 
Associate with real people.  
 
Personal details to humanise 
the asylum seeker receiving 
sympathy from the reader.  
 
Referred to as a generic group.  
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which state that the state 
violates international law when 
they imprison children and 
families…” 
 

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“(…) Norwegian courtrooms 
that state that the state violates 
international law when they…” 
 
 
 

 
This article does not create a 
differentiation to asylum 
seekers, but to the system in 
place, by referring to them and 
they decide and they do in 
order to criticise the 
proceedings of asylum 
settlement, with the different 
decision makers in the 
process.  
Norwegian court rooms VS the 
state.  

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“My assertion that the policy 
that is practiced by Sylvi 
Listhaug through the UDI and 
UNE goes…” 
 
“The UNE decision clearly 
states that they have 
requested the investigation, but 
no one has followed it up” 
 
“UNE also broke the law when 
they sent me confidential 
information on the matter” 
 

Notes: 
 
The text is criticising the 
Norwegian immigration 
administration and the text is 
therefore very politically 
referenced throughout with 
references to political parties, 
persons and their decisions.   
 
UNE =Norwegian immigration 
appeals board. 
 
Emphasise on the Norwegian 
law and rights throughout the 
text. 

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“The problem arose because 
UDI / UNE has laid the age test 
for Atis's functional level, and 
not the initiated investigation 
from Sørlandet Hospital, which 
showed a functional level 
around eight to nine years”  
 
 

 
The article refers to the age 
test that was done where the 
functional age was described 
to be 8 to 9 years old, however 
in the age test, there was a 
likelihood that he was over 18 
years old and, therefore, he 
lost his protection. (Age test is 
done by evaluating teeth and 
hands) 
 

 
 

7. Themes: Victimising, individual case, personal details to humanise the asylum seeker 
receiving sympathy from the reader. The text is criticising the Norwegian immigration 
administration and the text is therefore very politically referenced throughout with 
references to political parties, persons and their decisions.   
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8. Overall comments of article: This opinion piece is a criticism to the Norwegian 
immigration administration case processing procedures in asylum applications. The author 
suggests that "Immigration policy considerations" trumps the individual's legal certainty and 
the Norwegian law. The author uses the case of Ati – a mentally disabled minor asylum 
seeker from Afghanistan who was forced deportation and later disappeared in Kabul.  
New term: “Alderstesten” translated to the “age test” referring to the age test the asylum 
seekers are required to undertake if in doubt of age.  

 
 

Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 4 
 
Newspaper: Dagbladet 
 
Format: Straight News Article 
 
Date of article: 12.12.2017 
 
Author: Torun Støbakk, Dagbladet 
 
Source link: https://www.dagbladet.no/nyheter/slar-alarm-om-helsehjelp-til-asylsokere--vi-
oppfordres-av-staten-til-a-se-pa-en-menneskegruppe-som-mindreverdig/68944994 
 
Word count: 604 words 
 
Title of article: “Slår alarm om helsehjelp til asylsøkere: 
- Vi oppfordres av staten til å se på en menneskegruppe som mindreverdig” 
 
Translated to: “Alarming about health care for asylum seekers: 
"We are urged by the state to look at a group of humans as inferior” 
 

 
 

1. Lead image: 

 
 

Photo: Henning Lillegård / Dagbladet 
 

 
 

2. Image description: “KRITISK: Kommuneoverlege Heidi Solvang i Hobøl slår alarm om 
legetjenestene til asylsøkere” 
 

 
Translated to: “CRITICAL: Local medical officer Heidi Solvang in Hobøl warns about the 
medical services to asylum seekers” 
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3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 
 
 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“Alarm”  
 
 
“Asylum seeker” 
 
 
 
 

Notes: 
 
Alarm was used 4 times in the 
text. 
 
Asylum seeker was used 8 
times throughout the article. 
 
The text is focused to alarm 
the state and people about 
what is happening “behind 
closed doors”.  
 

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“Local medical officer” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“HELFO does not cover 
expenses for blood tests and 
medications on prescriptions 
for those with final rejection”  
 
“Rejected asylum seekers” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“I have a resident with a final 
rejection that has extreme 
toothache” 

 
Local medical officer was used 
to give integrity to the 
statements in the article – she 
is not just a doctor she is the 
officer. 
 
 
HELFO (Norwegian health 
economics administration)  
Reference, draw attention to 
blame.  
 
 
Used throughout the article so 
we know as readers that the 
case evolves the rejected 
asylum seekers – not the 
“good ones”  
 
 
 
Resident used instead of 
asylum seeker.  
 

 
Passivated verbs without 
agents 
 

 
"At the reception centre in 
Hobøl, many have been there 
since 2003 and 2004, and are 
well integrated into our society 
already, but do not receive the 
same health care as others, 
says Solvang” 
 
 
 

 
Who has responsibility?  

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“Today's rules prevent the 
doctors from doing the medical 
duty and provide help to those 
who need it…” 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
today’s rules. 
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“Doctors who are part of the 
GP scheme are not obliged to 
treat asylum seekers with a 
final rejection…” 
 

 
Presumed knowledge of the 
GP scheme.  

 
Modals 
 

 
“The main rule is that asylum 
seekers who have been 
rejected will have limited offer 
of health care compared to 
other groups” 
 
“(…) they must pay health 
care…” 
 
“Think a regular doctor is 
needed” 

 
Commitment to the statement 
they will have. High degree of 
certainty.  
 
 
 
Must. 
 
 
Low level of certainty; I think.  

 
Hedging 
 
 

 
“The main rule is that rejected 
asylum seekers will have 
limited offer of health care 
compared to other groups” 
 

 
Distance from statement – who 
claims this? The main rule is 
not specific and creates a 
distance.  

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“(…) but may remain in the 
country stripped of rights” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“At Hobøl Reception, Centre 
Manager Ruth Kielland 
“divides” the concern” 
 
 
 
 
 
“Thus, the case finally comes 
to the health minister Bent 
Høie's table” 
 

 
Stripped used as a metaphor 
to being completely naked 
without any clothes – in this 
context to emphasise that the 
asylum seekers have no rights.  
 
“Deler” in Norwegian would be 
divides – however share is 
more correct in English. Refers 
to the fact that the concern is 
divided and shared to give the 
problem a voice.  
 
Reference to responsibility – 
government actions are 
needed.   
 

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“Local medical officer Heidi 
Solvang in Hobøl alarms about 
asylum seekers' medical 
services” 
 
 
 

Notes: 
 
The importance is emphasised 
on her being a local medical 
officer – credibility. And then 
alarms – the action is 
highlighted. Then asylum 
seeker’s is placed before 
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“The problem according to 
Kielland, arouse when these 
people had to change their GP 
via Helfo due to the move, it 
was then discovered that they 
were not entitled to a 
permanent doctor anymore”  
 

medical services to highlight 
agency.   
 
Emphasis on the problem.  
 
 
 

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“We are encouraged by the 
state to look at a human group 
as inferior” 
 
“Now the municipality doctors 
in Østfold hits the alarm” 
 
 
"I do not think the doctors 
should sit and make second-
rate citizens, Solvang says” 

Notes: 
 
We, the state, human group – 
impersonalised.  
 
 
Impersonalised – all the 
doctors represent the whole 
institution, not just a particular 
individual.  
 
Personalised statement. 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“Local medical officer Heidi 
Solvang...” 
“Rejected asylum seekers…” 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Asylum seekers are 
collectivised throughout the 
article as a generic group. 
However, the doctors are 
individualised with name and 
profession when quoted.  
 

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“We are encouraged by the 
state to look at a group of 
humans as inferior” 
 
“Asylum seekers who have 
received a final rejection of 
their asylum applications” 
 
“The main rule is that asylum 
seekers who have been 
rejected should have limited 
offer of health care services 
compared to other groups” 
 
“It is not only asylum seekers 
with final rejection who live on 
reception centres affected by 
the limited offer for health care, 
but also others who are a part 
of the large group of so-called 
undocumented in Norway” 

 
We are encouraged to look at 
them.  
 
 
Them and their. 
 
 
 
They should have limited offer 
of health care compared to 
other groups (such as ethnical 
Norwegians?) 
 
 
Them, others, undocumented.  
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6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“We are encouraged by the 
state…” 
 
“Today's regulations…” 
 
“In the letter to the county 
governor…” 
 
“Concerns from the doctors in 
Østfold have been forwarded 
to the Directorate of Health, 
which promises to take the 
situation with the Ministry of 
Health and care” 
 
“Thus, the case finally comes 
to the health minister Bent 
Høie's table” 
 
 
 

Notes: 
 
The article is politically 
referenced throughout. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“(…) asylum seekers risk being 
placed for years on Norwegian 
reception centres - without 
access to other than 
emergency medical 
assistance” 
 
“At the reception centre in 
Hobøl, many have been there 
since 2003 and 2004…” 
 

 
For years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Many, 2003 and 2004. 

 
 

7. Themes: Victims, health, asylum seekers, group of humans, inferior, warning, alarming, 
rejected asylum seekers, rules, problem. 

 

 
 

8. Overall comments of article: The article is about rejected asylum seekers losing the right 
to both general doctors and medication, but may remain in the country without any rights. 
Doctors are speaking up suggesting that the state is encouraging them to look at a group 
such as asylum seekers as inferior to Norwegians. New term: Undocumented in Norway 
(referring to asylum seekers without the necessary paper work). 
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Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 5 
 
Newspaper: Dagbladet 
 
Format: Straight News Article 
 
Date of article: 17.12.2017 
 
Author: Line Fransson, Dagbladet 
 
Source link: https://www.dagbladet.no/nyheter/rahim-ville-flykte-igjen-men-fikk-ny-
sjanse/69147736 
 
Word count: 720 words 
 
 
Title of article:	“Oktoberbarna: Rahim ville flykte igjen, men fikk ny sjanse” 
 
Translated to: “The October Children: Rahim wanted to flee again, but got another chance” 
 

 
 

1. Lead image: 

 
              Photo: Hans Arne Vedlog / Dagbladet 

 
 

 
2. Image description: “FRYKTER FOR FRAMTIDA: Rahim Ullah Rahimi er ifølge seg sjøl 

akkurat fylt 18 år, men UDI og UNE mener alderstester av tenner og skjelett viser at 
afghaneren er minst ett år eldre. Men Stortingsvedtaket om oktoberbarna fra november 
gjør at Rahimi kanskje får vurdert saken sin på nytt. - Jeg har sluttet å drømme om 
framtida, men håper Norge til slutt vil hjelpe oss, sier Rahimi”. 

 
Translated to: “FEAR FOR FUTURE: Rahim Ullah Rahimi, according to him, just turned 
18 years old, but the UDI and UNE believe the age test of teeth and skeleton shows that 
the Afghan is at least one year older. However, the reassessment of the October children 
case from November might allow Rahimi to have his case reconsidered. "I have stopped 
dreaming about the future, but hope Norway will eventually help us," says Rahimi”. 
 

 
 

3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 
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Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“Afghan Rahim Ullah Rahimi 
always walks with his A4 sheet 
in his pocket. It shows that he 
can stay in Norway – for now” 
 
 
 
 
 
“He speaks Norwegian with a 
western dialect. Sharp rs and 
has a-endings. Serves 
Dagblad's reporter "Kabele", 
an Afghan rice dish with 
vegetables, raisins and 
chicken” 

Notes: 
 
Presenting Rahim with the 
emphasis on him as a victim. 
He has to walk around with a 
paper in his pocket (reference 
to the numbering system of 
Jews during WW2?) And he 
can stay – but only for now = 
living in uncertainty.  
 
Emphasising that he has 
learned the language – he is 
integrated.  
Humanising him by describing 
regular things readers can 
relate to.  

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“(…) so-called October 
children…” 
 
 
 
 
 
"You should be a chef, says 
Rahimi's Norwegian helper, 
and bonusmum, Gro Dregelid” 
 
 

 
Throughout the text Rahim is 
referenced by name, but also 
by Afghan. 
The so-called October children 
is used when referring to the 
children.  
 
Humanising Rahim in a 
positive way by putting an 
emphasis on his talents. The 
Norwegian helper is named as 
not just a helper, but a bonus 
mother for him to highlight the 
relationship for readers to 
realise that he is integrated 
and have family in Norway.  
 

 
Passivated verbs without 
agents 
 

 
“People at the reception centre 
and applicant's representative 
believe the Afghan is speaking 
the truth about his age” 

 
People – who are these 
people?  

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“However, the parliament 
decision from November of the 
October children case allows 
for Rahim to potentially have 
his case reconsidered” 
 
“UDI and UNE discuss the 
disputed age-tested tests…” 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
the parliament decision and 
the October children case.  
 
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the age tests.  

 
Modals 
 

 
“It shows that he will stay in 
Norway – for now” 
 
"Although UNE gives delays 
implementation, it is not certain 
that Rahimi will get a 
revaluation of his case" 
 
 

 
He will stay in Norway. 
However, only for now.  
 
Certain and will is used as a 
degree of certainty – in this 
case it is not certain. 
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Hedging 
 
 

 
"There were many who said 
they were on their way to 
Norway, so I would like to 
come here," said Rahim Ullah 
Rahimi” 
 
“There is a war in Afghanistan 
and those who have fled from 
here to France or Spain after 
rejection are in a really horrible 
situation, says Rahimi.” 
 
 
 

 
Many people said so.  
 
 
 
 
 
Those who have fled.  

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“Afghan Rahim Ullah Rahimi 
always walks with the A4 sheet 
in his pocket” 
 
“Here in Norway I have 
everything and I have nothing” 
 
 
“I once had many plans, but 
they disappeared on the road, 
said Rahimi shortly before 
looking down on the floor” 
 
“Tung til sinns” translated to 
“heavy at heart” 

 
Metaphor to reference the fact 
that he is always “on 
probation” 
 
A reference that everything he 
now has might be taken from 
in – all and nothing all at the 
same time.  
 
Looking down on the floor – 
reference to being unhappy.  
 
 
 
It tears on him to be in the 
unknown and he is therefore 
heavy at heart. 

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“I have stopped dreaming 
about the future, but hope 
Norway will eventually help us, 
says Rahimi” 
 
 
“After almost two years in 
Norway, however, Rahimi's 
feared answer arrived a month 
ago: he was due to be 
deported out of Norway before 
November” 
 

Notes: 
 
Stopped dreaming about the 
future is dominant, if Norway 
will help is less emphasised in 
this sentence.  
 
The fact that he was two years 
in Norway is highlighted, with 
the decision of deportation 
being downplayed in the 
sentence.  
 

 
 

5. Representation of division 
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Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“UDI and UNE mean age 
tests…” 

Notes: 
 
Rahim is personalised 
throughout the text, however 
there are sentences were he is 
referred to as the Afghan as 
well. UDI and UNE are 
impersonalised.  
 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“Rahimi Ullah Rahimi may 
reside in Norway for now” 
 
“Rahimi is desperate and sad. 
He does not dare to hope” 
 
“(…) guardian and 
representative of several 
Afghans who are at Stord” 
 
“The October children…” 

 
Throughout the article readers 
can associate with Rahim as a 
real person – he is given an 
identity, whereas when 
referring to others in the same 
situation they are mentioned as 
a generic group.  
 
 
 

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“Most Afghans he knows have 
been rejected for asylum 
applications in Norway” 
 

 
They have been rejected to 
stay in our country.  
 
The article is framed so that as 
a reader one can think that we 
as Norwegians are doing this 
to him as an individual and get 
a feeling of bad conscious.  
 

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“The parliament’s decision 
about the October children 
case…” 
 
“UDI and UNE are now 
awaiting guidelines from the 
ministry, according to Halle of 
UNE” 
 
“Even though UNE is 
postponed, it does not mean 
that Rahimi will receive a 
reassessment of his case, 
UNE writes in the letter to 
Rahimi, indicating that they 
must be informed by the 
Ministry of Justice about what 
the decision of the Parliament 
of 14 November this year 
actually means” 
 

Notes: 
 
The article focuses on a 
political decision – from one 
asylum seeker’s perspective. It 
is therefore very politically 
motivated throughout the text. 
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Numerical references 
 

 
“According to him, Rahim Ullah 
Rahimi just turned 18 years 
old, but the UDI and UNE 
believe the age of teeth and 
skeleton shows that the Afghan 
is at least one year older” 
 
“Rahimi is one of 27 people 
who has received such a letter, 
according to Ingun Halle, 
section head of UNE” 
 

 
The discussion of Rahim being 
18 years old is evident 
throughout the article as a 
numerical reference.   
 
 
 
One of 27 people – he is 
“lucky” according to Ingun 
Halle, section head of UNE as 
this is a very low number.  
 

 
 

7. Themes: Victimisation, individualised, humanised, political decision, fleeing, fear, age test, 
deportation.  

 
 

 
8. Overall comments of article: The article takes a victimising approach where the writer is 

“telling Rahim’s story” in order to provoke and encourage the readers to engage in the 
debate. Sentences like “I have stopped dreaming about the future” can give the readers a 
bad consciousness because how can someone this young not have a future?  

 
 

Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 6 
 
Newspaper: Dagbladet 
 
Format: Straight News Article 
 
Date of article: 20.12.2017 
 
Author: Torun Støbakk, Dagbladet 
 
Source link: https://www.dagbladet.no/nyheter/hver-fjerde-person-pa-norske-asylmottak-skulle-ha-
reist-fra-landet/69191953 
Word count: 647 words 
 
Title of article: “Hver fjerde person på norske asylmottak skulle ha reist fra landet” 
 
Translated: “Every fourth person in Norwegian asylum reception centres should have left from the 
country” 
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1. Lead image: 

 
              Photo: Audun Braastad / NTB scanpix 

 
 

 
2. Image description: “PÅVIRKET” 

 
Translated to: “AFFECTED” 

 
 

3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 
 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“Norwegian asylum reception 
centres” 
 
 
 
 
 
“Rejected” 
 
 
 
 
“Money” 
 

Notes: 
 
Throughout the text the asylum 
reception centres had an 
emphasis on Norwegian to 
state that this is occurring in 
our centres. 
 
There is an emphasis on the 
word rejected asylum seekers 
throughout the article. 
 
Money is frequently used 
throughout the article in terms 
of what it costs to house these 
rejected asylum seekers.  
 
 
 

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“(…) in Norwegian asylum 
reception centres should have 
left the country” 
 
 
 
“As many as 1445 people are 
entitled to leave after rejection 
of their asylum applications” 
 
“749 of these have been 
entitled to leave for five years 
or more” 

 
Asylum seekers are portrayed 
as rejected, should have left 
the country, they are costing 
us this much.  
 
A new word appeared: 
Utreisepliktig translated to 
entitled to leave.  
 
 
Emphasising that this problem 
should have been solved 
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 earlier and now it costs us 
more and more.  
 

 
Passivated verbs without 
agents 
 

 
“(…) that 45 per cent, about 
one of two residents of 
Norwegian asylum reception 
centres, should not really be 
there” 
 

 
The asylum seekers are 
passive, and there is no 
responsibility in the sentence. 
Someone states that they 
should not be there.  
 
 

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“A total of 1445 people are 
entitled to leave after rejection 
of their asylum applications” 
 
“I'm not going to black paint, 
and it's good that you've got a 
decline, but these are still "dark 
numbers" for Frp in isolation, if 
you think about the way they 
talked before they came to 
government” 
 
 
“He draws the parallel to 
Mullah Krekar, which Frp 
promised to expel from the 
country if they came to 
government” 

 
One would have to know what 
Utreisepliktig means 
(translated to entitled to leave).  
 
Svartmale translated to black 
paint (referring to portraying a 
pessimistic view) 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the political party Frp and its 
immigration politics. 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the Mullah Krekar case.  

 
Modals 
 

 
“(…) Should have left…” 
 
 
 
“(…) which Frp promised to 
expel…” 

 
Should is used frequently 
throughout the article. The 
degree of certainty is high.  
 
Something was promised to 
the people, but not held. 
 

 
Hedging 
 
 

 
“In addition to the asylum 
seekers that are entitled to 
leave, the statistics also show 
that 1160 of the people living in 
asylum reception centres today 
should actually be living in a 
municipality” 
 

 
According to the statistics. 
Strategic ambiguity. 

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“Dark numbers for Frp, says 
Ap” 
 
 
 
“I will not blackpaint…” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Dark numbers used to 
describe that the numbers are 
a negative result for the party.  
 
Svartmale translated to black 
paint. Refers to portraying a 
pessimistic view – in this case 
the results from another 
political party. 
 
Hoper seg opp translated to a 
pile up or outreaching piles. 
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“(…) emphasizes that the 
government must now take 
actions to prevent outreaching 
piles. 
 

Refers to the urgency for the 
government to take any 
actions before the entitled to 
leave asylum seekers pile up.  
 

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“As many as 1445 people are 
entitled to leave after rejection 
of their asylum applications” 

Notes: 
 
The dominant clause is the 
number of people and 
emphasis on the people that 
are supposed to leave. The 
less dominant clause is the 
fact that they got their 
applications rejected for some 
reason not mentioned or 
discussed. Sentences like this 
one is evident throughout the 
article.  
 

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“Every fourth person…” 
 
“(…) 5640 people at 
Norwegian asylum reception 
centres…” 
 
“(…) these…” 
 
“(…) for Frp…” 
 
 
“Ministry of Justice and 
Emergency Planning 
estimates…” 
 
“The Norwegian Organization 
for Asylum Seekers (NOAS) 
are also worried about the 
entitled to leave asylum 
seekers” 
 

Notes: 
 
The article is very 
impersonalised throughout 
were the numbers are in focus, 
and the political parties and 
other institutions that provides 
statements. Asylum seekers 
are impersonalised as 
numbers.  

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“He draws the parallel to 
Mullah Krekar, which Frp 
promised to expel from the 
country if they came to 
government” 

 
The asylum seekers are not 
individualised, but referred to 
as a generic group throughout 
the article.  
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There is one example of 
individualism which was to 
mention Mullah Krekar.  
 
 

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“Every fourth person in 
Norwegian asylum reception 
centres should have left the 
country” 
 
“We believe it is important that 
efforts will be made to return 
these and guidance, both for 
those concerned and for the 
trust of the asylum institute…” 
 
“We know that some of them 
are sitting with some kind of 
idea that they will have a stay 
later, without it being the case”  
 

 
Person against Norwegian 
asylum centres refers to them 
vs us.  
 
 
The return of these and us – 
the asylum institute.  
 
 
 
 
 
Some of them have this idea 
that they can stay in our 
country.  

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“Instead, they did not even 
send him to Kyrksæterøra. It 
shows that the world is not as 
simple as Frp would have, and 
I hope they recognize that now, 
said the Ap Politician” 
 
"Despite the fact that the Labor 
Party invited 10,000 refugees 
to Norway in 2015 and there 
were more than 31,000 asylum 
seekers that year, we have 
reduced the number of 
immigrants without legal 
residence in reception centres 
by 75 percent, she wrote in an 
email to Dagbladet” 
 

Notes: 
 
Political rivalry throughout the 
article. Especially between Frp 
and Ap.  
 
 
 
 
 
The issue that is discussed is 
simply political. 

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“Every fourth person…” 
 
“(…) 5640 people…” 
 
“As many as 1445 people…” 
 
“This is a decline of 75 percent 
compared to the end of 2013 - 
but still a quarter of all who are 
in reception centres today” 
 

 
Several numerical references 
in terms of asylum seekers, but 
also in terms of money – 
referring to how much it costs 
to house these rejected asylum 
seekers. 
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“749 of these have been 
entitled to leave for five years 
or more” 
 
“The fact that there are still so 
many people here…” 
 
“The Ministry of Justice and 
Emergency Planning estimates 
that a reception centre will cost 
more than 130,000 a year for 
the entitled to leave” 
 
“Assuming initially the number 
at the end of November, it 
would provide an estimated 
annual cost of around 188 
million” 
 

 
 

7. Themes: Us vs them, political issue, numerical, burden, rejected, money, entitled to leave, 
problem, black paint, dark numbers, supposed to leave. 

 
 

 
8. Overall comments of article: The article evolves around numbers of rejected asylum 

seekers, and that they are still in Norway and should not be there. The article is 
numerically referenced throughout with asylum seekers being referred to as a passive 
numerical figure that is merely contributing to the political discussion between parties. 
Several sentences such as “They should not be here” are visible throughout the article.  

 
 
 

Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 7 
 
Newspaper: Dagbladet 
 
Format: Straight News Article 
 
Date of article: 09.01.2018 
 
Author: Torun Støbakk, Dagbladet 
 
Source link: https://www.dagbladet.no/nyheter/krever-at-stortinget-stanser-listhaugs-
oktoberbarna-losning/69324786 
 
Word count: 865 words 
 
Title of article: “Krever at Stortinget stanser Listhaugs oktoberbarna-løsning” 
 
Translated to: “Requires the Parliament to stop Listhaug's October Children Solution” 
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1. Lead image 

 
            Photo: Berit Roald / NTB scanpix 

 
 

 
2. Image description: “FULL FORVIRRING: Det framstår uklart hva som skjer videre med 
oppfølgingen av oktoberbarna” 
 
 
Translated to: “FULL CONFUSION: It is unclear what happens next to the follow-up of the 
October children” 

 
 

 
3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 

 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“Sylvi Listhaug” 
 
 
 
 
 
“(…) Listhaug’s October 
children solution” 
 
“Hastevedtak” 

Notes: 
 
Listhaug was seen 16 times 
throughout the text, suggesting 
that the case is about her 
rather than the October 
children.  
 
Over-description. 
 
 
Hastevedtak translated to 
urgent decisions are over-
described throughout the 
article. 
 

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
"The whole opposition has 
asked the minister to come to 
the parliament with a proper 
case if she is uncertain about 
the interpretation. We cannot 
formally evaluate a letter she 
sends to the parliament, and is 
not even on the government's 
paper. She has no coverage to 
say that she has secured the 
majority for her understanding 
of this, says Andersen” 
 

 
Placing the integration and 
immigration minister in the 
social world as she does not 
understand how it works. Draw 
attention to the wrong-doing 
and highlight the political 
process she misunderstood.  
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Passivated verbs without 
agents 
 

 
“Requires the Parliament to 
stop Listhaug's October 
Children Solution” 
 

 
Who acts and has 
responsibility – who is requiring 
this?  

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“It is unclear what happens 
next to the follow-up of the 
October children” 
 
“(…) Listhaug’s October 
children solution” 
 
 
 
 
“Full confusion about the 
follow-up to the parliament’s 
resolution” 
 
"If the decision to the 
parliament is not followed up 
by the government, we must 
follow it up in the usual way, 
says Greni” 
 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
the October children case. 
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the solution the integration and 
immigration minister put 
forward.  
 
Referring to the resolution that 
was suggested in November. 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the government procedures. 
 
 

 
Modals 
 

 
“The majority of the parliament 
will not do so for now” 
 
“Ap and Sp refuse to make a 
decision on Listhaug's 
interpretation of the decision” 
 
“Sp will also not answer what 
they think about Listhaug's 
interpretation of the decision” 
 
"If the decision to the 
parliament is not followed up 
by the government, we must 
follow it up in the usual way, 
says Greni” 
 

 
They will not – high 
commitment to statement.  
 
 
Refuse – high degree of 
certainty.  
 
 
 
Will not – high commitment to 
statement and certainty.   
 
 
 
We must.  

 
Hedging 
 
 

 
"There are many things that 
could go faster if everyone 
agreed with us, she says” 
 

 
If everyone agreed – strategic 
ambiguity, softening what is 
being said.  

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“We are writing 2018, but two 
months after the parliament 
made its hasty decision on the 
October children, it is still in the 
blue how the parliamentary 
resolution of 14 November will 
be interpreted in concrete 
terms” 
 

 
In the blue – referenced used 
for being in the unknown.  
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“It does not help to relate to 
what Listhaug outlines in loose 
statements” 
 

Loose statements – used to 
describe unclear and vague 
statements.  
 

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“The purpose was to give 
some of the young asylum 
seekers a new chance to stay 
in Norway, with new 
vulnerability criteria than 
before” 
 

Notes: 
 
Emphasise on giving some of 
the October children a new 
chance, the vulnerability 
criteria is a less dominant 
clause in this sentence.  

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 

 
 

 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“When minister, Sylvi Listhaug 
(Frp), in a letter asked the 
opposition parties for 
interpretation assistance 
before Christmas, they would 
not answer if her 
understanding of the decision 
was correct” 
 
“The Norwegian Organization 
for Asylum Seekers (NOAS) 
warns…” 

Notes: 
 
Personalised – she asked, not 
the party. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Impersonalised – the whole 
institution warns to give extra 
weight on the warning.  

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“Requires the Parliament to 
stop Listhaug's October 
children Solution” 
 
 
 
“In a letter to the parties at the 
parliament, asylum activists 
also demand that the 
parliament now take actions 
because Listhaug's proposal 
for interpretation is not 
something to consider” 
 

 
Individualised. 
 
 
 
 
 
Collectivised – the asylum 
activists are simply a generic 
group.  

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“When minister, Sylvi Listhaug 
(Frp), in a letter asked the 
opposition parties for 
interpretation assistance 
before Christmas, they would 
not answer if her 

 
There is a clear us vs them 
theme throughout the article in 
terms of the separation 
between political parties (they 
suggest that, we suggest this) 
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understanding of the decision 
was correct” 
 
“We do not relate to her 
letter…” 
 

 
 
 

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 
 

 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“There was a gathered 
opposition with Ap in the lead 
that made changes to the 
October children rules in 
November” 
 
“If Ap and Sp would like 
Listhaug's interpretation of the 
letter, they will have to say 
that, says Andersen” 

Notes: 
 
The article is politically 
referenced throughout as the 
different political parties 
discusses the political case. 
The October children are 
passive, motionless, figures 
that merely contributes to the 
discussion and political rivalry 
between parties.  
 

 
 

7. Themes: Sylvi Listhaug, hastevedtak, October children case, political rivalry, loose 
statements.  

 
 

 
8. Overall comments of article: Two months after the government made its hasty 
decision on the October children case, it is still uncertain how the government's resolution 
of 14 November is to be interpreted in concrete terms. This article discusses the follow up 
of the October children referring to a letter Sylvi Listhaug sent to the parliament regarding 
the case where she interpreted the new decision that was made, she then asked the other 
parties to comment on her interpretation, which they did not do, leading to her assuming 
that this was a confirmation that her interpretation was right. The October children are 
mentioned a couple of times as a case throughout the article. The newspaper also asked 
three leading questions in this article:  
 
1. You made emergency calls in November just because this should be handled quickly. 

Will it not take a very long time if the government will have to come up with a bill or a 
parliamentary announcement? 

2. Would you say that you do not want to do anything about Listhaug's interpretation of 
the proposal? 

3. Would not it be faster if you had just answered Listhaug on the letter? 
 
These questions are leading and suggesting that Listhaug is right in her interpretation, and 
questioning the other parties.  
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Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 8 
 
Newspaper: Dagbladet 
 
Format: Straight News Article 
 
Date of article: 15.01.2018 
 
Author: Torun Støbakk, Dagbladet 
 
Source link: https://www.dagbladet.no/nyheter/venstre-hjelp-til-oktoberbarna/69342856 
 
Word count: 322 words 
 
 
Title of article: “Venstre-hjelp til «oktoberbarna»” 
 
Translated to: “Left help for the «October children»” 
 

 
 

1. Lead image 

 
              Photo: Christian Roth Christensen / Dagbladet 

 
 

 
2. Image description: “PÅ FLUKT: Dagbladet fulgte i fjor høst en 18 år gammel afghansk 

ungdom som flyktet fra Norge etter å ha levd med midlertidig oppholdstillatelse fram til 
bursdagen sin” 

 
Translated to: “FLEEING: Dagbladet followed last year an 18-year-old Afghan youth who 
fled from Norway after living with a temporary residence permit until his birthday” 

 
 

 
3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 

 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“Left help for the «October 
children»” 
 

Notes: 
 
Left help is used to give 
readers a perception that the 
left party is a saviour for 
helping. The focus is more 
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about the left party rather than 
the children.  
 

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“Dagbladet followed last year 
an 18-year-old Afghan youth 
who fled from Norway after 
living with a temporary 
residence permit until his 
birthday” 
 
“(…) October children decision 
in the parliament” 
 
 

 
The newspaper followed him, 
but there is a lack of identity 
and agency for this person. He 
is just mentioned due to the 
image being used of him.  
 
The October children are 
referred to as a passive case – 
the October-children-decision. 
 

 
Passivated verbs without 
agents 
 

 
“It remains to be seen if the 
Left manages to influence 
other parts of Frp-Sylvis's 
interpretation of the decision, 
now that the two parties are in 
the same government” 

 
Throughout the article it is 
clear who is the agent and who 
acts – the different political 
parties have several 
statements and therefore the 
responsibility for them. 
 

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“Left help for the «October 
children»” 
 
 
 
“Base the age at the original 
decision date in the new 
application process in 
connection with the October 
children decision in the 
parliament” 
 
“This is good, but there is still 
nothing about how to 
emphasize the new 
vulnerability criteria, and that 
the new instruction should be 
lifted, said Austenå to 
Dagbladet” 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
the October children in order to 
make full sense of the text. 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the October children decision 
in the parliament.  
 
 
 
 
 
Referring to the vulnerability 
criteria. 

 
Modals 
 

 
“In fact, it is said that one shall 
base the age on the original 
date of application in the new 
application process…" 
 
“This means that people who 
received asylum or temporary 
residence as a child will have 
their cases considered as if 
they were still children” 
 
“This will make a significant 
difference, although there is 
still uncertainty about how 
many people will be staying. If 
it were today's age that would 

 
One shall – high commitment 
to statement, with high 
certainty.  
 
 
 
Will have – high degree of 
certainty.  
 
People’s commitments to the 
statements are high throughout 
the article with high degrees of 
certainty. Sometimes used to 
convince the readers. 
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be assumed, it would be closer 
to zero, said immigration 
spokesman Ketil Kjenseth in 
the Left party” 

 
Hedging 
 
 

 
“It remains to be seen if the 
Left party manages to 
influence other parts of Frp-
Sylvis's interpretation of the 
decision, now that the two 
parties are in the same 
government” 
 

 
Strategic ambiguity – distance 
oneself, it remains to be seen.  

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“Vil ha stor betydning” 
translated to “Will be of great 
importance” 
 
 
 
 
“This is good, but there is still 
nothing about how much the 
new vulnerability criteria will be 
weighed…” 
 
 
 

 
Vil ha stor betydning, 
translated to Will be of great 
importance, however stor 
means big referring to size of 
importance.  
 
 
Will be weighed – referring to 
the importance of the criteria in 
this new decision. How much 
will it be weighed? Refers to 
how much will it be considered. 
 

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“Left help for the «October 
children»” 

Notes: 
 
This sentence suggest that the 
left party is the dominant agent 
and that the October children 
are passive.  
 

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“Left help for the «October 
children»” 
 
 
 
“Listhaug states that the 
October children should have 
their cases reassessed based 
on the adult age they have 
today and not as children” 
 

Notes: 
 
Impersonalised – it is the 
whole party that is helping, 
which is used to give extra 
weight to the sentence.  
 
Personalised – one particular 
person stating something.  
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Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“(…) October children over the 
age of 18 will have their cases 
reassessed based on the adult 
age they have today, and not 
as children” 

 
The political parties are 
collectivised throughout the 
article, the October children 
are also collectivised to a 
generic group.  

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“The parliament initially made it 
up to the Frp government 
minister Sylvi Listhaug to 
interpret how the decision on 
the October children should be 
followed up” 
 
“(…) October children over the 
age of 18 will have their cases 
reassessed based on the adult 
age they have today, and not 
as children” 
 

 
The decision (our decision?) 
about them.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
The concept of them and they.  

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“This has been a matter of 
urgency by the left party in the 
government platform that was 
presented yesterday” 
 

Notes: 
 
The article discusses a political 
decision and is therefore 
politically referenced 
throughout. 
 

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“(…) an 18-year-old Afghan 
youth who fled from Norway 
after living with a temporary 
residence permit until his 
birthday” 
 
“This will make a significant 
difference, although there is 
still uncertainty about how 
many people will be staying. If 
it were today's age that would 
be assumed, it would be closer 
to zero, said immigration 
spokesman Ketil Kjenseth in 
the Left” 

 
The age debate is referenced 
throughout the article.  
 
 
 
How many people, closer to 
zero – the discussion about the 
number of asylum seekers is 
evident in the article.  
 
 

 
 

7. Themes: The October children, the left party, frp, Sylvi Listhaug, the new parliament 
decision, political rivalry, political discussion, help, the October-children-decision, 
vulnerability criteria, age debate, reassessments.  

 
 

 
8. Overall comments of article: This short article evolves around the new decision that was 

made for the October children. The parliament initially relied on Frp minister Sylvi Listhaug 
to interpret how the decision on the October children should be followed up. This created 
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protests - especially because Listhaug would like for the children to be assessed as adults 
in their reassessments.	This was stopped by the left party in the government, where they 
stated that the reassessments should assess the age at the time the children arrived, 
which were minors. This was presented a day prior to this article.  
 

 
 

Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 9 
 
Newspaper: Dagbladet 
 
Format: Opinion piece 
 
Date of article: 19.01.2018 
 
Author:	Tarjei Ellingsen Røsvoll, law student at UiB and board member in the Left alliance in 
Bergen 
 
Source link: https://www.dagbladet.no/kultur/noe-er-rattent-i-staten-norge/69345876 
 
Word count: 1045 words 
 
Title of article: “Noe er råttent i staten Norge” 
 
Translated to:	“Something is rotten in the state of Norway” 

 
 

1. Lead image 

 
Photo: Tore Meek / NTB Scanpix 

 
 

 
2. Image description: “TREKLØVER: Innvandrings- og integreringsminister Sylvi Listhaug 

(Frp), justis- og beredskapsminister Per-Willy Amundsen (Frp) og fungerende 
kunnskapsminister Henrik Asheim (H) (t.h.) fotografert i høst” 
 
Translated to: “THREECLOVER: Minister for Immigration and Integration Sylvi Listhaug 
(Frp), Justice and Emergency Minister Per-Willy Amundsen (Frp) and acting Minister of 
Knowledge Henrik Asheim (H) (t.h.) photographed this fall” 
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3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 

 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“The problem is just that these 
are the small things that cause 
the whole culture to rot, and 
with that the institutions will rot 
too” 
 
“The worst of them is possibly 
the populist boss herself, Sylvi 
Listhaug, who, while she was 
in the central board of Frp and 
treated the Olympic Games in 
Oslo, was employed by First 
House to lob this case against 
her own party”  
 

Notes: 
 
Over-description and 
emphasise on the rotten 
metaphor.  
 
 
 
Over-describing Sylvi Listhaug  

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“I hope Erna Solberg takes the 
threats in the back room, 
because otherwise it can be 
dangerous” 
 
 
“When various administrative 
bodies at the same time get 
their budgets cut, have to 
terminate employees and 
change operations, the reality 
is that the government is 
actively reducing the integrity 
of these institutions” 
 
 
“First out was Peter Christian 
Frølich (H), who was not only 
out stating, but also 
subsequently defending his 
own statements about the 
ongoing climate change 
lawsuit. In short, he said: The 
state should win, and unless 
we do, we change the 
Constitution” 
 
“Before that time, Per 
Sandberg's requests to 
researchers to be "more 
nutritionally friendly" have 
gained attention, but little 
surpasses the fact that he 
shared his private email with 
top lobbyists in the fishing 
industry” 
 

 
Reference to the prime 
minister’s lack of interference – 
I hope its dealt with in the back 
room (without us knowing). 
 
Referencing to the government 
and its employees being 
responsible for the degradation 
of the institutions. 
 
 
 
 
 
Naming Peter Christian Frølich 
(H) by referencing his 
statement in order to place him 
in the social world.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Placing Per Sandberg in the 
social world by drawing 
attention to his actions and 
highlighting the relationship 
with lobbyists.  
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“The worst of them is possibly 
the populist boss herself, Sylvi 
Listhaug, who, while she was 
in the central board of Frp and 
treated the Olympic Games in 
Oslo, was employed by First 
House to lob this case against 
her own party”  
 

Naming Sylvi Listhaug as the 
worst of them and the populist 
boss herself.  

 
Passivated verbs without 
agents 
 

 
“Meanwhile, all refugees were 
sitting in various receptions 
centres for almost a year 
without application processing” 
 

 
Who acts and who has 
responsibility? They were 
sitting there. Passive, no 
agency.  

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“They can be changed, they 
can be stretched and they can 
be broken without 
consequences - something 
#metoo has shown” 
 
“De-bureaucratization, the 
streamlining reform along with 
the municipalities form, works 
like a barbell” 
 
 
 
“Legal aid measures are 
proposed cut. The Free-State 
Aid Institute is without the 
necessary update, and legal 
assistance for citizens in 
charge of management is as 
good as non-existent” 
 
“More attention has been paid 
to the October children, a 
decision in the parliament she 
has now managed to delay for 
six weeks” 
 
 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
the #metoo campaign. 
 
 
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
de-bureaucratization, the 
streamlining reform along with 
the municipalities form in order 
to make sense of the text.  
 
Again, presumed knowledge 
about various terms related to 
the government spending and 
focus.  
 
 
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the October children, and Sylvi 
Listhaug’s handling of the 
case. 

 
Modals 
 

 
“But I doubt it” 
 
 
“The government will of course 
say that this is not true - they 
only streamline, no harm 
happened” 
 
“The state should win and 
unless we do, we will change 
the Constitution” 

 
Lower commitment to 
statement.  
 
High commitment – they will of 
course say… High certainty.  
 
 
Should, we will – high degree 
of certainty and commitment to 
statement in order to convince 
people.  
 

 
Hedging 
 

 
“Something is rotten in the 
state of Norway” 
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“When miscellaneous 
governing bodies…” 
 
 
 
“And when Ex-Justice Minister 
Anders Anundsen made an 
information film about 
Norwegian police and got 
government officials to 
contribute to his political work, 
some of us thought it was 
comical” 
 

Strategic ambiguity – 
something is used to refer to 
what the article discusses. 
 
Soften and distance. Various 
miscellaneous governing 
bodies not being mentioned. 
 
Some of us – strategic 
ambiguity.  
 
 
 

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“Something is rotten in the 
state of Norway” 
 
“The problem is just that these 
are the small things that cause 
the whole culture to rot, and so 
will the institutions” 
 
“We pull our shoulders while 
the institutions are threatened” 
 
 
“(…) works like a barbell” 
 
 
 
 
“But the laughter got stuck in 
the very fundamental 
problematic of what happened” 
 
“Listhaug allowed people's 
lives to hang out in limbo for 
almost a year, while she 
escaped negative PR” 
 

 
The rotten metaphor is used 
throughout the article as a red 
line connecting the issues 
resulting in the institutions to 
rot as no one is paying 
attention to them.  
 
 
 
Pull our shoulders used as a 
reference to doing nothing and 
just not understanding what is 
going on.  
 
Referring to the fact that by 
keeping employees busy with 
reforms, one can do what he or 
she would like to.  
 
Referring to good times ending 
and emphasis on problematic 
government decisions.  
 
Reference to her decision 
about the October children. 
She put their lives on hold.  
 

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“We pull our shoulders while 
the institutions are threatened” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Notes: 
 
In this sentence the dominant 
clause is that we are pulling 
our shoulders ie. We are not 
doing anything, while the 
institutions are being 
threatened to give emphasis 
on us. This could have been 
reversed to give emphasis to 
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“Meanwhile, all refugees were 
sitting in various receptions 
centres for almost a year 
without application processing” 
 

the institutions for a different 
meaning.  
 
 
The dominant clause is the 
focus on the refugees, less 
dominant is the reasoning – 
the application processing in 
this sentence. Giving the 
refugees more focus.  
 

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 
 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“Minister for Immigration and 
Integration Sylvi Listhaug 
(Frp), Justice and Emergency 
Minister Per-Willy Amundsen 
(Frp) and acting Minister of 
Knowledge Henrik Asheim 
(H)…” 
 
“I hope Erna Solberg takes the 
threats in the back room, 
because otherwise it can be 
dangerous” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Notes: 
 
Throughout the article, the 
different political parties are 
represented in whole, but also 
by their employees individually. 
 
 
 
 
 
The author writes very 
personalised as this is his 
opinion piece on a political 
matter. It gives less weight to a 
statement as we know it is only 
coming from one person. 
However, the way he writes let 
readers assume it is an expert 
on the matter and can 
therefore agree with his 
statements. 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“This is especially true of 
politicians and other people of 
power” 
 
“The worst of them is possibly 
the populist boss herself, Sylvi 
Listhaug, who, while she was 
in the central board of Frp and 
treated the Olympic Games in 
Oslo, was employed by First 
House to lobby this case 
against her own party”  
 

 
Collectivised to a generic 
group. 
 
 
Individualised. Even if it is in a 
negative sense, readers 
associate her as a real person 
rather than a generic politician 
or just stating the whole party.   

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“We pull our shoulders while 
the institutions are threatened” 
 
 
“When various executive 
agencies at the same time get 

 
Who are we? The concept of 
we is slippery – the political 
party or Norwegians as a 
society? 
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their budgets cut, have to 
terminate employees and 
change operations, the reality 
is that the government is 
actively reducing the integrity 
of these institutions” 
 
“The state should win and 
unless we do, we will change 
the Constitution” 
 
“When refugees came across 
Storskog in 2015, Listhaug 
proclaimed that they would 
certainly not get to stay - they 
would not even get their 
applications processed” 

The government vs the 
institutions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The concept of we aligning us 
alongside an idea.  
 
 
The concept of them in order to 
create a collective other.  

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“That no one reacts to this is 
difficult to comprehend. More 
attention has been paid to the 
October children, a decision in 
the parliament she has now 
managed to delay for six 
weeks” 
 
“When refugees came across 
Storskog in 2015, Listhaug 
proclaimed that they would 
certainly not get to stay - they 
would not even get their 
applications processed” 
 
“But she got her will for a while. 
Meanwhile, all refugees were 
sitting on various receptions for 
almost a year without 
application processing” 
 
“There may not be many who 
remember her appearance 
when the police in Bergen went 
to the raid against Syrians, as 
the police believed they had 
lied about their country of 
origin. Listhaug praised the 
action, NRK quoted her that - It 
is important that we go after 
those we know lie about their 
identity, as they undermine the 
entire asylum institute” 
 
 

Notes: 
 
The article is criticising a 
political topic and political 
employees and the text is 
therefore heavily politically 
referenced throughout. The 
October children are only 
mentioned once as a case, in 
addition to refugees being 
mentioned twice, with Syrians 
being mentioned once in the 
text.  
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Numerical references 
 

 
“In one year, the processing 
time in civil matters has 
increased from seven to 
eighteen months” 
 
“The judges and the court 
administration scream for 
resources, but only get a few 
million extra. Legal aid 
measures are proposed cut” 
 
“When various executive 
agencies at the same time get 
their budgets cut…” 
 
“(…) managed to delay for six 
weeks” 
 

 
Referring to the case 
processing time.  
 
 
 
Numerical references in terms 
of money.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Numerical references in terms 
of time.  

 
 

7. Themes: Opinion piece, criticism, political issue, political debate, Sylvi Listhaug, rotten, 
parliament, government, the October children, refugees, victimising, we, time, money. 

 
 

 
8. Overall comments of article: This opinion piece is criticising the political party figures 

Peter Christian Frølich, Sylvi Listhaug and Per Sandberg stating that they are mixing their 
roles up and no one pays attention to it. The author is asking lawyers and parliamentarians 
to question their behaviour as they challenge the integrity of the institutions. The author 
suggests that the problem is that small things cause the whole culture to rot, and with that 
so will the institutions. The author states that the reality is, however, that when the media 
let these cases go, the parliamentary bodies barely mention it, and lawyers pull their 
shoulders - then this culture is allowed to become a part of our system. And so the 
boundaries are moved, little by little. 

 
 
 

Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 10 
 
Newspaper: VG 
 
Format: Opinion piece 
 
Date of article: 08.11.2017 
 
Author: Kai Eide, UN's former special ambassador to Afghanistan 
 
Source link: https://www.vg.no/nyheter/meninger/i/8bMmA/besoek-kabul-for-aa-laere-listhaug 
 
Word count: 721 words 
 
Title of article: “Besøk Kabul for å lære, Listhaug!” 
 
Translated to: “Visit Kabul to learn, Listhaug!” 
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1. Lead image: 

 
           Photo: Helge Mikalsen, VG	

 
 

 
2. Image description:	“TUR TIL KABUL: – Innvandrings- og integreringsminister Sylvi 

Listhaug (Frp) var i slutten av august på tur i Sverige og bydelen Rinkeby for å lære om 
integreringsutfordringer” 

 
Translated to: “TRIP TO KABUL: - Minister for Immigration and Integration Sylvi Listhaug 
(Frp) was on a trip to Sweden and Rinkeby in late August to learn about integration 
challenges” 

 
 

3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 
 

 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“But, as she has a strong 
desire to learn, I was similarly 
disappointed that she told 
Dagbladet November 3rd that 
she did not want to go to 
Kabul! There she can really 
learn something she does not 
already know!” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“I visited Kabul one week in 
October and was taken care of 
by Afghan friends - for stay, 
safety and transportation” 
 
 
“I would love to take Sylvi 
Listhaug on a similar trip - 
around the city where 
foreigners no longer travel. To 
areas where the concrete walls 
do not exist and where people 

Notes: 
 
The author is writing in a 
personal tone, using his 
feelings such as disappointed. 
The exclamation mark is used 
to emphasise the importance 
of the words in the sentence 
and express emotion – often to 
encourage something. 
Including the title, the author 
used exclamation marks three 
times throughout the text.  
 
 
The author emphasises that 
the Afghans he is referring to 
are his friends, humanising 
them and giving the readers a 
positive image.  
 
Emphasising his opinions 
about the visit to Rinkeby. 
Without the media hype – 
referring to the media hype the 
minister created with her scare 
tactics.  
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live without being protected by 
fortress-like structures. But in 
that case it has to happen 
without the media hype that 
characterized Rinkeby's visit - 
and as Listhaug pointed out – 
to disturb the contact with 
those who lived there” 
 

 

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“It is correct, as she points out, 
that the security situation looks 
different for a Western visitor 
and for an Afghan who returns” 
 
“Preferably, I would want my 
Afghan friends to take care of 
transport and safety” 
 
“The Americans are almost 
moving only in helicopters 
across the city - and not along 
the way” 
 

 
Throughout the article the 
Afghans are often referred to 
as one individual Afghan doing 
an action, or as friends of the 
author.  
 
 
 
 
 
Referring to American military 
and how they operate.  

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“I feel unwell thinking about 
what image is now being 
drawn of Norway” 
 
 
“I thought Sylvi Listhaug's visit 
to Rinkeby - "to learn" - was an 
unnecessary provocation, 
especially since she already 
published an article in 
Aftonbladet a few hours before 
the arrival in the 
neighbourhood” 
 
“But we owe the "October 
children" and others, at least, 
to visit the area” 
 

 
Presumed knowledge of the 
parliament’s decision and 
handling of the October 
children. 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
Sylvi Listhaug’s article and visit 
to Rinkeby.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the October children in order to 
make full sense of the text. 
 

 
Modals 
 

 
“I can assure that they will 
make it as good as Western 
bodyguards without knowledge 
of country and language” 
 
 
 

 
High degree of certainty 
assuring the readers.  

 
Hedging 
 
 

 
“It is so totally different from 
the picture we have drawn of 
ourselves for decades” 
 
 
 

 
Rather than writing some say 
and some people believe – the 
author is writing very personal 
in I and us form – we have to 
change this – this is not us. 
(Us as in humans, 
Norwegians, our values and 
beliefs).  
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Metaphors 
 

 
“I feel unwell thinking about 
what image is now being 
drawn of Norway” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Western embassies are 
increasingly hiding in their 
fortresses and are surrounded 
by concrete walls, which are 
getting higher and higher” 
 
“Perhaps it's not cutting deep 
enough on people?” 
 

 
Feeling unwell is used to 
describe a feeling of 
wrongness (I don’t feel good 
about this). Drawing the image 
is used to emphasise that we 
as Norwegians are creating 
this impression of Norway – 
and we can change it.  
 
Describing the current situation 
in Afghanistan by referring to 
hiding behind high walls.  
 
 
 
The author is asking for 
empathy and uses perhaps it's 
not cutting deep enough on 
people to provoke – perhaps 
you (as people) just don’t 
care? You just don’t feel it 
deep enough? 
 

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
 

 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“It is regular Afghans who are 
hit hardest by the uncertainty 
and the constant attacks. They 
have no chance to hide” 
 
“They hit ordinary people who 
happen to be in the wrong 
place at the wrong time” 
 

Notes: 
 
This sentence is highlighting 
the regular Afghans – it is 
about them. The focus is on 
Afghans as victims because 
they are hit hardest.   
 
Again, the dominant clause is 
ordinary people as victims due 
to being in the wrong place at 
the wring time. 
 

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“I feel…” 
 
 
 
“It is so totally different from 
the picture we have drawn of 
ourselves for decades” 
 
 
 

Notes: 
 
The article is written very 
personalised throughout using 
the I form.  
 
The article is also directed to 
us as Norwegians which is 
impersonalised – rather than 
one person requiring 
something, it is the whole 
nation. 
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“I was similarly disappointed 
that she told Dagbladet 
November 3rd that she did not 
want to go to Kabul!” 

 
When the article is discussing 
Sylvi Listhaug it is personalised 
with the interests of an 
individual person.  
 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“Preferably, I would like my 
Afghan friends to take care of 
transport and safety” 
 
 
“I would love to take Sylvi 
Listhaug on a similar trip - 
around the city where 
foreigners no longer travel” 
 
“She would probably see that it 
is not foreigners or Afghan 
politicians and privileged 
people who are the most 
vulnerable. They live protected 
lives behind concrete walls. It 
is regular Afghans who are hit 
hardest by the uncertainty and 
the constant attacks. They 
have no chance to hide” 
 

 
The Afghan friends that are 
mentioned in the article are not 
individualised but collectivised 
in a group. 
 
Sylvi Listhaug is individualised 
along with the author.  
 
 
Foreigners, Afghan politicians, 
privileged people and regular 
Afghans are all referred to as 
common groups.  

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“She would probably see that it 
is not foreigners or Afghan 
politicians and privileged 
people who are the most 
vulnerable. They live protected 
lives behind concrete walls. It 
is regular Afghans who are hit 
hardest by the uncertainty and 
the constant attacks. They 
have no chance to hide” 
 
“But we owe the "October 
children" and others, at least, 
to visit the area” 
 

 
The article does not separate 
us as Norwegians against 
them as Afghans as less 
worthy, however there is a 
separation that we should help 
them as they are humans just 
like us. A victimising approach.  
 
 
 
 
The word we is used 
throughout the article in order 
for readers to align themselves 
with the author’s ideas. In the 
text we is referred to as we 
who live in Norway.  
 

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“But in that case it has to 
happen without the media hype 
that characterized Rinkeby's 
visit - and as Listhaug pointed 

Notes: 
 
The article is criticising a 
politician and encouraging her 
to visit Kabul which is a 
political discussion. The article 
is therefore politically 
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out – to disturb the contact with 
those who lived there” 
 
 
“But we owe the "October 
children" and others, at least, 
to visit the area” 
 

referenced throughout with 
political events and decisions.  
 
However, the October children 
are not mentioned as a case 
but as humans – we owe them 
something.  
 

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“The UN's overview of the first 
half of 2017 shows that the 
number of collateral losses is 
at the same level as for 2016 - 
and it is a record level. A total 
of 1662 civilians died during 
this period and 3581 were 
injured in a large number of 
attacks. The overview also 
shows - naturally - that it is 
Kabul who is most vulnerable 
to about one-fifth of killed and 
injured. Then there are 
provinces in the south and - 
the "Norwegian" province of 
Faryab in the north” 
 

 
Numerical references in the 
article includes statistics about 
injuries and fatalities, backing 
up the importance of the article 
and giving voice to the author 
as a professional who knows 
what he is talking about.  

 
 

7. Themes: Sylvi Listhaug, Kabul, Norway, Afghans, safety, Afghan friends, Rinkeby visit, 
regular Afghans, victims, Norwegian values, October children, disappointed, humanising, 
feelings, personalised, I, we.  

 
 

 
8. Overall comments of article: This opinion piece is written by Kai Eide, UN's former 

special ambassador to Afghanistan and is therefore written as the view from “an expert on 
the topic”. The author writes in a friendly tone, suggesting that Sylvi Listhaug should visit 
Kabul with him to learn and states that he is very much happy to travel with her and meet 
his Afghan friends in order for her to understand the current situation. He writes about his 
latest trip to Kabul and describes the current situation and stating that Norway is painting a 
different picture than what have been painted for the past ten years, where he does not 
recognise his own country’s values. Furthermore, the author states that we owe the 
October children to travel where they are being sent.  
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Coding Sheet 

 
Number of article: 11 
 
Newspaper: VG 
 
Format: Opinion piece 
 
Date of article: 14.11.2017 
 
Author: Adel Khan Farooq, journalist and documentary filmmaker 
 
Source link: https://www.vg.no/nyheter/meninger/i/dgyx1/hva-vil-det-si-aa-vaere-fra-norge 
 
Word count: 964 words 
 
Title of article:	Hva vil det si å være fra Norge? 
 
Translated to:	What does it mean to be from Norway? 
 

 
 

1. Lead image: 

 
           Photo: Helge Mikalsen, VG	

 
 

 
2. Image description: OKTOBERBARNA: VG møtte afghanske asylbarn på flukt på gaten i 

Paris. Her Faisal og Ziaulhaq (18) 
 

Translated to: OCTOBER CHILDREN: VG met with Afghan asylum children on the street 
in Paris. Here Faisal and Ziaulhaq (18) 
 

 
 

3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 
 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“It is hurtful to think that some 
of the children I have met may 
be thrown out of the country to 
which they have developed a 
belonging to” 
 

Notes: 
 
Throughout the article the 
October children are always 
referred to as children – 
sometimes without the month.  
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“But unlike the politicians, I 
would like to take you on a 
recognition journey, a so-called 
educational journey that can 
make us come together on a 
common multiplier” 
 
“I was born and raised in 
Norway with parents who 
immigrated from Pakistan” 
 
“Is it to travel to the mountain 
every Easter? Or just go to the 
same place in Spain or Greece 
every summer? Is it eating 
brown cheese?” 

The author is writing in a very 
personal style emphasising I, 
and providing personal 
examples. He is also writing to 
us as a collective group.  
 
 
 
 
 
The author is asking several 
questions to the collective us. 
The article consists of nine 
questions directed to the 
readers. 
 
 

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“The debate has once again 
broken around people who try 
to get a better life. This time it's 
about the so-called Oktober 
children” 
 
 
 
 

 
The author refers to the 
October children as people 
that is trying to improve their 
lives. He refers to the October 
children twice throughout the 
article and uses asylum 
children once and the children 
twice.  

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“It is hurtful to think that some 
of the children I have met may 
be thrown out of the country to 
which they have developed a 
belonging to” 
 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
the October children case as 
this opinion piece is criticising 
the case. 
 
 
 

 
Modals 
 

 
“So for me, a person that is 
born and raised in Norway, 
who has seen how generous 
and inclusive people in this 
country really are, it's hurting to 
think that some of the children I 
have met will be thrown out of 
the country to which they 
belonged to” 
 
“Imagine the disappointment in 
their face when the coaches 
tell them they cannot play 
anymore” 
 
“We will never agree on 
everything. But let's at least 
agree that we who grow up in 
Norway have all the 
prerequisites for becoming all 
that the October children will 
not be if they are thrown back 
to their former country” 
 

 
The author expresses high 
commitment to his statements 
throughout the article and uses 
words such as they will (this 
will happen to them if we don’t 
stop it now) in order to provoke 
readers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We will. They will not. 
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Hedging 
 
 

 
“But how do you feel loyal to 
this country when some people 
in positions of power decide 
how long to stay?” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“How can you prevent 
exclusion, keeping someone in 
the dark and, at worst, 
radicalization when there are 
people who deny certain 
people to belong to Norway?” 
 

 
The author generally places 
agency in his sentences, 
however when referring to the 
politicians he states that some 
people in positions of power 
decide 
 
 
 
 
Strategic ambiguity within a 
claim – there are people who 
believes this and that.  
 

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“Tygg litt på det spørsmålet” 
translated to “chew on that 
question” 
 
“Is it to travel to the mountain 
every Easter? Or just go to the 
same place in Spain or Greece 
every summer? Is it eating 
brown cheese?” 
 
“Because we humans are herd 
animals” 
 
 
 

 
To chew on the question – 
referring to consider it, give it 
some thought.  
 
Questions referring to typical 
things Norwegians would do.  
 
 
 
 
Drawing links to herd animals 
in order to explain that we 
need togetherness and 
belonging. 

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“It is hurtful to think that some 
of the children I have met may 
be thrown out of the country to 
which they belonged” 
 
“So for me, a person that is 
born and raised in Norway, 
who has seen how generous 
and inclusive people in this 
country really are, it's hurting to 
think that some of the children 
I have met will be thrown out of 
the country to which they 
belonged to” 
 

Notes: 
 
Dominant clause evolves 
emotions – it is hurtful. 
Emphasising the result of the 
case that is ongoing.  
 
 
The author is being personal 
and using his personal 
experience as the dominant 
clause, highlighting the “guilt” 
Norwegians should have due 
to throwing the children out of 
the country.  
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5. Representation of division 

 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“It is hurtful to think that some 
of the children I have met may 
be thrown out of the country to 
which they belonged” 
 

Notes: 
 
The article is personalised in 
the way that it is written from 
an individual I to a collective 
we audience.  
 
 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“I was born and raised in 
Norway with parents who 
immigrated from Pakistan. I 
have been to Pakistan at least 
once a year in recent years, 
but nevertheless I have never 
been in doubt: 
I am from Norway” 
 
“Single children who come to 
Norway with a need for 
protection still love the country 
they have fled from, but once 
they have managed to come 
here against all odds, yes, they 
belong to Norway” 
 

 
The article individualises the 
author as he is describing his 
personal experiences.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
The asylum seekers are 
referred to as the collective 
group – the children.  
 
 
 

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“But unlike the politicians, I 
would like to take you on a 
recognition journey, a so-called 
educational journey that can 
make us come together on a 
common multiplier” 

 
The article does not have a us 
vs them tone, and the closest 
to a separation would be the 
politicians vs us.  
 
 

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“But how do you feel loyal to 
this country when some people 
in positions of power decide 
how long you get to stay?” 
 
“The debate has once again 
broken around people who try 
to get a better life. This time it's 
about the so-called October 
children" 
 

Notes: 
 
The article criticises a political 
decision and is therefore 
politically referenced 
throughout. 
 
 
Referring to a reoccurring 
political debate.  

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“This year I have met close to 
15,000 young people aged 13-
19 in most parts of the country 

 
Numerical reference to the 
authors work – backing up his 
knowledge in the topic.  
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to talk about identity, belonging 
and outsiders” 

 
 

7. Themes: Togetherness, victimisation, we, us, belonging, Norwegian, values, children, 
October children, asylum children, power, feelings, guilt, wrongness, I, personal 
experiences.  

 
 

 
8. Overall comments of article: This article is written from a very personal perspective and 

is criticising the deportation of the October children from an emotional view. The author 
raises questions about belonging and values and writes to “us” and “we” as people in 
Norway. The author is born and grew up in Norway with parents from Pakistan, through his 
description readers get an inside view from an expert in the field.  The author states that 
“regardless of where our parents come from and how long we have stayed in the country, 
we all come to a point where we who stay here for a certain period become a part of 
Norway” He further question how you would feel loyal to this country when some people in 
positions of power decide how long you get to stay?  

 
 

Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 12 
 
Newspaper: VG 
 
Format: Straight News Article 
 
Date of article: 18.11.2017 
 
Author: NTB, provider of news content 
 
Source link: https://www.vg.no/nyheter/innenriks/i/oRL6aB/siv-jensen-ap-er-blitt-et-politisk-
konkursbo 
 
Word count: 270 words 
 
 
Title of article: “Siv Jensen: – Ap er blitt et politisk konkursbo” 
 
Translated to: “Siv Jensen: - Ap has become a political bankruptcy estate” 
 

 
1. Lead image: 

 
Photo: Frode Hansen, VG 
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2. Image description: “STO SAMMEN: Finansminister Siv Jensen og statsminister Erna 

Solberg har stått sammen om instramninger i politikken for enslige mindreårige asylsøkere” 
 
Translated to: “STANDING TOGETHER: Finance Minister Siv Jensen and Prime Minister 
Erna Solberg have collaborated on tightening in the policy of single minor asylum seekers” 

 
 

3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 
 
 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“The labor party is no longer 
the eagle in Norwegian politics, 
according to Frp leader Siv 
Jensen. She thinks the party at 
the moment reminds her more 
of an ostrich” 
 

Notes: 
 
There are 8 different 
accusations about the party Ap 
quoted in the short article. The 
summary of the criticism is the 
irresponsible wobbling the 
party has allegedly 
demonstrated in the 
immigration politics. These are 
giving voice to the leader of the 
party Frp and attempts to align 
readers with the author. 
 

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“She thinks the party at the 
moment reminds her more of 
an ostrich” 
 
“(…) irresponsible wobbling” 
 
“She believes the Labour Party 
has been "overrun by activists 
and interest groups" and has 
left the responsible line in 
immigration policy” 
 
“It's not about building brudges 
or funds abroad. It's about a 
party with Støre in the lead 
who ran the whole election 
campaign on black paint” 
 
“Frp is demonstrating clear 
speech. The Labor Party, on 
the other hand, has become a 
political bankruptcy, she 
mocks” 
 

 
Throughout the article Ap is 
named in a variety of ways 
such as ostrich, irresponsible 
wobbling, overrun by activists 
and interest groups, ran the 
whole election campaign on 
black paint, become a political 
bankruptcy.  
 
The October children are 
referred to as single minor 
asylum seekers, the so called 
October children, rejected 
asylum seekers.  
 
 
 
 

 
Passivated verbs without 
agents 
 

 
“An offensive Frp leader 
appealed to Ap and party 
leader Jonas Gahr Støre when 
she spoke at the party's 
autumn conference at 
Gardermoen Saturday” 
 

 
The article demonstrates 
agency as the article mostly 
evolves around accusations 
and criticising political 
decisions.  
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Presupposition 
 

 
“At the first crossroads after 
the election, the Labor Party is 
failing, said Jensen, referring to 
the parliamentary emergency 
response on the so-called 
October children” 
 
“Many have tried to analyse 
Større's failure, but the answer 
is quite simple. It's not about 
building bridges or funds 
abroad. It's about a party with 
Støre in the lead who ran the 
whole election campaign on 
black paint” 
 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
the parliamentary emergency 
response to the October 
children.  
 
 
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the election results. 

 
Hedging 
 
 

 
“Many have tried to analyse 
Større's failure, but the answer 
is quite simple. It's not about 
brewery or funds abroad” 

 
Many people – creating 
strategic ambiguity. 

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“The labor party is no longer 
the eagle in Norwegian politics, 
according to Frp leader Siv 
Jensen. She thinks the party at 
the moment reminds her more 
of an ostrich” 
 

 
Using the nonhuman animals 
eagle and ostrich to describe 
the behaviour of the party to 
the typical nonhuman animal 
behaviour.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“Once again, Ap chooses to 
send an open invitation to 
Norway for rejected asylum 
seekers” 
 
“Back in the day, the Labour 
Party was called the eagle in 
Norwegian politics” 
 
 
 
 

Notes: 
 
The dominant clause is to 
criticise Ap’s immigration 
politics. They choose to do this 
and that.   
 
Back in the day – used to 
emphasise that the party 
changed by highlighting a 
comparison. The subordinate 
phrase the Labour Party was 
called the eagle in Norwegian 
politics is used to back up the 
dominant clause.  

 
 

5. Representation of division 
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Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“An offensive Frp leader 
appealed to Ap and party 
leader Jonas Gahr Støre when 
she spoke at the party's 
autumn conference at 
Gardermoen Saturday” 
 
 

Notes: 
 
The article uses personalised 
references when referring to 
the individual party leaders. 
However, the whole party is 
usually stated to be 
responsible with the party 
leader mentioned a party with 
Støre in the lead.  
 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“Once again, Ap chooses to 
send an open invitation to 
Norway for rejected asylum 
seekers” 

 
The October children are 
collectivised as single minor 
asylum seekers, the October 
children, rejected asylum 
seekers.  
 

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“Once again, Ap chooses to 
send an open invitation to 
Norway for rejected asylum 
seekers” 
 
 
“Frp is demonstrating clear 
speech. The Labor Party, on 
the other hand, has become a 
political bankruptcy, she 
mocks” 
 

 
The us vs them division is 
evident in two ways – us vs the 
asylum seekers, and Frp vs Ap 
in the article.  
 
 
 

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“(…) Finance Minister Siv 
Jensen and Prime Minister 
Erna Solberg have 
collaborated on tightening in 
the policy of single minor 
asylum seekers” 

Notes: 
 
The October children are being 
referred to as a political issue 
to be debated between the 
parties. 
 
 

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“Frps’ Autumn Conference 
brings together more than 400 
elected representatives from all 
over the country and is the 
party's largest political 
assembly outside the country 
meetings” 

 
400 elected representatives – 
numerical reference in order to 
give weight to the conference 
and the party.  

 
 

7. Themes: Political rivalry, Frp, Ap, Siv Jensen, Jonas Gahr Støre, immigration policies, 
asylum seekers, rejected asylum seekers, the October children, accusations, us vs them. 
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8. Overall comments of article: This short article is discussing political rivalry between two 

political parties – Frp and Ap in regards to the asylum policies. The article describe the 
criticism Frp is giving Ap by quoting several statements from party leader Siv Jensen at the 
fall conference for the party. 
 

 
 

Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 13 
 
Newspaper: VG 
 
Format: Commentary by VG’s commenters 
 
Date of article: 16.12.2017 
 
Author: Hanne Skartveit, political editor 
 
Source link: https://www.vg.no/nyheter/meninger/i/P3RG3z/aps-listhaug-spoekelse 
 
Word count: 917 words 
 
Title of article: Aps Listhaug-spøkelse 
 
Translated to:	Aps Listhaug ghost 
 

 
 

1. Lead image: 

 
Drawing: Roar Hagen, VG 

 
 

2. Image description: None. Drawing says “Jeg sier det like ut, hvor star vi, og hvor går vi?” 
The boat says “Det nye vi” 

 
Translated to: “I'll tell you, where do we stand and where do we go?” The boat says “The 
new we” 

 
 

 
3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 
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Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“Ap has lost its grip on asylum 
policy” 
 
 
 
 
“At the same time, we see that 
poverty is increasing and that 
we are in the process of getting 
a new subclass, which largely 
consists of families with 
immigrant backgrounds” 
 

Notes: 
 
The article discusses the 
asylum and immigration 
politics which is mentioned five 
times throughout the article. 
 
The author suggesting that 
families with immigrant 
backgrounds are creating a 
new poor subclass.  
 
 

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“Throughout the election 
campaign, Aps leaders wiped 
away everything that had to do 
with asylum policy and 
integration” 
 
“If those who have been 
rejected will nevertheless get 
to stay as long as they stretch 
out the time long enough, the 
whole system breaks down” 
 
 
 

 
The author referring to Ap as 
non responsive in order to 
place them as a party and for 
the readers to align against 
them. 
 
Arguing that not deporting the 
October children will break the 
whole system – highlighting a 
system as problematic and 
drawing attention to asylum 
seekers as taking advantage of 
the system.  

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“Also in several other, big and 
small cases, Ap tightened 
asylum policy through these 
eight years” 
 
 
 
 
“Støre’s congress speech in 
2015, where he opened up to 
10,000 refugees from Syria, 
was seen as a softening of the 
immigration policies by many” 
 
“And this autumn's controversy 
about the so-called October 
children, where Ap has 
accepted changes that can 
make more young men stay in 
Norway, leaves the same 
impression” 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
the immigration politics Ap 
actioned during their ruling in 
the government. 
 
 
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the party’s immigration policies 
in 2015.   
 
 
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the October children case and 
the different political parties 
approach to it.  

 
Modals 
 

 
“The basics must be that those 
who are persecuted and in 
need of protection are those 
who must be allowed to stay” 
 
 

 
Must used in order to 
convince. High commitment to 
statement and a high degree of 
certainty in order for readers to 
be persuaded.  
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“If Ap continues to turn away, 
the party may lose its dominant 
role in Norwegian politics” 
 

May – lower degree of 
certainty, it might happen used 
as a scare tactic (watch out, 
because this might happen). 
 

 
Hedging 
 
 

 
“Many people find that, after 
just over two years, Ap has 
been in a less strict line with 
Jonas Gahr Støre as a party 
leader than under the 
leadership of Stoltenberg” 
 
“Støre’s congress speech in 
2015, where he opened up to 
10,000 refugees from Syria, 
was seen as a softening of the 
immigration policies by many” 
 
 

 
Many people – used to create 
strategic ambiguity within a 
claim.  
 
 
 
 
By many – again, using the 
same strategic ambiguity 
within a claim (many people 
say it so it must be true). 

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“Ap has lost its grip on the 
asylum policy” 
 
 
 
 
“Also in several other, big and 
small cases, Ap tightened the 
asylum policy through these 
eight years” 
 
“Støre’s congress speech in 
2015, where he opened up to 
10,000 refugees from Syria, 
was seen as a softening of the 
immigration policies by many” 
 
“Aps's problem is that, to the 
extent that the party has talked 
about immigration and asylum 
policy, it has either been about 
softening - or it has been about 
Frp and Sylvi Listhaug's 
vocabulary” 
 
“When Støre and other leading 
Ap politicians have painted the 
Listhaug ghost on the wall, 
they have also undermined 
their own arguments for a 
strict, fair and humane asylum 
policy - and strengthened the 
wing of the Ap who wants a 
softening” 
 
 

 
Lost its grip referring to not 
being in control anymore and 
being clear about what they 
stand for as a party.  
 
Tightened the asylum policy – 
used to refer to stricter asylum 
policies.  
 
 
Softening used to describe a 
less strict immigration policy. 
 
 
 
 
Softening.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Painted the Listhaug ghost on 
the wall refers to the party’s 
focus on Listhaug and her 
immigration rhetoric. 
 
 
 
 
Softening.  
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4. Representation of social actors 
 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“Ap has lost its grip on the 
asylum policy. Now the party 
will make new policies. It can 
make matters worse” 

Notes: 
 
The political party Ap tends to 
appear first or early in the 
sentences in order to highlight 
responsibility. The subordinate 
phrases provide the context for 
the dominant clause they have 
lost their grip. 
 

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“Jonas Gahr Støre and his 
people have talked little about 
the content of the politics” 
 
“But Ap has not stood up for 
this policy in the debate 
afterwards” 

Notes: 
 
The political parties are 
impersonalised when referred 
to simply by the party name, 
however in several of the 
sentences, the party leader is 
personalised as representing 
the whole party and their 
views. When impersonalisation 
is used it gives weight to the 
statement that the whole party 
demonstrates it.   
 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“A good illustration here is the 
unaccompanied minor asylum 
seekers, mostly young boys, 
from Afghanistan, which last 
year cost Norway around 7 
billion” 
 
 
 
 
 
“It was also decided that if a 
Norwegian citizen married a 
foreigner, both had to be over 
21 years old for the couple to 
settle in Norway. This was to 
prevent young Norwegians 
from immigrant background 
from being forced to marry 
against their will. So-called 
arranged marriages often 
occur because the big family 
wants more relatives to stay in 
Norway” 
 

 
The only people that are 
individualised as real people in 
the article are the politicians 
Sylvi Listhaug, Jonas Gahr 
Støre and Jens Stoltenberg, 
whereas the asylum seekers 
are collectivised as single 
minor asylum seekers, rejected 
asylum seekers and refugees. 
 
Emphasising that Norwegians 
from immigrant backgrounds to 
be in one generic group and 
creating a stereotype that 
arranged marriages often 
occur because the big family 
wants more relatives to stay in 
Norway. 
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Us versus Them 
 

 
“This meant that young asylum 
seekers who came alone and 
who were not entitled to 
asylum could only stay in 
Norway until the age of 
eighteen years. After that they 
should return to their home 
country” 
 
“The basics must be that those 
who are persecuted and in 
need of protection are those 
who can stay. Then those who 
have been rejected must be 
sent out” 
 
“Few countries in Europe has 
over the past few decades 
received more immigrants, 
measured against population, 
than Norway” 
 
“At the same time, we see that 
poverty is increasing and that 
we are in the process of 
getting a new subclass, which 
largely consists of families with 
immigrant backgrounds” 

 
They could stay here (in our 
country), but only for a limited 
time until they have to return to 
their home.  
 
 
 
 
 
They can stay, however they 
have to be sent out from our 
country.  
 
 
 
 
Creating a collective we – look 
how nice we have been for 
accepting all these people in 
our country.  
 
 
 
They are creating a subclass in 
our society.  

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“And this autumn's controversy 
about the so-called October 
children, where Ap has 
accepted changes that can 
make more young men stay in 
Norway, leaves the same 
impression” 
 

Notes: 
 
The October children are 
politically referenced 
throughout the article as a 
political case. The article is 
discussing the immigration 
policy of political parties, and 
the asylum seekers are 
therefore just a political 
reference in the debate.  

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“Just over one in four voters 
saw this as important, more 
than twice as many as in 
previous parliamentary 
elections” 
 
“A good illustration here is the 
unaccompanied minor asylum 
seekers, mostly young boys, 
from Afghanistan, which last 
year cost Norway around 7 
billion. Imagine what 7 billion 

 
Giving importance to a 
statement by being backed up 
by numbers and statistics.  
 
 
Referring to how much the 
October children costs. Used 
to convince readers.  
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could have been spent for girls 
and women in Afghanistan” 
 

 
 

7. Themes: Ap, Jonas Gahr Støre, Sylvi Listhaug, Jens Stoltenberg, political rivalry, asylum 
seekers, rejected asylum seekers, immigration policies, lost grip, softer, the us vs them 
division 

 
 

 
8. Overall comments of article: This commentary criticises the political party Ap with their 

immigration politics. It draws in history and different examples explaining why the party had 
such a disastrous outcome in the 2017 elections. The October children are referred to as a 
political issue and the author suggests to integrate asylum seekers in need of protection, 
and send rejected asylum seekers back. The author also suggests that one could help 
more with assistance in the neighbourhoods where the refugees are instead of helping in 
Norway. 

 
 

Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 14 
 
Newspaper: VG 
 
Format: Straight News Article 
 
Date of article: 07.01.2018 
 
Author: Alf Bjarne Johnsen 
 
Source link: https://www.vg.no/nyheter/innenriks/i/ka3Erk/regjeringsforhandlingene-maa-avklare-
asylbarnas-skjebne 
 
Word count: 568 words 
 
Title of article: “Regjeringsforhandlingene: Må avklare asylbarnas skjebne” 
 
Translated to: “Government negotiations: Must clarify the fate of the asylum children” 
 

 
1. Lead image: 

 
Photo: Helge Mikalsen, VG 
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2. Image description: “KREVENDE SAKER: Partilederne Erna Solberg (foran), Trine Skei 

Grande og Siv Jensen på Hotell Jeløy Radio torsdag. I november var Venstre med på å 
instruere regjeringen til returstopp. Nå må de tre finne en løsning på floken sammen” 

 
Translated to: “DEMANDING CASES: The party leaders Erna Solberg (front), Trine Skei 
Grande and Siv Jensen at Hotell Jeløy Radio Thursday. In November, the Left participated 
to instruct the government on the stop of deportations. Now the three of them have to find 
a solution to the knot together. 

 
 

 
3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“The further fate of the October 
children, which was supposed 
to be sent out of Norway last 
autumn, must be clarified in the 
government talks between the 
Right, Frp and Left on Jeløya” 
 
“VG has been confirmed that 
the further fate of asylum 
seekers is such a controversial 
matter that the parties must 
clarify the outcome of the 
government talks” 
 
“In the parliamentary debate on 
14 November last year, 
Listhaug came up with clear 
warnings about the stop of 
deportations, but was not 
heard by the majority” 

Notes: 
 
Introducing – was supposed to 
be sent out (used as a btw, just 
to let you know they were not 
supposed to be here in the first 
place) 
 
 
 
 
The October children are 
referred to as asylum children 
three times and October 
children once throughout the 
article.   
 
 
 
Over description to emphasise 
on clear warning – this issue 
that needs to be discussed 
have already been warned.  

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“The further fate of the October 
children, which was supposed 
to be sent out of Norway last 
autumn, must be clarified in the 
government talks between the 
Right, Frp and Left on Jeløya” 
 
“VG has been confirmed that 
the further fate of asylum 
seekers is such a controversial 
matter that the parties must 
clarify the outcome of the 
government talks” 
 
“Now the three of them have to 
find a solution to the knot 
together” 
 
 

 
The October children are 
referred to as asylum children 
that were supposed to be out 
of the country.  
 
 
 
 
 
The October children are 
referred to as a political topic 
central to the discussions on 
immigration and therefore just 
passive, motionless figures.  
 
 
The knot – used to describe 
the asylum seekers – it is a 
knot that needs to be solved. 
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“But now the Left is in a 
position to influence the 
outcome of this case” 
 

Naming the Left party as an 
influencer – the fate is in their 
hands.  

 
Passivated verbs without 
agents 
 

 
“Government negotiations: 
Must clarify the fate of the 
asylum children” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This sentence has no agency 
as to who needs to clarify the 
fate of the asylum children – 
however, it is implied that 
readers would know. The 
asylum children are passivated 
and has no say in their own 
fate – someone must clarify 
their fate.  
 

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“Government negotiations: 
Must clarify the fate of the 
asylum children” 
 
 
“The Left party was part of this 
majority, which instructed the 
government to ensure that any 
decision on deportations made 
after 20th October 2016 should 
be re-assessed following a new 
instruction with greater 
emphasis on the vulnerability 
of the person in relation to 
being sent back to internal 
fleeing in the home country” 
 
“Since Tuesday, Left-wing 
Trine Skei Grande is in 
negotiations with Erna Solberg 
(H) and Siv Jensen (Frp) on 
possible coalition in the 
government” 
 
“The Left will thus have the 
opportunity to influence the 
outcome in a case where they 
took an open conflict with the 
Frp and the Right just two 
months ago” 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
the October children case in 
order to make full sense of the 
text. 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the vulnerability criteria 
decision.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the outcome of the 2017 
elections and the possible 
coalitions.  
 
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the open conflict between the 
parties regarding the October 
children.  

 
Modals 
 

 
“The further fate of the October 
children, which was supposed 
to be sent out of Norway last 
autumn, must be clarified in the 
government talks between the 
Right, Frp and Left on Jeløya” 
 
“VG has been confirmed that 
the further fate of asylum 
seekers is such a controversial 
matter that the parties must 

 
Must be clarified – high degree 
of certainty. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Again, must clarify – 
emphasising that it is important 
to clarify this topic.  
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clarify the outcome of the 
government talks” 
 
“The Left will thus have the 
opportunity to influence the 
outcome in a case where they 
took an open conflict with the 
Frp and the Right just two 
months ago” 
 
“I take the answer to consider 
and I will of course follow up 
the parliamentary decisions of 
14th November as soon as 
possible. The resolutions will 
be followed up on the basis of 
the recommendations I gave in 
the letter to the parliamentary 
leaders. This work has a very 
high priority in the ministry, and 
I hope to be able to present the 
contents of new regulations in 
a short space of time, the 
Minister for Immigration writes 
in a written reply to the 
parliamentary representative 
Kari Kjønaas Kjos” 

 
 
 
 
Will have – high commitment 
to statement and high degree 
of certainty.  
 
 
 
I will, will be used to 
demonstrate high commitment 
and certainty in order to assure 
readers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I hope – lower commitment to 
protect her utterances from 
criticism.  

 
Hedging 
 
 

 
“This is confirmed by several 
sources in the government 
system to VG” 
 
“VG has been confirmed that 
the further fate of asylum 
seekers is such a controversial 
matter that the parties must 
clarify the outcome of the 
government talks” 

 
Several sources – used to 
create strategic ambiguity 
within a claim.  
 
Has been confirmed by 
someone – some say, creating 
a distance and avoid being 
specific.  

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“Now the three of them have to 
find a solution to the knot 
together” 
 
 
“There are several loose 
threads following the 
parliament's decision” 
 
 

 
The knot – used to describe 
that there is a disagreement 
between the parties and they 
have to solve it.  
 
Loose threads – there are 
several unsolved issues 
regarding the new decision.  

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 

In text: 
 
“The government parties Frp 
and Right fought back when 
the other parties in the 

Notes: 
 
This sentence is highlighting 
the actions of Frp and Right – 
they fought back. The asylum 
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parliament called on 
immigration minister Sylvi 
Listhaug (Frp) to stop the 
deportations of some of the 
asylum-children turning 18, 
when their temporary stay in 
Norway expires” 
 

children are strategically 
placed down in order for 
readers to focus on the political 
aspect of this case.  

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“As long as they negotiate at 
Hotel Jeløy Radio and it is 
unclear whether the Left will 
enter the government, the 
Solberg government will not 
decide on matters that are 
politically controversial” 
 
“Listhaug is a minister of 
immigration and is responsible 
for following up the 
Parliament’s resolution. If she 
is having trouble with it, she 
will have to leave the job for 
another, said Ap-leader Jonas 
Gahr Støre to VG” 
 
“The government parties Frp 
and Right fought back when 
the other parties in the 
parliament called on 
immigration minister Sylvi 
Listhaug (Frp) to stop the 
deportations of some of the 
asylum-children turning 18, 
when their temporary stay in 
Norway expires” 
 

Notes: 
 
The party leaders are 
personalised in the text, along 
with Sylvi Listhaug. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Impersonalisation – the whole 
parties fought back, used in 
order to give extra weight to 
the action. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“The further fate of the October 
children, which was supposed 
to be sent out of Norway last 
autumn, must be clarified in 
the government talks between 
the Right, Frp and Left on 
Jeløya” 
 

 
The party leaders are 
individualised, whereas the 
October children are referred to 
as a collective generic group in 
the text.  
 
 
 

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“Government negotiations: 
Must clarify the fate of the 
asylum children” 

 
We must clarify their fate. 
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“VG has been confirmed that 
the further fate of the asylum 
children is such a controversial 
matter that the parties must 
clarify the outcome of the 
government talks” 

 
Their fate is such a 
controversial matter for us.  
 

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“Now the three of them have to 
find a solution to the knot 
together” 
 
 
 
“VG has been confirmed that 
the further fate of the asylum 
children is such a controversial 
matter that the parties must 
clarify the outcome of the 
government talks” 

Notes: 
 
The October children 
described as a knot to be 
solved by the party leaders – 
merely a political issue.  
 
 
Their fate is only a political 
case.  
 

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“(…) asylum children turning 
18” 

 
The age is used as a 
numerical reference for the 
October children. 
 

 
 

7. Themes: Government negotiations, political discussions, Frp, Høyre, Venstre, Sylvi 
Listhaug, the knot, asylum children, October children, political issue, fate, vulnerability 
criteria, the us vs them division 

 
 

 
8. Overall comments of article: The article assesses the government negotiations prior to a 

potential coalition for the parties Høyre (right) with prime minister Erna Solberg, Frp with 
Siv Jensen and Venstre (left) with Trine Skei Grande. One aspect of the negotiations is the 
fate of the October children as Venstre joined the rest of the other parties to vote for the 
stopping of the deportations, while Frp and Høyre have a stricter immigration policy. The 
three ladies therefore had to clarify the fate of the asylum seekers in this meeting and the 
article discusses this fact.  
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Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 15 
 
Newspaper: VG 
 
Format: Straight News Article 
 
Date of article: 14.01.2018 
 
Author: Alf Bjarne Johnsen, VG 
 
Source link: https://www.vg.no/nyheter/innenriks/i/7l5RzK/ny-regjeringsplattform-folk-i-jobb-faar-
snarvei-til-aa-bli-norske 
 
Word count: 441 words  
 
Title of article: “Ny regjeringsplattform: Folk i jobb får snarvei til å bli norske” 
 
Translated to: “New government platform: People in jobs get shortcuts to becoming Norwegian” 
 

 
 

1. Lead image (thumbnail photo of video) 
 

 
          Photo/video: Krister Sørbø 

 
 

 
2. Image/video description: “Slik er den nye regjeringsplatformen” 

 
Translated to: “This is the new government platform” 

 

 
 

3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 
 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“We have succeeded in 
gaining control of the influx, 

Notes: 
 
Influx used to over-describe 
people arriving in Norway, in 
addition to gaining control – 
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and it shows that we are able 
to control” 
 
 
 
“We have had significant 
arrival of people living on 
benefits and who cannot speak 
Norwegian” 
 

used to refer to an urgent 
problem that needed to be 
controlled. 
 
Significant arrival of people, 
and that they are all living on 
benefits is used to create a 
negative perception about 
immigrants to further 
emphasise an ideology. 
 

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“The main challenge now lies 
in family reunification, says Siv 
Jensen to VG” 
 
“We will also increase the 
number of quota refugees” 
 
“Trine Skei Grande says that 
the Left will now ensure that 
more of the so-called October 
children will stay after the 
majority of the Parliament 
stopped sending these children 
to Afghanistan” 

 
Asylum seekers are referred to 
as influx, family reunification, 
people living on benefits and 
quota refugees in the article. 
 
 
The October children are 
mentioned once, and referred 
to twice as the children in the 
article. 
 

 
Passivated verbs without 
agents 
 

 
“New government platform: 
People in jobs get shortcuts to 
becoming Norwegian” 
 
 
 

 
Who acts and who has 
responsibility? People in jobs 
(referred to as asylum seekers 
that are working) get a shortcut 
to becoming Norwegian.  

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“JELØY (VG) Erna Solberg's 
new government tightens the 
rules for family reunification, 
but at the same time opens a 
more liberal practice for 
obtaining citizenship” 
 
“Trine Skei Grande says that 
the Left will now ensure that 
more of the so-called October 
children will stay after the 
majority of the Parliament 
stopped sending these children 
to Afghanistan” 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
previous rules for family 
reunification and obtaining 
citizenship.  
 
 
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the October children case in 
order to make full sense of the 
text. 
 
 
 
 

 
Modals 
 

 
“The new blue-blue-green 
government will lower the 
threshold for citizenship for 
those in work. People who do 
not work have to wait two 
years longer” 
 
 
 

 
The text generally refers to 
actions that the new 
government coalition will 
undertake and their statements 
are therefore promising (we will 
promise this and that) 
 
They will lower – high degree 
of certainty.  
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“The government will also have 
a mandatory DNA test for 
family reunification” 
 
“Trine Skei Grande says that 
the Left will now ensure that 
more of the so-called October 
children will stay after the 
majority of the Parliament 
stopped sending these children 
to Afghanistan” 
 
“We will also increase the 
number of quota refugees” 
 
 
“The government will continue 
the agreed level of quota 
refugees and increase it further 
if today's arrival rate continues" 

 
They will – used to reassure 
readers.  
 
 
Will ensure and will stay.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We will also – promising 
actions to readers and 
followers.  
 
The government will – high 
degree of certainty in order to 
convince people.  

 
Hedging 
 
 

 
“The starting point is the policy 
that a broad majority in the 
Parliament agrees with in the 
political agreements, so we 
soften a little, but we are not 
sharpening so much” 

 
A broad majority – used to 
create strategic ambiguity.   

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“The new blue-blue-green 
government will lower the 
threshold for citizenship for 
those in work” 
 
 
“The starting point is the policy 
that a broad majority in the 
Parliament agrees with in the 
political agreements, so we 
soften a little, but we are not 
sharpening so much” 
 
“The changes in citizenship are 
meant to get more people in 
work, and do not tighten the 
criteria for staying, says the 
prime minister” 
 
“We have succeeded in 
gaining control of the influx, 
and it shows that we are able 
to control” 
 
 
 

 
Lower the threshold – used to 
refer to entry.  
 
 
 
 
Soften and sharpening – used 
to describe “nicer” and “stricter” 
policies.  
 
 
 
 
 
Tighten the criteria – used to 
describe stricter criteria.  
 
 
 
 
 
The influx – referring to the 
arrival of asylum seekers and 
suggesting it to be a large 
number – it is a water 
metaphor in Norwegian and 
could also be translated to a 
stream of people.  
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4. Representation of social actors 

 
 

 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“New government platform: 
People in jobs get shortcuts to 
becoming Norwegian” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“The government will continue 
the agreed level of quota 
refugees and increase it further 
if today's arrival rate continues" 
 
 
 

Notes: 
 
The dominant clause is placed 
on the new government 
platform with an emphasis that 
people in jobs will get a 
shortcut to becoming 
Norwegian. 
The sentence is highlighting 
the fact that people are 
expected to find jobs and the 
subordinate clause suggests 
the reward which is to a 
shortcut to become Norwegian.  
 
The dominant clause in the 
sentence is suggesting a 
commitment from the 
government, however the 
subordinate clause provides 
the context that there is still a 
question (if the arrival rate 
continues) 
 

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“JELØY (VG) Erna Solberg's 
new government tightens the 
rules for family reunification, 
but at the same time opens a 
more liberal practice for 
obtaining citizenship” 
 
“The new blue-blue-green 
government will lower the 
threshold for citizenship for 
those in work” 
 

Notes: 
 
Erna Solberg is personalised 
and the government is stated 
to be hers – referring to the 
new decisions being hers.  
 
 
 
The political parties along with 
the people effected by the new 
decisions are impersonalised 
in the text.  
 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“We have had significant 
arrival of people living on 
benefits and who cannot speak 
Norwegian” 
 
“We have succeeded in 
gaining control of the influx, 
and it shows that we are able 
to control” 
 

 
When referring to the decisions 
that were made, the people 
effected by these are referred 
to as those who are at work, 
people who do not work, the 
influx, people who live on 
benefits, the so called October 
children, the children, quota 
refugees and therefore put in a 
generic group without any 
agency or identity. 
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“We will also increase the 
number of quota refugees” 

 

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“New government platform: 
People in jobs get shortcuts to 
becoming Norwegian” 
 
“We have succeeded in 
gaining control of the influx, 
and it shows that we are able 
to control” 
 
“We have had a significant 
arrival of people living on 
benefits and who cannot speak 
Norwegian. Several of them 
must develop the ability to 
support themselves, says the 
Frp leader” 

 
They (people in jobs) get a 
shortcut to become like us 
(Norwegians) 
 
We – using a collective we that 
have succeeded in gaining 
control over them.  
 
 
Us vs them – we have had a 
significant arrival of them – 
negative perception of living on 
benefits and cannot speak 
Norwegian. They must develop 
the ability to support 
themselves. 

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“Trine Skei Grande says that 
the Left will now ensure that 
more of the so-called October 
children will stay after the 
majority of the Parliament 
stopped sending these children 
to Afghanistan” 
 

Notes: 
 
The October children are 
referred to as a political issue, 
with the suggested solutions 
for this political issue stated in 
this article.  
 

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“We have succeeded in 
gaining control of the influx, 
and it shows that we are able 
to control” 
 
“We have had significant 
arrival of people living on 
benefits and who cannot speak 
Norwegian” 
 

 
Influx used to describe a large 
number of arrivals. 
 
 
 
A significant arrival of people – 
referring to a large number of 
people. 

 
 

7. Themes: Norwegian government, new coalition, people in jobs, becoming Norwegian, 
influx, significant arrivals, living on benefits, family reunification, quota refugees, October 
children, mandatory DNA, soft and sharpen, new decisions, us vs them, political issues, 
significant arrival of people 

 
 

 
8. Overall comments of article: This article discusses the new decisions the new coalition 

decided on immigration policies. The author states that immigrants working in Norway will 
get a shortcut at becoming Norwegian. The author also presents the tightened rules for 
family reunification. He further paraphrases the party leaders’ statements such as we have 
succeeded in gaining control of the influx, and it shows that we are able to control and We 
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have had significant arrival of people living on benefits and who cannot speak Norwegian. 
The article is a clear example of attempting to align readers on one particular side of the 
political spectrum, by highlighting certain statements.  

 
 
 

Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 16 
 
Newspaper: Adresseavisa 
 
Format: Straight News Article 
 
Date of article: 08.11.2017 
 
Author: Mats Rønning, NTB 
 
Source link: https://www.adressa.no/nyheter/innenriks/2017/11/08/Heller-ikke-Ap-støtter-SVs-
forslag-om-retur-stopp-15573434.ece 
 
Word count: 455 words 
 

 
 
Title of article: “Heller ikke Ap støtter SVs forslag om retur-stopp” 
 
Translated to: “Not even Ap supports SV's proposal for a deportation stop” 
 

 
 

1. Lead image: 

 
              Photo: Håkon Mosvold Larsen, NTB Scanpix 

 
 

 
 

2. Image description: “Arbeiderpartiets leder Jonas Gahr Støre kunngjorde onsdag at partiet 
ikke kommer til å støtte SVs forslag om en midlertidig stans i asylreturer til Afghanistan” 

 
Translated to: “Labor leader Jonas Gahr Støre announced Wednesday that the party will 
not support SV's proposal for a temporary suspension of the deportations to Afghanistan” 
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3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 

 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“Not even Ap supports SV's 
proposal for a deportation 
stop” 
 
 
 
“We have decided to consider 
this question through a 
thorough committee process” 
 
 
 

Notes: 
 
Over description – suggesting 
that not even this liberal party 
will support such a terrible idea 
– ideologically contentious. 
 
Thorough committee process – 
used to assure readers that the 
decision has been through 
experts before concluding in 
order to back up the answer 
given by the party.  
 

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“Also the Labor Party will turn 
its thumb down for SV's 
proposal for a temporary 
suspension of asylum 
deportations to Afghanistan 
when the parliament goes to 
voting on Tuesday” 
 
“We are keen to look at 
changes in practice related to 
single minors and people with 
a temporary status, says 
Greni” 
 
“When asked if Sp's rejection 
of the SV proposal may result 
in young Afghans being sent 
out of Norway while the 
Parliament is considering 
making changes to the 
regulations, she replies 
confirmedly” 
 
“Left suggests, like SV, 
immediate stop in the 
deportations, but agrees that 
this only concerns the children 
who came alone and are 
referred to internal 
displacement in Afghanistan” 
 
 

 
The October children are 
referred to as the asylum 
deportations twice, single 
minors and people with a 
temporary status once, young 
Afghans once, and children 
who came alone and are 
referred to internal 
displacement in Afghanistan 
once.  
 
 
 
 

 
Passivated verbs without 
agents 
 

 
“We have clarified that we will 
not vote for a proposal that 
says stop in all deportations to 
Afghanistan, says the Labor 
Party leader Jonas Gahr Støre” 
 
 

 
The political parties in the 
article tends to be the agents 
and have the responsibility 
throughout the text. 
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Presupposition 
 

 
“Not even Ap supports SV's 
proposal for a deportation 
stop” 
 
“The clarification implies that 
the government has a majority 
in the Parliament to continue 
today's deportation practices 
so far” 
 
“She emphasizes that this 
applies to both the proposal for 
vulnerability criteria from the 
Labour Party and the original 
proposal for stopping of the 
deportations to Afghanistan 
from SV, MDG and Red” 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
the proposal from SV. 
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
today’s deportation practises in 
order to make full sense of the 
text.  
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the vulnerability criteria in 
order to build a logical 
argument.  

 
Modals 
 

 
“Also the Labor Party will turn 
its thumb down for SV's 
proposal for a temporary 
suspension of asylum 
deportations to Afghanistan 
when the parliament goes to 
voting on Tuesday” 
 
 
 
 

 
Throughout the text the 
political parties’ states what 
they will and will not do with 
the proposal from SV. Modals 
are therefore very much 
evident in terms of “We will” do 
this and that. This portrays a 
high commitment to statement 
with a high degree of certainty 
– often used to convince 
readers of why it is a good 
idea.  
 
Will turn its thumb down – high 
commitment to statement with 
high certainty (this will 
happen).  

 
Hedging 
 
 

 
“For us it is important to be 
confident that the conditions of 
the deportations are 
acceptable. Therefore, we 
called in two ministers today 
and the answers from them are 
the basis for ours. We hold the 
government responsible that it 
is acceptable to return to 
Afghanistan, he says” 
 
“We have decided to consider 
this question through a 
thorough committee process” 
 

 
Called in two ministers – 
strategic ambiguity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Through a thorough committee 
process – avoid being specific 
in order to create strategic 
ambiguity within their claim.  
 

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“Also the Labor Party will turn 
its thumb down for SV's 
proposal for a temporary 
suspension of asylum 
deportations to Afghanistan 

 
Turn its thumb down – used to 
refer to not agreeing with the 
proposal of SV.  
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when the parliament goes to 
voting on Tuesday” 
 
“The fresh Left proposals that 
the party announces will be 
promoted during the 
parliamentary debate next 
Tuesday, and the Centre Party 
has not yet considered them” 

 
 
 
Fresh proposals – used to 
refer to new proposals.  

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“We hold the government 
responsible for the 
deportations to Afghanistan, he 
says” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“But we expect that there will 
be no panic action from the 
government, where it does 
something overpowered and 
does not respect the signals 
from the treatment in the 
Parliament, says Greni” 
 

Notes: 
 
We hold the government 
responsible is the dominant 
clause in this sentence 
highlighting that we are in 
power and we hold them (the 
government) responsible. The 
deportations to Afghanistan is 
less important in this sentence 
and therefore concealed.  
 
We expect is dominant stating 
the expectations from the 
government and further 
accusing the government for 
potential panic actions in the 
handling of the case, 
highlighting that the 
government is responsible and 
in this case the ones to blame 
if the case is handled wrongly.  
 

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“Also the Labor Party will turn 
its thumb down for SV's 
proposal for a temporary 
suspension of asylum 
deportations to Afghanistan 
when the parliament goes to 
voting on Tuesday” 

Notes: 
 
The political parties in the 
article are impersonalised and 
the decisions stated is made 
by the party as a whole – in 
order to give extra weight to 
the statements.   
 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“We are keen to look at 
changes in practice related to 
single minors and people with 
a temporary status, says 
Greni” 
 
 

 
The October children are 
collectivised and referred to as 
a generic group without any 
agency. 
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Us versus Them 
 

 
“We have decided to consider 
this question through a 
thorough committee process” 
 
 
 
“When asked if Sp's rejection 
of the SV proposal may result 
in young Afghans being sent 
out of Norway while the 
Parliament is considering 
making changes to the 
regulations, she replies 
confirmedly” 

 
Throughout the article there is 
evidence of a collective we 
from all political parties in order 
to align us as readers 
alongside their argument.  
 
They might be sent out of our 
country while we are deciding 
what to do with them.  
 
 

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“We have decided to consider 
this question through a 
thorough committee process” 

Notes: 
 
The October children are 
referred to as a political issue 
that is an ongoing processed to 
be solved.  

 
 

7. Themes: Deportations, political discussion, Afghanistan, ideologically contentious, the 
asylum deportations, single minors and people with a temporary status, young Afghans, 
vulnerability criteria, modals, government, responsibility, expectations, collective we, us vs 
them division. 

 
 

 
8. Overall comments of article: The article presents the different political parties’ decisions 

in regards to the October children. The party SV proposed an immediate stop in the 
deportations of single minor asylum seekers, and this article discusses which parties that 
will support this decision and which that will not in the upcoming vote the same week. The 
title “Not even Ap supports SV's proposal for a deportation stop” indicates that the paper 
highlights the parties that will not support the decision, rather than the ones that will. The 
author mentions the parties that are supporting the decision in the very end of the article 
only, with more space given for the parties that are voting against it to state why. 
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Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 17 
 
Newspaper: Adresseavisa 
 
Format: Straight News Article 
 
Date of article: 14.11.2017 
 
Author: Simen Granviken 
 
Source link: https://www.adressa.no/nyheter/innenriks/2017/11/14/Sp-vil-ha-ny-asylbehandling-
for-«oktoberbarna»-15599183.ece 
 
Word count: 578 words 
 
Title of article: “Sp vil ha ny asylbehandling for «oktoberbarna»” 
 
Translated to: “Sp wants new asylum treatment for «October children»” 
 

 
 

1. Lead image: 
 

 
Photo: Not stated 

 
 

 
2. Image description: “Senterpartiets Heidi Greni” 

 
Translated to: “Center Party’s Heidi Greni” 

 
 

3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 
 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“On Monday evening, the 
party's parliamentary group 
nevertheless announced that 
they would propose that all 
single minors with a rejection 

Notes: 
 
Single minors with a rejection 
of the application and thus to 
be sent out at the age of 18 – 
over-description in order to 
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of the application and thus to 
be sent out at the age of 18 
should receive new treatment” 
 
“The Right and the Frp have 
strongly argued against the 
proposals made by SV last 
week and the Labour Party on 
Monday evening” 
 

inform the readers of previous 
decisions.  
 
 
 
Strongly argued – over 
description.  

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“The Centre Party now 
confirms that they will support 
the Labour Party's proposal to 
give single, minor asylum 
seekers with rejection new 
assessment” 
 
“Ap wants all asylum children 
who came in October last year 
to date, to receive new 
treatment that should be 
assessed with a vulnerability 
criterion” 
 
 

 
The October children are 
referred to as: The October 
children, single, minor asylum 
seekers with rejection, asylum 
children, the affected October 
children, asylum seekers with 
rejection, single minors with a 
rejection of the application, 
those who have received and 
rejected their application since 
October last year and until 
today, single asylum children 
between 16 and 18 years old 
with refusal in the period 
October until today in order to 
place the asylum seekers in 
the social world and draw 
attention to different aspects 
(either rejected or children).  

 
Passivated verbs without 
agents 
 

 
“The Centre emphasizes that 
the party does not support SVs 
proposal that all deportations 
to Afghanistan should be 
stopped, but supported by the 
Parliament's start, that the 
deportations of the affected 
October children will be 
suspended until the 
reassessment has been made” 

 
The article evolves around the 
different political parties’ 
decisions in regards to the 
October children and the 
parties therefore acts as the 
agents behind the statements 
in the article. They act and they 
have the responsibility.  
 
 

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“Sp wants new asylum 
treatment for «October 
children»” 
 
 
“Ap wants all asylum children 
who came in October last year 
to date, to receive new 
treatment that should be 
assessed with a vulnerability 
criterion” 
 
“There is no doubt that the 
demonstrations in Trondheim 
have managed to move Ap a 
step in the right direction” 
 
 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
the October children in order to 
make full sense of the text. 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the vulnerability criterion.  
 
 
 
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the demonstrations in 
Trondheim in order to build the 
statement.  
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Modals 
 

 
“The Centre Party now 
confirms that they will support 
the Labour Party's proposal to 
give single, minor asylum 
seekers with rejection new 
assessment” 
 
“SV, KrF and Left have all 
signalled support for the 
proposal or that they will 
deliver similar proposals” 
 

 
There are several modals 
throughout the article as the 
different parties are expressing 
what they will do with the case. 
The sentences have a high 
degree of certainty and high 
commitment to what is being 
said – they are promising and 
assuring readers in order to 
convince readers that their 
solution is the best.  

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“As seen in the Labour Party, 
an ever-increasing turmoil has 
spread on the base of the 
Centre Party in the case of the 
deportations to Afghanistan” 
 
“Now we must continue the 
fight, because this is not good 
enough, says Haltbrekken” 
 

 
Ever-increasing turmoil used to 
describe that there are different 
opinions about the case within 
the party.  
 
 
 
Continue the fight used to 
describe that the case is not 
solved and that the political 
party did not achieve their goal 
yet.  
 

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“The Centre emphasizes that 
the party does not support SVs 
proposal that all deportations 
to Afghanistan should be 
stopped, but supported by the 
Parliament's start, that the 
deportations of the affected 
October children will be 
suspended until the 
reassessment has been made” 
 

Notes: 
 
The Centre party is dominant 
because they emphasise 
something. Then the proposal 
by SV is referred to in a lower 
embedded clause in order to 
make that suggestion seem 
less important. The affected 
October children are 
passivated. 

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“SV, KrF and Left have all 
signalled support for the 
proposal or that they will 
deliver similar proposals” 
 

Notes: 
 
The text evolves around the 
decisions of political parties 
and is therefore 
impersonalised in order to give 
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more weight to each 
statement. 
 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“The Centre Party now 
confirms that they will support 
the Labour Party's proposal to 
give single, minor asylum 
seekers with rejection new 
assessment” 
 

 
The October children are 
collectivised as a generic 
group in the text with no 
additional information in order 
for readers to associate with 
them as real people.  
 

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“The Centre Party now 
confirms that they will support 
the Labour Party's proposal to 
give single, minor asylum 
seekers with rejection new 
assessment” 
 

 
They will give them a new 
assessment. 
 
 

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“On Monday evening, the 
party's parliamentary group 
nevertheless announced that 
they would propose that all 
single minors with a rejection 
of the application and thus to 
be sent out at the age of 18 
should receive new treatment” 
 

Notes: 
 
The October children are 
referred to as merely a political 
case where the children are 
passive without any agency. 
 
 

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“On Monday evening, the 
party's parliamentary group 
nevertheless announced that 
they would propose that all 
single minors with a rejection 
of the application and thus to 
be sent out at the age of 18 
should receive new treatment” 
 
“The proposal goes to give 
single asylum children between 
16 and 18 years old with a 
rejected application in the 
period of October last year to 
the present day. And then in 
light of a so-called vulnerability 
criterion” 

 
The age of the October 
children is a numerical 
reference throughout the text – 
they are referred to as children 
and minors rather than adults.  
 
 
 

 
 

7. Themes: October children, political discussions, single minors with rejection, rejection vs 
children, reassessments, modals, turmoil, vulnerability criteria, political references, passive 
and motionless 
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8. Overall comments of article: The article discusses the the different parties’ stand on the 
October children case. Sp and Ap decided they wanted a reassessment of the cases from 
October last year until present day meaning that the children will get their cases 
reassessed with the emphasis on the vulnerability criteria. SV suggested to immediately 
stop all deportations to Afghanistan, however this was not supported by the majority of the 
parties, but was to be voted for on the day of the article (14.11.2017).  
 

 

 
 

Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 18 
 
Newspaper: Adresseavisa 
 
Format: Straight News Article 
 
Date of article: 18.11.2017 
 
Author: NTB, supplier of news content 
 
Source link: https://www.adressa.no/nyheter/innenriks/2017/11/18/Jensen-Ap-er-et-politisk-
konkursbo-15622495.ece 
 
Word count: 552 words 
 
Title of article: “Jensen: Ap er et politisk konkursbo” 
 
Translated to:	“Jensen: Ap is a political bankruptcy” 
 

 
 

1. Lead image: No image  
 

2. Image description: No image 
 

 
 

3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“An offensive Frp leader 
hammered Ap and party leader 
Jonas Gahr Støre when she 
spoke at the party's autumn 
conference at Gardermoen 
Saturday” 
 
“Jensen went on and on about 
what she describes as 
irresponsible wobbling in the 
asylum policy of Ap” 
 

Notes: 
 
Offensive – used to over 
describe, in addition to 
hammered (knallet in 
Norwegian) problematic and 
ideologically contentious.  
 
 
Went on and on about (langet 
ut in Norwegian) – ideologically 
contentious. 
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“Jensen believes the Labour 
Party has been overrun by 
activists and interest groups 
and has left the responsible 
line in immigration policy” 

Overrun by activists and 
interest groups -   ideologically 
contentious.   

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“Jensen: Ap is a political 
bankruptcy estate” 
 
“The labour party is no longer 
the eagle in Norwegian politics, 
says Frp leader Siv Jensen. 
She thinks the party at the 
moment reminds her more of 
an ostrich” 
 
“At the first crossroads after 
the election, the Labour Party 
is failing, said Jensen, referring 
to the parliamentary 
emergency response to the so-
called October children” 
 
“Once again, Ap chooses to 
send an open invitation to 
Norway for rejected asylum 
seekers” 
 
“It also gives a clear signal to 
all who are in Norway. If you 
get your case enough in the 
media, you run a campaign, 
then the Labour Party will 
make sure you stay, Jensen 
continued” 
 
“She says many places in the 
country are characterized by 
high immigrant density, which 
she believes affects the 
integration” 
 
“It's hardly a new assessment 
of a few hundred youths case 
that changes that” 
 

 
Naming the opponent.  
 
 
Naming the opponent with 
references to nonhuman 
animal behaviour in order to 
draw attention to her 
impression of the party.  
 
 
 
The October children are 
mentioned once, asylum 
seekers are referred to as 
rejected that will receive an 
invitation from Ap, asylum 
seekers that get enough media 
attention will get to stay 
(fortune hunter?), too many of 
them is affecting the 
integration in a negative way, 
and a few hundreds youth 
highlighting that they are 
passive, motionless, negative 
figures.  

 
Passivated verbs without 
agents 
 

 
“Once again, Ap chooses to 
send an open invitation to 
Norway for rejected asylum 
seekers” 
 

 
The article evolves around 
statements from Siv Jensen at 
the Frp autumn conference 
and these statements therefore 
tends to have agents such as 
other political parties. 
However, the October children 
are passivated and has no 
agency when mentioned in the 
text.  
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Presupposition 
 

 
“At the first crossroads after 
the election, the Labour Party 
is failing, said Jensen, referring 
to the parliamentary 
emergency response to the so-
called October children” 
 
“And the Frp leader took a 
settlement with the practice 
that NRK has revealed at 
Koran schools in Somalia” 
 
“Many have tried to analyse 
Større's failure, but the answer 
is quite simple” 
 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
the October children case. 
 
 
 
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
another case in order to make 
full sense of the text.  
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the 2017 elections result in 
order to build an argument.  

 
Modals 
 

 
“Jensen also entered the 
budget negotiations at the 
Parliament in the speech, but 
gave no roadmap on the 
progress or outlook for unity, 
beyond pointing to the priorities 
that are important to Frp” 
 
“Regardless of the outcome of 
the talks with the Left, the Frp 
leader stated that she plans to 
negotiate a new government 
platform for the years to 2021. 
The fight against property 
taxes will be central” 

 
The text does not entail many 
future actions and promises for 
these as the text is mostly 
focused on previous events.  
 
 
 
 
 
Will be – high commitment to 
statement and high certainty in 
order to convince voters.  

 
Hedging 
 
 

 
“It's hardly a new assessment 
of a few hundred youths case 
that changes that” 
 
“Many have tried to analyse 
Større's failure, but the answer 
is quite simple” 
 

 
Of a few hundred youths – 
strategic ambiguity within 
claim, in order to avoid being 
specific.  
 
Many have tried – strategic 
ambiguity.  

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“The labour party is no longer 
the eagle in Norwegian politics, 
says Frp leader Siv Jensen. 
She thinks the party at the 
moment reminds her more of 
an ostrich” 
 
“It's about a party with Støre in 
the lead who ran the whole 
election campaign on black 
paint” 
 

 
Eagle and ostrich used to 
describe the actions of the 
parties as typical nonhuman 
animal references due to the 
stereotypical behaviour of 
these.  
 
 
Ran the whole election 
campaign on black paint is 
used to describe that the whole 
campaign was exaggerating 
the negative in her eyes.  
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4. Representation of social actors 

 
 

 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
Back in the day, the Labour 
Party was called the eagle in 
Norwegian politics, but this 
policy reminds me more of an 
ostrich, the Frp leader said” 
 
 
 

Notes: 
 
This sentence is highlighting 
back in the day in order to build 
up an argument that the 
political party has changed. 
The subordinate (second half) 
of the sentence provides 
context for the first dominant 
clause (the Labour Party was 
called the eagle in Norwegian 
politics) by stating but this 
policy reminds me more of an 
ostrich.  
 

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“Jensen: Ap is a political 
bankruptcy” 
 
 
 
“Labour deputy Trond Giske 
rejects criticism from Siv 
Jensen. To NRK, he says that 
the strict and fair asylum policy 
Norway has led is firm” 
 

Notes: 
 
The text is personalised in the 
statements from Siv Jensen – 
it is one person stating 
something.  
 
Other politicians are also 
personalised with statements.  
 
The October children are 
impersonalised as a case 
contributing to the statements. 
 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“At the first crossroads after 
the election, the Labour Party 
is failing, said Jensen, referring 
to the parliamentary 
emergency response to the so-
called October children” 
 

 
The October children are 
collectivised to a generic 
group.  
 

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“Jensen went on and on about 
what she describes as 
irresponsible wobbling in the 
asylum policy of Ap” 
 
 
“Once again, Ap chooses to 
send an open invitation to 
Norway for rejected asylum 
seekers” 

 
There is a clear us vs them 
division between the political 
parties due to their different 
opinions and policies. 
 
They send an invitation to them 
to come to our Norway.  
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6. Representation of political and numerical references 

 
 

 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“Once again, Ap chooses to 
send an open invitation to 
Norway for rejected asylum 
seekers” 
 

Notes: 
 
The October children are 
referred to in a political 
discussion and therefore 
passive, motionless figures to 
contribute to the debate. 
 

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“She says many places in the 
country are characterised by 
high immigrant density, which 
she believes affects the 
integration” 
 
“It's hardly a new assessment 
of a few hundred youths case 
that changes that” 
 
 
 
“Frps Autumn Conference 
brings together more than 400 
people elected and elected 
representatives from all over 
the country and is the party's 
largest political gathering 
outside of national gatherings 
ever” 
 

 
High immigrant density used to 
over exaggerate that there are 
so many people coming here.  
 
 
 
Numerical reference used the 
opposite way – a couple of 
hundred youths will not make a 
difference (its not that many, 
lets just accept them)  
 
More than 400 people, largest 
political gathering – used to 
emphasise importance.  

 
 

7. Themes: Siv Jensen, Frp, Ap, political rivalry, October children, asylum seekers, 
ideologically contentious, fortune hunter, passive, motionless, negative figures, eagle, 
ostrich, 2017 elections, exaggeration 

 
 

 
8. Overall comments of article: This article is written by NTB – a Norwegian supplier of 

news but published by the newspaper, and it evolves around the Frp autumn conference 
where the party discussed the asylum policies. The leader of the party Siv Jensen is 
quoted throughout the article in regards to her feelings about their opponent – Ap and the 
many statements she made in her speech.  
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Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 19 
 
Newspaper: Adresseavisen 
 
Format: Straight News Article 
 
Date of article: 01.12.2017 
 
Author: NTB, supplier of news content 
 
Source link: https://www.adressa.no/nyheter/innenriks/2017/12/01/Erna-Solberg-holder-grepet-
om-velgerne-15685129.ece 
 
Word count: 474 words 
 
Title of article: “Erna Solberg holder grepet om velgerne” 
 
Translated to: “Erna Solberg holds a grip on the voters” 
 

 
 

1. Lead image: No image 
 

2. Image description: No image 
 

 
 

3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 
 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“Neither the autumn's 
bourgeois tug of war for budget 
money, battle for the "October 
children" or the Minister of 
Fisheries Per Sandberg's (Frp) 
slap initiative, changed a lot of 
the parties' support from 
October to November” 
 

Notes: 
 
Over description to summarise 
the latest political discussions 
in the media.  

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“Neither the autumn's 
bourgeois tug of war for budget 
money, battle for the "October 
children" or the Minister of 
Fisheries Per Sandberg's (Frp) 
slap initiative, changed a lot of 
the parties' support from 
October to November” 
 

 
The October children are 
referred to as a case that did 
not affect the numbers 
presented in the article.  
 

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“Neither the autumn's 
bourgeois tug of war for budget 
money, battle for the "October 
children" or the Minister of 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
the various political events 
mentioned in the sentence. 
The bourgeois tug of war for 
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Fisheries Per Sandberg's (Frp) 
slap initiative, changed a lot of 
the parties' support from 
October to November” 
 

budget money, the battle for 
the October children and the 
Minister of Fisheries Per 
Sandberg's (Frp) slap initiative.  
  

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“Erna Solberg holds a grip on 
the voters” 
 
 
 
 
 
“On the opposite side and 
under the Ap-leader Jonas 
Gahr Større's umbrella, there 
would have been 82 
parliamentary representatives 
distributed by the Labor Party, 
SV, Center Party, Red and 
MDG” 
 
“Støres Ap is struggling to 
return to the winning recipe 
from the first half of 2017” 
 
 
 
 
“Also SV is on a roll” 

 
Holds a grip on the voters 
refers to the party having a 
stable result in the newest poll 
and the voters are therefore 
loyal – the prime minster has a 
grip on them.  
 
Under the Ap-leader Jonas 
Gahr Større's umbrella – used 
to describe the parties that 
would have been in a 
government with Ap and 
therefore under their umbrella.  
 
 
 
The winning recipe used to 
emphasise that the party was 
in the lead on polls in the 
beginning of the year and are 
now facing a much lower 
result. 
 
(i siget in Norwegian) on a roll 
– metaphor for doing well.  
 

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
 
 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“Erna Solberg holds a grip on 
the voters” 

Notes: 
 
The dominant clause in the 
sentence is Erna Solberg 
holding a grip, the subordinate 
clause and less dominant is 
the voters, meaning that the 
importance is on Erna and not 
the voters.  
 

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 
 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“The average of seven opinion 
polls published in November 
would, according to the Poll of 
polls, provide a majority of 87 
mandates for the government 

Notes: 
 
The text is highly 
impersonalised with the 
emphasis on the political 
parties and the results on the 
newest polls.  
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parties, the Right and Progress 
Party, and the budget partners 
Left and KrF” 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“KrF is struggling with the 
measurements. Six out of 
seven measurements in 
November are below the 
election result of 4.2 percent. 
Three of the measurements 
are below the barrier limit - 
which gives an average of 3.8 
percent. It is unchanged from 
October, but down 0.4 
percentage points from the 
election” 
 

 
The text is referring to political 
parties and their events as 
collectivised and there are 
therefore little individualised 
references in the text. 
 

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“Neither the autumn's 
bourgeois tug of war for budget 
money, battle for the "October 
children" or the Minister of 
Fisheries Per Sandberg's (Frp) 
slap initiative, changed a lot of 
the parties' support from 
October to November” 

Notes: 
 
The October children are 
referred to as a political case 
that did not affect the newest 
opinion polls. 

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“The barrier is also threatening 
for the Left, but after all, the 
party is ending in the second 
consecutive month with a 4.3 
per cent section of the day. It is 
unchanged from October and 
minus 0.1 from the election” 
 

 
The numerical tendencies from 
the newest opinion poll 
compared to previous polls are 
presented. 
 

 
 

7. Themes: Opinion polls, results, numerical, political events, October children, 
impersonalised, collectivised 

 
 

 
8. Overall comments of article: This article is written by NTB, a supplier of news content 

and summarises the newest opinion polls result. The October children are only mentioned 
once as a case that did not affect the polls from October to November. The article is not 
discussing anything other than the latest results, and therefore does not directly deal with 
the October children case.  
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Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 20 
 
Newspaper: Adresseavisen 
 
Format: Straight News Article 
 
Date of article: 07.12.2017 
 
Author: NTB, supplier of news content 
 
Source link: https://www.adressa.no/nyheter/utenriks/2017/12/07/Aftenposten-Asylsøkerretur-til-
norsk-barnehjem-i-Kabul-15715556.ece 
 
Word count: 243 words 
 
Title of article: “Aftenposten: Asylsøkerretur til norsk barnehjem i Kabul” 
 
Translated to: “Aftenposten: Asylum seeker deportations to Norwegian orphanage in Kabul” 
 

 
 

1. Lead image: 

 
Photo: NTB, Scanpix 

 
 

2. Image description:	“Innvandringsminister Sylvi Listhaug” 
 

Translated to: “Immigration and integration minister, Sylvi Listhaug” 
 

 
 

3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 
 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“Aftenposten: Asylum seeker 
deportations to Norwegian 
orphanage in Kabul” 
 

Notes: 
 
Asylum seeker deportations – 
the title is problematic and 
ideologically contentious with 
an emphasis on Norwegian 
orphanage in Kabul in order to 
draw attention to the article. 
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Naming and Reference 
 

 
“The government is working to 
establish a care centre for 
Afghan minor asylum seekers 
in Kabul, writes Aftenposten” 
 
“While the fate of the so-called 
"October children" has been 
discussed, the Ministry of 
Justice and Norwegian 
diplomats have announced 
plans to return minor asylum 
seekers to a Norwegian-run 
orphanage in Kabul” 
 
“Minister of Immigration Sylvi 
Listhaug (Frp) makes it clear 
that the intention is to create a 
centre to receive forced 
rejected minors from Norway” 
 
“We do not force deport 
children alone today. But with 
such a centre we can do that 
with those who receive a 
rejection on the asylum 
application, those who stay 
temporarily or those to be 
deported from the country at 
the age of 18, she confirms” 
 

 
The October children are 
referred to as minor Afghan 
asylum seekers, the so called 
October children, minor asylum 
seekers, forced rejected 
minors (tvangsreturnerte in 
Norwegian), those who got 
their asylum application 
rejected, those who receive a 
temporary stay, and those to 
be deported at the age of 18.  
 
 
 
 

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“While the fate of the so-called 
"October children" has been 
discussed, the Ministry of 
Justice and Norwegian 
diplomats have announced 
plans to return minor asylum 
seekers to a Norwegian-run 
orphanage in Kabul” 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
the October children case in 
order to make full sense of the 
text.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Modals 
 

 
“We do not force deport 
children alone today. But with 
such a centre we can do that 
with those who receive a 
rejection on the asylum 
application, those who stay 
temporarily or those to be 
deported from the country at 
the age of 18, she confirms” 
 
“We are working well with the 
authorities down there. But first 
we need to find suitable 
premises and we must find 
organizations that we can 
cooperate with and who can do 
this in line with our wishes, 
says Listhaug” 

 
We can do it – low certainty 
used as an argument as it is 
still a suggestion that needs to 
be voted for.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
High degree of certainty and 
commitment to statement – we 
are doing this and that and we 
must do this and that.  
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Hedging 
 
 

 
“While the fate of the so-called 
"October children" has been 
discussed, the Ministry of 
Justice and Norwegian 
diplomats have announced 
plans to return minor asylum 
seekers to a Norwegian-run 
orphanage in Kabul” 

 
Norwegian diplomats – 
strategic ambiguity. 

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“Listhaug emphasises that one 
has not yet received a green 
light, but has come further than 
before” 
 

 
Green light used as a 
metaphor for confirmation to go 
ahead with the action.  

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
 
 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“Aftenposten: Asylum seeker 
deportations to Norwegian 
orphanage in Kabul” 
 

Notes: 
 
The dominant clause is the 
emphasis on the asylum 
seeker deportations in order to 
highlight that they are being 
deported. The subordinate 
phrase is the Norwegian 
orphanage in Kabul which 
seem less important – the 
main thing is that they are 
deported.  
 

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“Minister of Immigration Sylvi 
Listhaug (Frp) makes it clear 
that the intention is to create a 
centre to receive forced 
rejected minors from Norway” 
 
“The government is working to 
establish a care centre for 
Afghan minor asylum seekers 
in Kabul, writes Aftenposten” 
 

Notes: 
 
Sylvi Listhaug is personalised 
with statements in the text. 
 
 
 
 
All other mentions are 
impersonalised. 
 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“While the fate of the so-called 
"October children" has been 
discussed, the Ministry of 
Justice and Norwegian 
diplomats have announced 
plans to return minor asylum 

 
The October children are 
collectivised to a generic group 
meaning that they have no 
individuality.  
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seekers to a Norwegian-run 
orphanage in Kabul” 
 
“Minister of Immigration Sylvi 
Listhaug (Frp) makes it clear 
that the intention is to create a 
centre to receive forced 
rejected minors from Norway” 

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“Aftenposten: Asylum seeker 
deportations to Norwegian 
orphanage in Kabul” 
 
“We do not force deport 
children alone today. But with 
such a centre we can do that 
with those who receive a 
rejection on the asylum 
application, those who stay 
temporarily or those to be 
deported from the country at 
the age of 18, she confirms” 

 
Asylum seeker deportations (of 
them) to a Norwegian (ours, 
us) orphanage. 
 
 
We do not force deport them. 
 
We can do that to them.  
 
 

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“While the fate of the so-called 
"October children" has been 
discussed, the Ministry of 
Justice and Norwegian 
diplomats have announced 
plans to return minor asylum 
seekers to a Norwegian-run 
orphanage in Kabul” 

Notes: 
 
The October children are 
passive and contribute to the 
political debate about the new 
proposed suggestion by the 
government.  
 
 
 

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“We do not force deport 
children alone today. But with 
such a centre we can do that 
with those who receive a 
rejection on the asylum 
application, those who stay 
temporarily or those to be 
deported from the country at 
the age of 18, she confirms” 
 

 
Numerical references in terms 
of the age of asylum seekers.  
 
 
 

 
 

7. Themes: Asylum seekers, deportations, government proposal, Sylvi Listhaug, minors, 
Norwegian orphanage, Afghan, forced rejected minors, October children, collectivised, us 
vs them division, political references 

 
 

 
8. Overall comments of article: The article refers to an article written by Aftenposten 

announcing that Sylvi Listhaug and the rest of the government are planning to build a care 
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centre for Afghan minor asylum seekers in Kabul, in order to be able to deport rejected 
minor asylum seekers as well as rejected minor asylum seekers turning 18 years old.  

 
 
 

Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 21 
 
Newspaper: Adresseavisen 
 
Format: Straight News Article 
 
Date of article: 12.12.2017 
 
Author: NTB, supplier of news content 
 
Source link: https://www.adressa.no/nyheter/innenriks/2017/12/12/Opposisjonen-vil-ikke-svare-
på-Listhaugs-spørsmål-om-returstopp-15743498.ece 
 
Word count: 183 words 
 
Title of article: “Opposisjonen vil ikke svare på Listhaugs spørsmål om returstopp” 
 
Translated to: “The opposition will not respond to Listhaug's question about the deportations stop” 
 

 
 

1. Lead image: No image 
 

2. Image description: No image 
 

 
 

3. Representation of Asylum Seekers: 
 
 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“It was the Labour Party that in 
November received a majority 
of the votes for the urgent 
proposal to stop the 
deportations of some of the 
single minor asylum seekers 
who were supposed to be sent 
out of the country when they 
turned 18 years old” 
 

Notes: 
 
Who were supposed to be sent 
out of the country when they 
turned 18 years old – over 
description makes this 
sentence problematic and 
ideologically contentious.   

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“The opposition at the 
Parliament will not respond to 
integration and immigration 
minister Sylvi Listhaugs (Frp) 
26 questions about the stop of 
deportations of single minor 
asylum seekers” 
 

 
The October children are 
referred to three times 
throughout the article as single 
minor asylum seekers, the so-
called October children and the 
single minor asylum seekers 
who were supposed to be sent 
out of the country when they 
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“Therefore, she sent the list of 
questions to all parties who 
decided to stop the 
deportations of the so-called 
October children” 
 
“It was the Labour Party that in 
November received a majority 
of the votes for the urgent 
proposal to stop the 
deportations of some of the 
single minor asylum seekers 
who were supposed to be sent 
out of the country when they 
turned 18 years old” 
 

turned 18 years’ old. 
Highlighting that they are not 
supposed to be here.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
Presupposition 
 

 
“The opposition at the 
Parliament will not respond to 
integration and immigration 
minister Sylvi Listhaugs (Frp) 
26 questions about the stop of 
deportations of single minor 
asylum seekers” 
 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
the decision to stop the 
deportations in the October 
children case. 

 
Modals 
 

 
“The opposition will not 
respond to Listhaug's question 
about the deportations stop” 
 

 
Will not – high degree of 
certainty and commitment.  

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
 
 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“The opposition at the 
Parliament will not respond to 
integration and immigration 
minister Sylvi Listhaugs (Frp) 
26 questions about the stop of 
deportations of single minor 
asylum seekers” 

Notes: 
 
The emphasis is on the 
opposition at the parliament 
and the single minor asylum 
seekers are strategically 
played down by referring to 
them in a lower and less 
prominent way. 

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 

 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“Listhaug believes it is unclear 
what the Parliament has 
actually decided and how the 
decision should be practiced. 
Therefore, she sent the list of 
questions to all parties who 
voted to stop deportations of 
the so-called October children” 

Notes: 
 
Sylvi Listhaug is personalised 
in the text, however the other 
political parties are 
impersonalised along with the 
October children. 
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“In a joint letter to the Minister 
for Immigration and 
Integration, the parliamentary 
leaders in Ap, Left, KrF, Sp, 
SV, MDG and Red write that 
she cannot wait for any 
response, writes VG” 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“The opposition at the 
Parliament will not respond to 
integration and immigration 
minister Sylvi Listhaugs (Frp) 
26 questions about the stop of 
deportations of single minor 
asylum seekers” 
 

 
The October children are 
collectivised to a generic 
group. 
 

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“It was the Labour Party that in 
November received a majority 
of the votes for the urgent 
proposal to stop the 
deportations of some of the 
single minor asylum seekers 
who were supposed to be sent 
out of the country when they 
turned 18 years old” 
 

 
Them – they were supposed to 
be sent out of our country 
when they turned 18 years old. 

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“The opposition at the 
Parliament will not respond to 
integration and immigration 
minister Sylvi Listhaugs (Frp) 
26 questions about the stop of 
deportations of single minor 
asylum seekers” 
 
“Therefore, she sent the list of 
questions to all parties who 
decided to stop the 
deportations of the so-called 
October children” 

Notes: 
 
The October children are 
referred to as a political issue 
to debate between parties. 
 

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“The opposition at the 
Parliament will not respond to 
integration and immigration 
minister Sylvi Listhaugs (Frp) 
26 questions about the stop of 
deportations of single minor 
asylum seekers” 
 
“It was the Labour Party that in 
November received a majority 

 
Numerical references in terms 
of the 26 questions, and the 
age of the asylum seekers. 
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of the votes for the urgent 
proposal to stop the 
deportations of some of the 
single minor asylum seekers 
who were supposed to be sent 
out of the country when they 
turned 18 years old” 
 

 
 

7. Themes: Sylvi Listhaug, the opposition, deportations, asylum seekers, single minor asylum 
seekers, the October children, 18 years old, political debate 
 

 
 

8. Overall comments of article: This very short article evolves around the letter that Sylvi 
Listhaug sent to the opposition parties at the parliament regarding the decision to stop the 
deportations of the October children. The newspaper VG is quoted in this article where the 
parties replied to the letter stating that the minister for immigration and integration should 
know what her job entails and will therefore not receive an answer to her 26 questions. The 
October children are mentioned three times throughout the article just contributing to this 
political discussion. 

 
 
 

Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 22 
 
Newspaper: Adresseavisen 
 
Format: Straight News Article  
 
Date of article: 12.01.2018 
 
Author: Kjerstin Rabås, Adresseavisen 
 
Source link: https://www.adressa.no/nyheter/innenriks/2018/01/12/Lover-rask-oppfølging-av-
«oktoberbarna»-15891202.ece 
 
Word count: 301 words 
 
Title of article: “Lover rask oppfølging av «oktoberbarna»” 
 
Translated to: “Promises quick follow-up of the «October children»” 
 

 
 

1. Lead image: No image 
 

2. Image description: No image 
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3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 

 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“If the minister and government 
think something is unclear and 
they are uncertain as to how to 
interpret the decision or want 
to obtain assessments about 
their own choices, they must 
return to the Parliament with a 
new case” 

Notes: 
 
Over description in order to 
portray a negative perception 
(if they don’t understand how it 
works…) ideologically 
contentious.   

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“Promises quick follow-up of 
the «October children»” 
 
“In Adresseavisen on 
Thursday, AP, SV and KrF 
took a settlement with the 
government's handling of the 
decision made on 14th 
November last year, where it 
was decided that a group of 
single minor asylum seekers, 
also called the October 
children, should not be forced 
to be deported before they 
have reassessed their cases” 
 
“It was reacted negatively that 
minister Sylvi Listhaug (Frp) 
will treat the "October children" 
who are now 18 years old as 
adults when undertaking their 
reassessments” 
 
“He indicates that on the day 
the proposals were decided, 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
and the UNE instructed to 
postpone the deportations to 
Afghanistan for people who 
may be affected by the 
decision of the Parliament” 
 

 
The October children are 
referred to as the October 
children, single minor asylum 
seekers also called the 
October children, October 
children who are now 18 years 
old, and people who may be 
affected by the decision of the 
Parliament. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“Promises quick follow-up of 
the «October children»” 
 
 
 
“State Secretary Torkil Åmland 
(Frp) faces the criticism of 
immigration and integration 
minister Sylvi Listhaug” 
 
 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
the October children case in 
order to make full sense of the 
text. 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the criticism Sylvi Listhaug 
received.  
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Modals 
 

 
“Promises quick follow-up of 
the «October children»” 
 
 
 
 
 
“It was reacted negatively that 
minister Sylvi Listhaug (Frp) 
will treat the "October children" 
who are now 18 years old as 
adults when undertaking their 
reassessments” 
 
“State Secretary Torkil Åmland 
(Frp) writes in an e-mail to 
Adresseavisen Thursday that 
the ministry will follow up the 
decision of the Parliament in a 
quick and good way” 

 
Very high commitment to 
statement and high certainty – 
it is a promise in order to 
convince people (promise can 
also be emotional – one does 
not break promises).  
 
Will treat them – high degree 
of certainty.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
Will follow up – high degree of 
certainty in order to convince 
the readers and face the 
criticism.  

 
Hedging 
 
 

 
“It was reacted negatively that 
minister Sylvi Listhaug (Frp) 
will treat the "October children" 
who are now 18 years old as 
adults when undertaking their 
reassessments” 
 
“In addition, Listhaug was 
accused of delaying the 
decision of the parliament, 
since it has been two months 
since the emergency response 
was made” 

 
It was reacted negatively – but 
by who? Strategic ambiguity.  
 
 
 
 
 
She was accused of delaying 
the decision – who? Avoid 
being specific.  

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“Promises quick follow-up of 
the «October children»” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Notes: 
 
The emphasis on the sentence 
is the promise – this is used to 
dominate as the aim is to 
respond to the criticism. The 
October children are 
strategically placed down as 
the focus is not on them but 
that the party is promising 
actions.  

 
 

5. Representation of division 
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Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“State Secretary Torkil Åmland 
(Frp) faces the criticism of 
immigration and integration 
minister Sylvi Listhaug” 
 
 
“If the minister and government 
think something is unclear and 
they are uncertain as to how to 
interpret the decision or want 
to obtain assessments about 
their own choices, they must 
return to the Parliament with a 
new case. They have chosen 
not to, said the spokesman for 
immigration policy in Ap, Stein-
Erik Lauvås, who criticised that 
the minister chose to send a 
letter to the parliamentary 
leaders with questions about 
the decision” 

Notes: 
 
The state secretary is 
personalised in the text as he 
responds to the criticism, in 
addition to a statement from 
the immigration spokesman in 
Ap. 
 
The October children and other 
political parties are 
impersonalised in the article. 
This article therefore gives 
voice to two particular parties 
of both sides of the discussion. 
However, it is evident that the 
state secretary of Frp is the 
main character in the text as 
the text evolves around the 
response of the criticism aimed 
at them. The article therefore 
gives voice to Frp in order to 
let them face the criticism 
revealing that the text is 
ideologically contentious. 
 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“Promises quick follow-up of 
the «October children»” 
 
“In Adresseavisen on 
Thursday, AP, SV and KrF 
took a settlement with the 
government's handling of the 
decision made on 14th 
November last year, where it 
was decided that a group of 
single minor asylum seekers, 
also called the October 
children, should not be forced 
to be deported before they 
have reassessed their cases” 
 

 
The October children are 
collectivised and referred to as 
a generic group. 
 
 

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“State Secretary Torkil Åmland 
(Frp) believes the decision on 
the "October children" was 
poorly investigated and 
thorough” 

Notes: 
 
The October children are 
referred to as a political issue 
that is being debated.  
 
 

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“It was reacted negatively that 
minister Sylvi Listhaug (Frp) 
will treat the "October children" 

 
The age is a numerical 
reference throughout the text.  
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who are now 18 years old as 
adults when undertaking their 
reassessments” 

 
 

7. Themes: Political discussion, October children, ideologically contentious, single minor 
asylum seekers, 18 years old, modals in order to assess criticism, promise, Sylvi Listhaug, 
Frp, state secretary 

 
 

 
8. Overall comments of article: This article comments on the decision that was made on 

14th November – to stop the deportations of the October children. The state secretary 
Torkil Åmland (Frp) is quoted throughout the article in order to asses the criticism Sylvi 
Listhaug received after taking so long to action the urgent decisions that were made.  

 
 
 

Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 23 
 
Newspaper: Adresseavisen 
 
Format: Straight News Article 
 
Date of article: 18.01.2018 
 
Author: NTB, supplier of news content 
 
Source link: https://www.adressa.no/nyheter/innenriks/2018/01/18/Venstre-brøt-med-partnerne-
på-dag-én-15926139.ece 
 
Word count: 533 words 
 
Title of article: “Venstre brøt med partnerne på dag én” 
 
Translated to: “The Left broke with partners on day one” 
 

 
 

1. Lead image: 

 
Photo: Terje Bendiksby, NTB Scanpix 
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2. Image description: “Sylvi Listhaug som ny justis- og innvandringsminister. Her 

statssekretærene Thor Kleppen Sættem (th) og Sveinung Rotevatn (V).” 
 

Translated to: “Sylvi Listhaug as new Minister for Justice and Immigration. Here the state 
secretaries Thor Kleppen Sættem (th) and Sveinung Rotevatn (V).” 

 
 

 
3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 

 
 

 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“Left split up with the 
government partners Right and 
Frp on the very first occasion 
when the Parliament 
considered proposals for 
asylum deportations on 
Thursday” 
 
“Liberalisation will cause more 
people to stay and contribute 
to a "pull effect" to Europe” 
 
“It's sad that we spend so 
much time on various 
proposals from the opposition 
that are about giving more 
unjustified refugees a stay in 
Norway, said Frps Jon Engen-
Helgheim” 
 

Notes: 
 
Split up (skilte lag in 
Norwegian) – over description.  
 
 
 
 
 
Problematic over description – 
ideologically contentious. 
 
 
Problematic over description – 
ideologically contentious. 

 
Naming and Reference 
 

 
“Adults and children are still 
fleeing on hazardous journeys, 
said rapporteur Kristin Ørmen 
Johnsen (H) in her introduction 
during the parliament debate” 
 
“It's sad that we spend so 
much time on various 
proposals from the opposition 
that are about giving more 
unjustified refugees a stay in 
Norway, said Frps Jon Engen-
Helgheim” 
 
“SV, Venstre and KrF do not 
receive a majority in order to 
reintroduce the reasonable 
condition of so-called internal 
flight, which means that this 
should not be done if it is unfair 
to refer the applicant to 
protection in other parts of the 
home country than the one 
from which he comes” 

 
The October children are 
referred to as adults and 
children, unjustified refugees, 
the applicant, the so-called 
October children, and Afghans 
who came to Norway as single 
minor asylum seekers. 
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“However, in November, the 
majority of the votes, with the 
votes of Left, reached an 
emergency decision saying 
that the so-called October 
children will get their cases 
reassess based on 
vulnerability criteria” 
 
“The "October children" are 
Afghans who came to Norway 
as single minor asylum 
seekers in the fall of 2015” 

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“Left split up with the 
government partners Right and 
Frp on the very first occasion 
when the Parliament 
considered proposals for 
asylum deportations on 
Thursday” 
 
“Not even for the proposal to 
reintroduce the so-called 
reasonableness criteria for 
internal flights, will the Left, SV 
and KrF receive a majority for” 
 
“However, in November, the 
majority of the votes, with the 
votes of Left, reached an 
emergency decision saying 
that the so-called October 
children will get their cases 
reassess based on 
vulnerability criteria” 
 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
the October children case and 
the decision to stop 
deportations.  
 
 
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the reasonableness criteria in 
order to make full sense of the 
text. 
 
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the vulnerability criteria. 

 
Modals 
 

 
“Liberalisation will cause more 
people to stay and contribute 
to a "pull effect" to Europe” 
 
“However, in November, the 
majority of the votes, with the 
votes of Left, reached an 
emergency decision saying 
that the so-called October 
children will get their cases 
reassess based on 
vulnerability criteria” 
 

 
Will – high degree of certainty 
in order to convince people. 
 
 
Will get – high degree of 
certainty.  

 
Hedging 
 
 

 
“It is apparent from the 
recommendation of the local 
government committee that a 
system for monitoring or 
supervise forced deportations 
is on the steps” 
 

 
It is apparent from a 
recommendation – strategic 
ambiguity.  
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Metaphors 
 

 
“But the Left’s Ketil Kjenseth 
does not believe Thursday's 
voting creates bad blood 
between the three fresh 
government partners” 
 
“We think this is the current 
practice and that it is slamming 
open doors, "said Høyres 
Kristin Ørmen Johnsen” 
 

 
Bad blood – here referred to as 
a bad relationship between the 
two parties due to different 
opinions. 
 
 
Slamming open doors – here 
referred to as something that is 
not necessary  

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
 
 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“It's sad that we spend so 
much time on various 
proposals from the opposition 
that are about giving more 
unjustified refugees a stay in 
Norway, said Frps Jon Engen-
Helgheim” 
 

Notes: 
 
The emphasis is on we (us) 
spending time on (unimportant 
things) and unjustified refugees 
are strategically played down 
in order to refer to them as less 
important and provide context 
for the dominant clause which 
is that we are spending too 
much time. 
 

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“Left, SV and KrF wants an 
independent expert committee 
to assess the security 
situation, regulations and 
practices for deportations to 
Afghanistan.” 
 

Notes: 
 
The politicians in the text are 
personalised with their 
statements, however the 
majority is impersonalised 
meaning that the whole party is 
behind the particular statement 
in order to give more weight to 
it.  
 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“It's sad that we spend so 
much time on various 
proposals from the opposition 
that are about giving more 
unjustified refugees a stay in 
Norway, said Frps Jon Engen-
Helgheim” 

 
The October children are 
collectivised into a generic 
group.  
 

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“It's sad that we spend so 
much time on various 
proposals from the opposition 
that are about giving more 
unjustified refugees a stay in 

 
We spend so much time on 
them.  
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Norway, said Frps Jon Engen-
Helgheim” 
 
“They got a temporary stay 
until they turned 18 years old, 
after which they could be 
deported to an internal flight in 
Afghanistan” 
 

 
 
 
 
They, they, they.  

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“The task is to be submitted to 
the Supervisory Board for 
Trandum, but how many of the 
deportations that will be 
followed up and what will be 
the Supervisory Board's 
mandate has not yet been 
clarified” 

Notes: 
 
The October children are 
referred to as a political issue 
that is debated. There is a 
heavy focus on deportations.   

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“The "October children" are 
Afghans who came to Norway 
as single minor asylum 
seekers in the fall of 2015” 
 
“They got a temporary stay 
until they turned 18 years old, 
after which they could be 
deported to an internal flight in 
Afghanistan” 
 

 
Numerical references in terms 
of the age debate. 

 
 

7. Themes: Government coalition, October children, unjustified refugees, Afghans, 
deportations, reasonableness criteria, vulnerability criteria, us vs them division 
 

 
 

8. Overall comments of article: This article discusses the new government coalition in 
regards to the different immigration policies they run. The left has a very different opinion of 
the October children than Right and Frp. This article discusses how the coalition will work 
on the political issue.  
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Coding Sheet 
 

Number of article: 24 
 
Newspaper: Adresseavisen 
 
Format: Straight News Article 
 
Date of article: 25.01.2018 
 
Author: Kjerstin Rabås, Adresseavisen 
 
Source link: https://www.adressa.no/nyheter/innenriks/2018/01/25/UDI-206-asylbarn-forsvant-fra-
mottak-i-2017-15968592.ece 
 
Word count: 641 words 
 
Title of article: “UDI: 206 asylbarn forsvant fra mottak i 2017” 
 
Translated to: “UDI: 206 asylum children disappeared from reception centres in 2017” 
 

 
 

1. Lead image: 

 
Photo: Terje Svaan 

 
 

2. Image description: “I mai 2017 forklarte Farzad fra Afghanistan hvorfor mange av 
kompisene valgte å dra fra mottaket på Hegra. På høsten 2017 hadde han selv lagt ut på 
en ny flukt” 
 
Translated to: “In May 2017, Farzad from Afghanistan explained why many of his friends 
chose to leave the reception centre at Hegra. In the fall of 2017 he himself had embarked 
on a new flight” 

 
 

3. Representation of Asylum Seekers 
 

 
 
 
Over lexicalisation 
 

In text: 
 
“This means that 2017 has 
been a record year for 
disappearances of single 
asylum children from 
Norwegian reception centres” 
 

Notes: 
 
Record year – over 
description.  
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Naming and Reference 
 

 
“UDI: 206 asylum children 
disappeared from reception 
centres in 2017” 
 
“According to recent figures 
from the Immigration 
Directorate (UDI) 206 single 
minor asylum seekers (EMA) 
disappeared from reception 
centres in Norway without 
saying where they were going” 
 
“It is an increase from 2016 to 
24 children” 
 
“In December 2015, 
Adresseavisen wrote that 43 
single asylum-seekers had 
disappeared so far from care 
centres and asylum reception 
centres” 
 
“When single minors leave 
reception centres without 
notice, the reception centre will 
notify UDI, the police and child 
welfare services adhere to 
regular routines, Bergwitz-
Larsen points out”  
 
“This means that some people 
return to the reception centre 
or state that they live at a 
private address” 
 
“We are deeply concerned 
about all children and youth 
who have disappeared from 
reception centres” 
 
“One important reason why the 
youth disappears is that they 
are afraid of returning to 
Afghanistan” 

 
The October children are 
referred to as asylum children 
five times throughout the 
article. They are also referred 
to as single minor asylum 
seekers, children, single 
asylum children, single minors, 
people, children and youth, 
and youth.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Presupposition 
 

 
“Strong tightening in 
immigration policies has led to 
the rejection of children who 
would previously receive 
protection” 
 
“We believe that Norway must 
abolish the temporary 
residence policy and 
reintroduce the reasonable 
condition so that those who are 
entitled to protection under 
international law get it, says 
the Special Adviser” 

 
Presumed knowledge about 
the political situation in Norway 
with tighter immigration 
policies.  
 
 
Presumed knowledge about 
the temporary residence policy 
and the reasonable condition 
in order to make full sense of 
the text.  
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Modals 
 

 
“Save The Children believes 
that if preventing 
disappearances Norway must 
enable to care for single 
minors in a completely different 
way than what is being done 
today” 
 
“We believe that Norway must 
abolish the temporary 
residence policy and 
reintroduce the reasonable 
condition so that those who are 
entitled to protection under 
international law get it, says 
the Special Adviser” 

 
(Save The Children is Redd 
Barna in Norwegian – a charity 
organisation for children) 
 
 
 
 
 
Must – high degree of certainty 
and commitment to statement.  
 

 
Hedging 
 
 

 
“This means that some people 
return to the reception centre 
or state that they live at a 
private address” 

 
Some people – strategic 
ambiguity (trying to explain that 
the number is actually lower 
because some people return) 

 
Metaphors 
 

 
“She emphasizes that the 
numbers are dynamic” 
 

 
The numbers are dynamic – 
used in this sense to explain 
that the numbers are changing 
frequently.  

 
 

4. Representation of social actors 
 

 
 
Prepositional or Subordinate 
phrases 
 
 
 
 

In text: 
 
“This means that 2017 has 
been a record year for 
disappearances of single 
asylum children from 
Norwegian reception centres” 
 

Notes: 
 
Emphasis on the amount of 
disappearances – not why it is 
happening. Highlighting 
numerical figures, rather than 
the single asylum children.  

 
 

5. Representation of division 
 

 
 
Personalised or 
impersonalised 
 

In text: 
 
“In May 2017, Farzad from 
Afghanistan explained why 
many of his friends chose to 
leave the reception centre at 
Hegra. In the fall of 2017 he 
himself had embarked on a 
new flight” 
 
 
“UDI is committed to providing 
as good solutions as possible 

Notes: 
 
The article does not 
personalise the October 
children, however there is 
personalisation in the image 
and image text used for the 
article.  
 
 
 
The different organisations are 
impersonalised in order to give 
weight to their statements. 
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to the reception centres to 
prevent this from occurring” 
 
“Save The Children are very 
concerned when presented to 
the annual statistics of the 
UDI” 

 
 
 

 
Individualised or 
Collectivised 
 

 
“According to recent figures 
from the Immigration 
Directorate (UDI) 206 single 
minor asylum seekers (EMA) 
disappeared from reception 
centres in Norway without 
saying where they were going” 
 
“In May 2017, Farzad from 
Afghanistan explained why 
many of his friends chose to 
leave the reception centre at 
Hegra. In the fall of 2017 he 
himself had embarked on a 
new flight” 
 

 
The October children are 
collectivised to a generic 
group.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
However, Farzad is 
individualised in the image and 
the image text for the article.  
 

 
Us versus Them 
 

 
“According to recent figures 
from the Immigration 
Directorate (UDI) 206 single 
minor asylum seekers (EMA) 
disappeared from reception 
centres in Norway without 
saying where they were going” 
 

 
They did not tell us where they 
were going.  
 
 

 
 

6. Representation of political and numerical references 
 

 
 
Political references 
 

In text: 
 
“One important reason why the 
youth disappears is that they 
are afraid of returning to 
Afghanistan. Strong tightening 
in immigration policies has 
meant that we now reject 
children who would previously 
receive protection. This has led 
to a very desperate situation 
for the youngsters, said 
Scharffscher Engeset” 
 

Notes: 
 
The October are explained to 
be disappearing as a result of 
the new immigration policies 
(statement from Save the 
Children).  
 
 
 
 

 
Numerical references 
 

 
“It is an increase from 2016 to 
24 children. Then 182 EMA 
disappeared from reception 
centres to unknown address. 
This means that 388 asylum-

 
The article is heavily numerical 
referenced throughout. The 
October children are therefore 
referred to as a number 
contributing to the overall 
number of disappearances.  



 

~	167	~	

seekers have disappeared in 
two years” 
 
“In December 2015, 
Adresseavisen wrote that 43 
single asylum-seekers had 
disappeared so far from care 
centres and asylum reception 
centres. This means that 2017 
has been a record year for 
disappearances of single 
asylum children from 
Norwegian reception centres” 
 
“46 of those who disappeared 
in 2017 were from reception 
centres in central Norway. 25 
disappeared from reception 
centres in Trøndelag and 21 
from Møre og Romsdal” 
 
“That is a regional increase 
from reception centres in 
central Norway of 22 children 
in one year” 
 
“Most of the disappearances 
were in the north. There were 
74 children missing in unknown 
address in 2017. 25 went from 
reception centres in Troms and 
46 from reception centres in 
Nordland” 
 
“From the region in the south, 
33 children disappeared, from 
the region west 31 and region 
east 22” 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

7. Themes: Asylum children, disappearances, reception centres, single minor asylum 
seekers, children, youth, tighter immigration policies, numerical references, Save the 
Children 
 

 
 

8. Overall comments of article: The article discusses the disappearing of single minor 
asylum seekers at various reception centres in Norway. The article has a numerical focus 
where it is presented how many that disappeared compared to previous years and 
statistics for the different locations in Norway. There is also an emphasis that the asylum 
seekers left without telling where they were going. 

 
 

 


